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Introduction 

The bombing of the World Trade Center (WTC) in February 1993 was a 
landmark act of terrorism.  At least officially, it was the first major strike in 
the US by radical Islamic militants and as such pre-empted the attacks of 
9/11.  The perpetrators were a group of men based out of the Al-Kifah 
refugee center in the Al Farooq mosque in Brooklyn, New York.  This was the 
local branch of the Maktab al-Khidamat or Mujahideen Services Office that 
funnelled money and people to Afghanistan during the war with the Soviets.  

The bombing resulted in several trials – US vs Salameh et al in 1994, US vs 
Rahman et al in 1995, and US vs Yousef et al in 1997.  The first trial 
prosecuted several of those in New York who had assisted in building and 
delivering the bomb.  The second trial prosecuted the Blind Sheikh Omar 
Abdel Rahman and some of his followers for a ‘seditious conspiracy’ that 
included the WTC bombing, the ‘Day of Terror’ plot and several solicitations to 
murder Hosni Mubarek.  The third trial prosecuted Ramzi Yousef, the man 
primarily responsible for choosing the target and building the bomb.  

Nonetheless, the case is still subject to a swirl of conspiracy theories, mostly 
revolving around the FBI informant Emad Salem, who infiltrated the group at 
the Al-Kifah both before and after the bombing.  The idea that Salem built the 
bomb is misleading, as he was actually sacked by the FBI in the summer of 
1992 and wasn’t involved with the Al-Kifah group from then until after the 
bombing.  

The more substantive theories are based on the issue of the Bind Sheikh 
being some kind of CIA asset, the legends created around Ramzi Yousef and 
also the possible involvement of triple agent Ali Mohamed.  The forensic 
science investigation of the bombing was also particularly bad.  This 
document collection includes files that shed light on these questions and 
provide a basis for establishing a more subtle view of exactly who was 
responsible for the bombing and why they did what they did.   

Part One: The Blind Sheikh
State Department Cables on meetings with followers of the Blind Sheikh,  
April-May 1989

These cables were made available in 2007 via JM Berger’s Intelwire website 
and detail secret meetings between US officials and followers of the Blind 
Sheikh in mid-1989.  Both of the cables are signed by Frank Wisner, the son 
of the former CIA black ops veteran of the same name, who was the US 
ambassador to Egypt at the time.

In the first meeting the member of the Blind Sheikh’s Islamic Group (IG or al-
Gama'a al-Islamiyya) offered abundant information on the group’s 
membership, its agenda and aims.  Despite scepticism in the US embassy of 



the sincerity of the approach by the IG member they maintained contact with 
the group and had a second meeting with a young lawyer from the IG.  Much 
of the same information was offered again, with an admission from the 
lawyer that their approach to the US was due to a change in thinking within 
the group.  Keen not to let the Mubarek government image of the IG as a 
wild terrorist group be taken as gospel, they had volunteered this information 
to US official as a sort of overture.  

What this suggests is that even with the Afghan war winding down, some 
within the US establishment saw the mujahideen as having a purpose beyond 
the localised harassment of the Soviets.  The fact that during this period the 
Bilnd Sheikh, the ideological leader of the IG, travelled to the US on multiple 
occasions and a year after these meetings moved their permanently suggests 
he was considered to still be useful.  The fact that his visas for these trips 
were arranged by the CIA all but confirms that.  

State Department Cable revoking the Blind Sheikh’s visas, December 1990

Several months after the Blind Sheikh arrived in New York to take up 
permanent residence his right of residence was rescinded by the State 
Department.  This cable from December 1990 shows that in late November of 
that year all his visas were summarily revoked, though no explanation is given 
as to why.  It may or may not have had something to do with the 
assassination of rabbi Meir Kahane (himself a former FBI informant) in early 
November, by El Sayyid Nosair, one of Rahman’s followers.  

This had almost no effect on the Blind Sheikh whatsoever, who continued to 
live in New York, preaching his radical sermons and inspiring people to acts of 
violence, for over two years.  He was arrested in June 1993, having faced no 
deportation proceedings of any kind in the intervening period.  Given that his 
presence in the US was assisted by the CIA, one has to wonder at whether 
the State Department were simply covering their backs with the gesture of 
revoking his visas, as they clearly had no real intention to remove him from 
the country.  

State Department memos on appropriateness of visas issued to the Blind 
Sheikh, July 1993

After the Blind Sheikh’s arrest the State Department’s Office of the Inspector 
General conducted a brief inquiry into whether the decision to grant him the 
visas in the first place was correct.  In particular the 1990 visa that granted 
him a right of residency in the US was a matter of some concern.  

Despite a lengthy investigation State Dept official Mary Ryan wrote that, ‘It is 
not possible to answer definitively whether or not visas, (particularly the one 
issued in 1990) should have been issued or denied based on the evidence and 



information available at the time of application.’  Key sections of the 
explanatory report, particularly those discussing the file on the Blind Sheikh in 
Cairo (presumably a CIA file) are redacted.  There is no mention of the 
meetings with the Blind Sheikh’s followers in 1989, or of why he was granted 
the visas.  

9/11 Commission withdrawal notices for CIA files on the Blind Sheikh

Despite a pledge to make all their sources of information public in aftermath 
of their investigation, the 9/11 Commission allowed various agencies to 
withdraw material they’d supplied to the Commission from the National 
Archives.  In particular these three notices refer to over 200 pages of CIA and 
State Department files on the Blind Sheikh.  

In particular this includes a memo from the Director of Central Intelligence to 
the Inspector General regarding a report on the Blind Sheikh, quite possibly 
the same report quoted by the Boston Herald as saying the CIA had some 
culpability for the WTC bombing.  What this points to is that the 9/11 
Commission happily engaged in a cover-up of exactly what the relationship 
was between the CIA and Blind Sheikh, despite its ramifications not just for 
the WTC bombing but for the whole picture of Al Qaeda presented in the 
Commission’s report.  

Part Two: The Bomb

Hakim Murad PNP interrogation report, January 17th 1995

Hakim Murad was a lifelong friend of Ramzi Yousef, and even scoped out the 
WTC in mid-1992 on Yousef’s behalf (before Yousef himself had ever set foot 
in the US).  Following the WTC bombing, Yousef went on a two-year bombing 
and mischief rampage in Asia, often hooking up with his old friend Murad 
along the way.  

In 1995, while preparing the Bojinka plot to bomb up to a dozen commercial 
airliners, Murad and Yousef managed to set fire to their apartment in Manila. 
Murad was arrested and interrogated by the Philippines National Police (PNP). 
Murad co-operated almost immediately, explaining that Yousef had admitted 
that he was responsible for the WTC bombing.  

Murad explained that Yousef used a complex mixture to make up the bomb 
used on the WTC.  A ‘small quantity of astrolite bomb; made of Ammonium 
Nitrate and Hydrazine liquid and a ‘small quantity of Lead Azide’ and a ‘large 
volume of chemical bomb made out of Nitric Acid in a drum’ was the 
combination as reported by Murad.  



FBI FD-302 detailing Ramzi Yousef proffer session, February 13th 1995

After Yousef was captured in Pakistan he made an extended confession to the 
FBI and even had a proffer session with the FBI and States Attorney’s office 
after being flown back to New York.  In this proffer session he outlined the 
bomb plot, in particular the make-up of the bomb.  

The description offered by Yousef contradicts what Murad said Yousef told 
him in various ways.  Yousef told the FBI that the main charge was urea 
nitrate in a wooden box, not nitric acid in a drum.  He said there were three 
explosive ‘boosters’, not just two as described by Murad.  The first was 30kg 
of dynamite, the second 20kg of ammonium nitrate, nitromethane and 
analine and the third was 50kg of thermite.  There was no mention of 
astrolite, and the lead azide, as Yousef told it, was part of a detonation 
mechanism and not part of the main charge.  

The two descriptions do not match up at all, and while Murad might have 
been confused or mistaken, this does open up the question of what was used 
to bomb the WTC.  

Extract from US Fire Administration report on WTC bombing, 1993

The damage from the World Trade Center was considerable, killing six people 
and injuring over 1000.  These extracts from a US Fire Administration report 
on the lessons learned from the WTC blast detail the impact of the explosion. 
The truck bomb apparently blasted holes through several floors of the 
underground parking garage, including a 5000 square foot hole in the floor 
above the explosion.  

Could a urea nitrate bomb of that size do such damage?  Similar questions 
have been asked of the ANFO (similar to UNFO) bomb apparently used in the 
Oklahoma City bombing of April 1995, though there is far more video and 
photographic footage available from that bomb site.  Tests carried out by the 
US Air Force following the Oklahoma City bombing suggest that bombs of that 
type and size cannot do what was seen in both the Alfred P Murrah building 
and the WRC, particular the brisance damage that is a tell tale sign of high 
explosives.  

Testimony of Frederic Whitehurst, US vs Rahman et al, August 14th 1995

The dispute over what was used to bomb the WTC came to a head in the US 
vs Rahman et al trial when the defence called FBI explosives lab expert Fred 
Whitehurst to the stand.  Whitehurst had begun blowing the whistle on the 
shoddy investigations carried out by the FBI explosives lab before the trial, in 
particular the testimony of the FBI expert called in the Salameh et al trial the 
previous year.  



The prosecution claimed that urea nitrate traces were found at the bomb site, 
conveniently fitting in with the chemicals they found at addresses linked to 
the accused.  Whitehurst knew that they could not detect urea nitrate, only 
urea and nitrate separately.  To demonstrate the laxity in their testing and 
conclusions he even sent samples, one including his own urine, to the lab for 
examination.  He found that the answer came back: urea nitrate.  Unless 
urine is an explosive capable of creating a 5000 square foot hole in a steel-
reinforced concrete parking lot then there are serious problems with the way 
the FBI formed their case in the WTC bombing trials.  

Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General Report on the World  
Trade Center bombing investigation and the FBI crime lab, April 1997

In large part due to Whitehurst’s efforts to raise the issue of poor standards 
and corruption in the FBI crime lab the Department of Justice Office of the 
Inspector General carried out an extensive investigation.  Though they 
accused Whitehurst of exaggerating some of his claims, they did vindicate 
him on multiple cases including the WTC bombing and OKC bombing.  

This extract from the full report outlines what went wrong in the WTC bombing 
investigation.  In particular the actions of SSA David Williams, an explosives 
examiner, were heavily criticized.  Williams testified at the US vs Salameh et 
al trial and the DOJ OIG concluded that, ‘Williams gave inaccurate and 
incomplete testimony and testified to invalid opinions that appear tailored to 
the most incriminating result.’  

There are so many problems with Williams’ testimony that it is difficult to 
summarise them better than the 60-page excerpt presented in this document 
collection but, for example: Williams lied about producing urea nitrate 
according to recipes found in manuals linked to the suspects; He made a wild 
guesstimation of the size and type of bomb used in the WTC based entirely 
on his own physical inspection of the scene; He made estimations of the size 
of the bomb that conveniently fitted the amounts of chemicals known to have 
been bought by some of the accused, less the amounts found at addresses 
after the bombing.  

Part Three: Ramzi Yousef

FBI FD-302 detailing Ramzi Yousef interrogation, February 7th-8th 1995

While Ramzi was being flown back to the US after being arrested in Pakistan 
he was interrogated at length by the FBI.  This 302 has formed the basis for 
almost every biography, profile and telling of the Yousef story since, and is 
therefore essential reading for all those interested in the case.  



Yousef outlines most of his life, in particular from 1990 onwards, including the 
bombing of the WTC, the Manila airline bomb plot (Bojinka) and his other 
activities in the first half of the 1990s.  It also details how for much of 1992, 
before coming to New York in September of that year, he was undergoing 
explosives training in camps in Afghanistan.  

He also mentioned, tantalisingly, that there was another co-conspirator in the 
WTC bombing plot who the FBI did not know about.  This additional person 
has never been identified, let alone charged, at least officially.  They may not 
even exist – Yousef was in the habit of investing entire terrorist groups and 
claiming responsibility for things in their name.  

One man who is relevant to think story but almost certainly isn’t the extra 
man Ramzi told the FBI about is Ali Mohamed.  Ali was involved at the Al-
Kifah for years, knew the Blind Sheikh and trained almost everyone involved 
in the WTC bombing, the Kahane assassination, the ‘Day of Terror’ plot and 
others besides.  He ran classes at the Al-Kifah where he used training 
manuals stolen from Fort Bragg, where he had served in the US Special 
Forces from 1986-89.  

List of unindicted co-conspirators, US vs Rahman et al

Ali Mohamed’s name is one of many on this DOJ list of unindicted co-
conspirators drawn up around the time of the US vs Rahman et al trial in 
1995.  Though he was subpoenaed as a witness for the defence and was 
discussed at some length during the trial (including allegation that he was 
working for the CIA), Ali never appeared at any of the WTC bombing trials. 
He was not arrested until September 1998, following the African embassy 
bombings, which he also helped orchestrate.  

Excerpts from US vs Ali Mohamed complaint and guilty plea  

These excerpts from the legal case against Ali Mohamed show that for much 
of 1992 Ali was in the same area of Afghanistan as Ramzi Yousef, where Ali 
was providing training including explosives training.  As pointed out by JM 
Berger on Intelwire, it appears that when Yousef arrived in New York 
accompanied by fellow trainee Ahmed Ajaj, Ajaj was carrying explosives 
manuals that had been translated into Arabic by Ali Mohamed.  

While not conclusive evidence, this does suggest that Ramzi, like the rest of 
the WTC bombing gang, was trained directly by triple agent Ali Mohamed. 
This opens the door to the possibility that Ali was the mastermind behind the 
bombing – at a time when he still enjoyed the protection of the CIA and was 
in the US Army reserve.  Given that everyone from his wife to his 
commanders at Fort Bragg to other members of Al Qaeda thought that Ali 
was a deep cover agent, this raises the possibility that the WTC bombing was 

http://intelwire.egoplex.com/unlocking911-1-ali-mohamed-wtc.html


a deliberately provoked act of terrorism, if not a fully and actively state 
sponsored act of terrorism.  

As such, we are left to wonder the extent to which the Ramzi Yousef story 
has been exaggerated, mythologised, or in some cases simply fabricated to 
help create the backstory of violent, radical Muslims attacking America, that 
became so important in September 2001.  Some researchers, including Peter 
Lance (a fine investigative journalist but a terrible intelligence analyst), even 
attribute the idea for the 9/11 plot to Yousef, though as I demonstrated in the 
Operation Bojinka dossier, the papertrail contradicts Lance’s version.  

Laurie Mylroie, Who is Ramzi Yousef? And Why It Matters, The National  
Interest, Winter 1995/96

One concrete example of the legend of Ramzi Yousef being used and abused 
for political is in the work of Laurie Mylroie.  She is a neoconservative 
academic and writer who has carved out a niche for herself trying to argue 
that Saddam Hussein was directly involved with Al Qaeda.  Her connections to 
figures like Richard Perle and Daniel Pipes, and the various institutes she’s 
been employed by, should come as no surprise.

However, it is in her work on Ramzi Yousef that she has caused the most 
controversy, and has suffered the brunt of unanimous criticism.  Mylroie 
found that the records from when Yousef lived with his family in Kuwait in the 
period before the Iraq invasion were incomplete and to some extent 
inaccurate (she makes a lot of the issue of Ramzi’s height, on which the 
records are contradictory).  She maintains that when the Iraqis invaded they 
probably killed Yousef, then known by his birthname of Abdul Basit, and 
tampered with the files to create a legend for ‘Ramzi Yousef’, who was in 
reality an Iraqi secret agent.  

It is an absurd theory, based on discrepancies between government records 
in countries that are known for having terrible bureaucracy.  It would also 
entail the Iraqis being stupid enough to replace Abdul Basit with a fake Abdul 
Basit calling himself Ramzi Yousef - among many other pseudonyms - who 
looked different to Basit and was between 4 and 6 inches taller.  Given that 
Yousef collaborated at times with people who had known him for years 
(crucially, they knew him as Basit from before the first Gulf war) Mylroie’s 
theory is profoundly unlikely, to the point of being ridiculous.  

Ramzi Yousef’s Iraqi passport, issued September 1991

Mylroie has been subject to widespread criticism from a great many 
commentators, even being labelled ‘the NeoCons favourite conspiracy 
theorist’.  In 2005 she was paid around $75,000 to produce a ‘History of Al 
Qaeda’ for the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment.  Nice work if you can get 

http://www.investigatingtheterror.com/documents/Operation_Bojinka_dossier.htm


it.  In the ‘History’ she propounded once again the theory that Saddam was 
bosom buddies with Al Qaeda.  She even included a copy of Ramzi Yousef’s 
Iraqi passport, which is included here for reference.  

Transcript of meeting between Saddam Hussein and advisers on the World  
Trade Center bombing, undated but probably from 1994

Following the second Iraq war the Pentagon found, analysed and released 
hundreds of documents from Saddam’s government.  Included among them is 
a transcript from an original audio recording of a meeting between Saddam 
and several advisers, talking about the WTC bombing.  It is not clear when 
this meeting took place, but it is important for a few different reasons.

First, it dispels Mylroie’s theories entirely.  There is no hint of the Iraqis 
secretly running Basit/Yousef, or of collaborating with Abdul Yasin, one of the 
conspirators who fled back to his homeland of Iraq after the bombing. 
Mylroie maintains that he ‘escaped’ back to Iraq, but in reality he was 
arrested and held in prison in Iraq rather than given a hero’s welcome.  In 
particular, Saddam makes it clear in the meeting that it is important that 
Yasin remain alive to face prosecution.  They offered several times to hand 
him over to the Americans in exchange for a lifting of sanctions and a public 
acceptance that Iraq had nothing to do with the bombing, but the offers were 
refused.  Yasin has not been seen or heard since 2002.  

The transcript also shows that Saddam, knowing his government was not to 
blame, speculated that the American, Israeli or Saudi governments were 
behind the attack.  Bizarrely, the record from the US database seems to think 
the meeting was a discussion about the 9/11 attacks, though one can easily 
imagine Saddam saying similar things after those events too.  The meeting 
also included discussion of the relevance of the US relationship with Egypt.  

JFT-GITMO Matrix of Threat Indicators for Enemy Combatants, undated but 
probably from 2007

Further illustrating how the Ramzi Yousef story continues to feed into the 
modern day War on Terror narrative, this Matrix of Threat Indicators includes 
mention of the Casio F-91W, a popular digital watch.  It was these same 
watches that Ramzi used in his design for a small bomb built to be fully 
assembled on board a plane, then set on a timer using the watch’s alarm. 
The Matrix claims that, ‘The possession of a Casio F-91W model watch and 
the silver-color version of this model, the A159W, is an indicator of al-Qaida 
training in the manufacture of improvised explosive devices’.

To be sure, Osama Bin Laden has also been pictured wearing one of these 
watches, but then so has Max Keiser (in response to the soft headed analysis 
in this document).  There is no evidence suggesting that Max Keiser is a 
member of Al Qaeda, except for his own comical ranting to that effect. 



Ironically, this Matrix also lists having involvement with the Maktab al-
Khidamat and the Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence or ISI as indicators of 
involvement in terrorism.  
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United States Departmenl of Stale

Assistant Secrelitn- uf Sltitr A [»\
for Consular Affairs IU '

Washington, D.C. 20520

July 16, 1993

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

REF:

DIG - Sherman M. Funk

CA - Mary A. R

Issuance of Nonimmigrant Visas to Sheik Abdel Rahman

Your Memorandum of July 7, 1993

It is not possible to answer definitively whether or not
visas (particularly the one issued in 1990} should have been
issued or denied based on the evidence and information available
at the time of application, because we do not know with certainty
today the extent of the evidence or information available at
those times. What can be said is that it is still not clear
sufficient evidence or information was available then to ensure
that the visas would have been denied under the existent law had
the proper procedures been followed.

In 1990, given the effect of section 901 of P.L. 100-204
on Section 212 (a) of the Immmigration and Nationality Act (IIIA) ,
mere advocacy of or incitement to acts of terrorism would not
have been sufficient for ineligibility under Section 212 (a)
(28). Then (as now) evidence of actual involvement in terrorist
activity beyond mere words would have been required. Taking into
account that the Sheik had been acquitted by an Egyptian court on
the charges brought against him in the Sadat assassination, there
is no evidence we have seen that clearly establishes that his
activities in support of terrorism extended beyond mere words.



-2-

9/11 Closed by Statute

f That determination, howeve r, wou1d
have had to be made at the Undersecretary level, based on
arguments that might have been made regarding the effect of his
entry on the public interest. Not knowing how those arguments
might have been framed, it is not possible to say whether, based
on what was known about the Sheik then, they would have been
persuasive. However, in view of the climate of criticism of the
then Administration regarding refusal of visas on "ideological
grounds", it cannot be taken for granted that the decision would
have been to deny him the visa.

I enclose a paper prepared in the Visa Office which
examines the question in more detail.

Attachment:

As stated.



United States Department of State \ Inspector General I, A,! \\ D. C. 20520-6817 \

July 7, 1993 :'

MEMORANDUM

TO: CA - Ms. Mary A. Ryan

FROM: OIG - Sherman M.

SUBJECT: Issuance of Nonimmigrant Visas to Sheik Abdel Rahman

During our work on the subject of visas issued to Sheik
Rahman, our team concluded that sufficient evidence was available
at the time to deny each of his applications, if the information
had been properly entered into the lookout system and/or
accessed. This conclusion was generally concurred in bv kev
officials at the time the visas were issued. T

Shortly before the June 30 hearing we were provided a copy
of Mr. Scully's June 22, 1993, memorandum which stated his
opinion that a better-than-average chance existed that the
Department's Legal Adviser would have found that a refusal of the
Sheik's visa in 1990 would have violated immigration law.

This issue may likely attract considerable attention during
the upcoming open hearing on July 22. I very much need to
understand CA's official position on whether the visas
(particularly the 1990 one) should have been issued or denied,
based on the evidence and information available at the time of
the applications. My team will be happy to discuss this matter
and share all information we collected from officials (past and
present) and post files.

I would appreciate your written response by July 16, 1993,
so that I can properly examine it in advance of the next hearing.
Your staff can contact John Payne at 7-7096 or Linda Topping from
my Office of Counsel at 7-5059 if you have questions.
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To : CA - Mary A. Ryan
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From : CA/VO/L - Cornelius D. S>c\\M III

Subj : Issuance of Nonimmigrant Visas to Sheikh Abdel Rahman

Ref : OIG memorandum of July 7, 1993

For possible use in responding to the request set forth in
the memorandum under reference, I offer the following comments.

Before going into a technical analysis, I believe I should
explain the state of. affairs as I understand it. After receipt of
the memorandum under reference, I discussed this matter with Mr.
Brennan and Ms. Brown of OIG and reviewed documents dating between
1982 and November 199.0 assembled by the OIG team during its
investigation to date. As Mr. Brennan explained the matter to nue,

atute

Being unable to review the actual file, the investigators
thereafter interviewed a number of officers who had been stationed
in Cairo during the pertinent periods and obtained their
recollections of the nature and substance of the information which
was contained in the file during its existence, j" "

9/1- Closed by Statute

J I was unable to review the records of those
interviews since, according to Mr. Brennan, they have not as yet
been transcribed.

As a result, insofar as the Sheikh's
on terrorist grounds in 1990 is concerned,
definitive judgment. I

possible
I cannot

ineligibility
make a

9''11 Closed by Statute
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JAccordingly, although it would have been legally
permissible to grant the sheikh a waiver of ineligibility to
permit his temporary entry notwithstanding the ineligibility, the
decision whether or not to do so would have been entirely
discretionary.

Obviously, it is not possible to know with certainty how that
discretion would have been exercised, but it was long-standing
Department policy that waivers would not routinely be obtained for
aliens ineligible for past terrorist activity. Thus, someone
would have had to make a convincing case for the propriety of
obtaining a waiver for the Sheikh in order for the necessary
recommendation to be made to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.

If, on the other hand, the Cairo file had reflected a history
of extremist statements, advocating the overthrow of governments
which failed to function according to Islamic law and the
overthrow or assassination of the rulers of such government, but
not a history of terrorist acts or actions in furtherance of
terrorism, the situation would have been quite different. It is
here that section 901 comes into the equation.

Section 901 must be seen in its context. Beginning in about
1983 various groups opposed 'to Reagan Administration policies
vis-a-vis Central America and Cuba and with respect to nuclear
disarmament began to charge that the Administration was depriving
American citizens of their First Amendment right to hear the views
of aliens who sought to enter to participate in public debates on
these issues and whose views were antithetical to those of the
Administration. These charges were pursued in various ways — in
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the media, in the courts and through the legislative process. As
the 1980s wore on, the charges became ever more expansive and
positions on the matter became more polarized. Ultimately,
opponents of the Administration came to characterize sections
212(a)(27), (28), and (29) as the "ideological exclusions" and to
insist upon their outright repeal.

Now, outright repeal of all three sections would have had
catastrophic consequences. The problem the Administration faced
at the time, however, was that attempts to explain that fact and
to describe what the consequences would be were dismissed as
political subterfuges designed to thwart reform of an unjust
system, making it possible for the Administration to continue its
nefarious practices. The atmosphere which all of this produced
within the Department is difficult to imagine at this remove, but
there was substantial apprehension about any politically sensitive
visa refusal. Secretary Shultz was personally very concerned, as
he made clear to then Assistant Secretary Joan Clark.

The legislative process began in 1984 or 1985 with the
introduction by Cong. Frank (D-Mass) of a bill to revise section
212(a) of the Act. Hearings were held on that bill, but it was
not enacted in that Congress, nor in the next. Mr. Frank again
introduced it in the 100th Congress, but again it appeared
unlikely to be enacted. It was at this point, that other
like-minded members proposed and had enacted section 901.

Initially, section 901 was limited to a fifteen month period
beginning on January 1, 1988. The report of the conferees on P.L.
100-204 makes it clear that the time limit was in anticipation of
the enactment of permanent revisions to sections 212(a)(27), (28),
and (29) of the Act. In the event, the completion of that
revision process was delayed until late 1990. As a result,
section 901 was, first, extended for a two-year period and, later,
made permanent. In the process, it was also modified to apply
only to nonimmigrant aliens. (Initially, it had applied to all
aliens, immigrant or nonimmigrant.) Section 901 was repealed by
the Immigration Act of 1990, as of June 1, 1991, the effective
date of the permanent revisions of section 212 (a).

Upon the enactment of section 901, the Administration took
the position that section 901 did not repeal or suspend the
application of any provision of the Act, specifically sections
212(a)(27), (28), or (29). It conceded that an alien could not be
denied admission under those sections for reasons specified in
section 901, but asserted that aliens could be denied under those
sections for reasons other than the prohibited ones.



With specific respect to sections 212(a)(28)(C) and (F), the
Administration took the position that it continued to be legally
permissible to make findings of ineligibility under those sections
in respect of nonimmigrants, but that, where the finding of
ineligibility was based upon mere membership or affiliation or
upon statements which would bring the alien within the purview of
either section, section 901 mandated that a waiver of
ineligibility be recommended and granted to permit temporary entry
notwithstanding the ineligibility.

Almost immediately thereafter, yet another controversy arose
over the Administration's position. Proponents of section 901
asserted that its enactment suspended the operation of those
section* eliminating the need for waivers of ineligibility, and
accused the Administration of bad faith in its failure to act
accordingly. This controversy became particularly acute after the
final amendment of section 901 which made it permanent.

In this connection, I am enclosing for your information a
copy of a May 23, 1990 letter to the Secretary from Messrs Frank,
Morrison, Edwards, Schumer, Herman and Kastenmeier. All six were
then members of the House Judiciary Committee; four of them
members of the Subcommittee on Immigration. I am also enclosing a
document prepared for the use of Cong. Frank by the Congressional
Research Service on this subject. I hasten to say that the
Administration did not agree with the interpretation espoused in
either document, but I think they are of interest in terms of the

- climate which existed at the time of the Sheikh's May 1990 visa
application.

In connection with section 901 and its impact on this
subject, Mr. Brennan expressed the view to me that Congress did
not intend to cover people like the Sheikh, but rather intended
section 901 to apply only to Communist Party members. While that
could, of course, be the case, the documents available to me do
not support that opinion. The conferees stated 'For example, such
exclusions, restrictions, or deportations would "hot be appropriate
if based on an alien's criticism of the United States or U.S.
policies; an alien's attempt to influence lawfully the outcome of
legislation before the Congress; or an alien's mere membership in
a Communist, anarchist or other organization proscribed under
current law."

In addition, the Congress expressly denied the benefits of
section 901 to aliens who were members, officers, officials,
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representatives or spokesmen of the PLO. The PLO had been
designated as a terrorist organization in 1974 and the Congress
clearly understood that section 901 would apply.to its members and
those who made statements in its support unless they made special
provision with respect thereto. I believe that, the fact that the
Congress made special provision for a named terrorist organization
and its members strongly suggests that it kneW that membership in
terrorist organizations generally vould be within the purview of
section 901.

Finally, the successor provision to section 212(a ) (28)(F) —
section 212(a)(3)(B) -- is very carefully written to confine,
itself to terrorist activity and actions in furtherance thereof.

am enclosing a copy of that document for your information as
well. | |
| | it was shared on an informal basis with a, member of
Cong. Frank's staff and of the staff of the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on Immigration. Both expressed agreement with its
terms. I do not know whether either Mr. Frank or actual members
of the Subcommittee saw the draft.

I turn back now to the Sheikh's May 1990 visa application,in
light of the foregoing and the possibility that the Cairo file
would have shown nothing more than extremist, terrorist .
statements, but not activity./ ~~ \e attorney at Justice's office of Immigration Litigation

who handled all the litigation on foreign policy refusals
expressed the view then, and continues to hold it, that allowing
the prohibition against denials because of statements, beliefs, or
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year. Cairo also reported that it routinely issued nonimmigrant
visas to Muslim clerics seeking to preach at mosques in the U.S.
once it was satisfied that all expenses were being covered by the
U.S. interested party.

Thus, by the time the Sheikh applied in May 1990 he had
travelled temporarily to the United States at least once and
perhaps twice and had not violated, so far as we know, the terms
and conditions of his admission. I

3/1: Closed by Statute

While we now know that the Sheikh applied for adjustment of
status several months after arriving her^ there is nothing.to
indicate that the consular officer at Khartoum could have had
reason to suspect that he would do so. In fact, we have no way of
knowing at what point the Sheikh made the decision to seek
permanent residence. He could have had that in mind in May 1990
or even before then. He could have decided to do so after arrival
here, for reasons which arose after entry. We know nothing of
that aspect of the matter and will likely never learn anything
meaningful about it. Thus, the most that can possibly be said is
the broad generalization that a consular officer can doubt the
nonimmigrant bona fides of any applicant, depending upon what is
said by the applicant during the interview and his demeanor.

encl: (1) Letter of May 20, 1990
(2) CRS Memorandum of May 9, 1990
(3) 91 State 178327
(4) L/CA FAX of October 9, 1991
(5) Memorandum of October 18, 1991

Drafted: CA/VO/L:CDScullyIII:cds Clearance:
7/15/93 WD#3501D X31184
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

C Date of trancription 2/14/95

ABDUL BASIT MAHMOUD ABDUL KARIM, (hereafter referred to
as BASIT), also known as RAMZI AHNED YOUSEF, was interviewed at
4.'— ?. .t .1.. .3 r' 4.... . — .. 1.. — . ' T 4 •_ 4— 4 ...4.. .c iv ia. use, ... . o ... ew 2. C
(SDNY), in Manhattan, by Special Agents (SAs) FRANCIS 3.
PELLEGRINO and CHARLES B. STERN of the FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION (FBI),"ad SA BRIAN G. PARR of the United States
Secret Service (USSS).

Also present for the interew were Assistant United
States Attorneys (AUSAs) 3. GILMORE CHILDERS, LEV DASSIN and
MICHAEL 3. GARCIA, of the SDMY, and BASIT's attorney, AVRAHAN
MOSKOWITZ.

A written proffer agreement was signed by AUSA CHILDERS
and MOSKOWITZ immediately prior to the start of the interview, 4• arid the interview was conducted pursuant to that agreement. It

j
was also agreed between CHILDERS and MOSKOWITZ that the substance
of the interview would be limited to the participation of YOUSEF
and those already convicted in the World Trade Center (WTC)
bombing.

BASIT thereafter provided the following information:
•

Basit began by discussing the type of explosive he
utilized in the bombing at the WTC on February 26, 1993.

He described the main charge a!; urea nitrate, contained
in a wooden box of his own construction. The box was largest in
its horizontal dimensions; the sides of the box were not as large
as its top and bottom dimensions.

The main charge was boosted by three separate boosters,
each with its own detonator. He described the boosters as
follows:

1) Thirty (30) kilograms (kg) of dynamite, which he
manufactured from 70% ammonium nitrate, 29% nitroglycerine, and
1% nitroce]..lulose.

Inve%ugation on 2/13/95 at New York, New York File #

SAs FRANCIS 3. PELLEGRINO, FBI, CHARLES 13. STERN, FBI,BRIAN G. PARR. USSS./FJP:pg Datedictated 2/14195

Qocument contains neither recommendations nor coflClusjons of the FBI. It is he property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
t and its contents are not to be distributed outside our agency.
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2) Twenty (20) kg. of a mixture of ammOfliUm nitrate,

nitromethafle, and analifle (94% nitromethafle
and 6% analine mixed,

then 1/3 of this mixture added to 2/3 of ammofliU1 nitrate, by

voluBle, not by weight).

3) Fift (50) kg. of therinite, manufactured
by him by

mixing ferric trioxide, magnesium powders aluminum powder and

some glycerine.

The dynamite and amirtofliUm itrate/nitr0metha/a1e

mixture had a detonator made of j,icric acid and lead azide,

contained in a plastic
tube, which was in turn, housed in a metal

outer container.

The theritlite had a separate detonator,
0onsistiflg of

lead azide and a stick of dynamite,
surrounded by black powder

alid magnesium powder.

The detonators were all connected with nitrocellUlose,

C - which was affixed inside of heavy tape. The
nitrOcellulose was

ignited by a fuse,
which was housed inside a clear plastic tube,

with a plastic bag affixed Ol the end which was 1igited. The

plastic bag and
tube served to contain any smoke generated by the

burning fuse.

The fuse was lighted by
BASIT from the front passenger

seat of the van; the fuse was twelve minutes in burning time.

When the fuse reached the nitroCellulose,
this material would

ignite almost
jstantaneously, activating

each of the detonators

at the same time. The detonators would then detonate the booster

charges, which would, in turn, detonate
the main urea nitrate

charge.

BASIT noted that he wished to focus as much of the

blast as possible
to the "beam" in the tower, in order to cause

the tower to fall.
However, he related that most of the blast

was directed up and down, as the surface area of the box

containing the main charge was greatest in the horizontal plane.

He indicated that,
had he been able to obtain additional

financing, he would have been able to construct the device in

such a way as to
focus more of the blast horizontally, against

the "beam" of the World Trade Center tower,
and would have been

able to topple one
tower into the other.
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He related that the booster charges were buried in the
urea nitrate main charge. Also buried were three large cylinders
of hydrogen gas.

Concerning the nitrocellulose, which was used to
connect the detonators, BASIT described the following as his
method of manufacture for that material:

He stated that it was made by mixing 150 milliliters of
nitric acid and 250 milliliters of sulfuric acid, keeping the
temperature under 25 degrees Celsius. Seventeen grams of
hospital type cotton was then soaked in the acid, boiled in
water, and then washed until its "PH" was seven. This material
is then dried.

BASIT advised that MOHAMMED SALAMEH and NIDAL AYYAD
rented a car a few days before the WTC bombing. ASIT could only
recall that the car was red in color. BASIT stated that SALAMEH
drove this rental car, while he and another individual brought
the Ryder van carrying the explosive into the Trade Center.

C YOUSEF advised that he was in the passenger seat of the van when
he lit the 12 minute fuse that was to ignite the explosive.
BASIT said that after the fuse was lit they entered the car in
which SALANEH was waiting, and departed the Trade Center. BASIT
advised that SALANEH was alone in the second car5

BASIT advised that to his knowledge, he and SAL1NEH
kept the time and target of th3 explosion a secret in order to
avoid any "leaks". BASIT advised that if MAHMOTJD ABOUHALIMA or
ABDUL RAMMAN YASIN were aware of the time or target, they only
found out a few days before it happened. BASIT advIsed that the
man who drove the van came from another state to New York to
assist BASIT in the attack. BASIT stated that this other
individual was aware that he was planning something, but BASIT
did not give him the details of his plan until he arrived in New
York. BASIT said that he first contacted this individual
sometime in November of 1992. BASIT advised that this individual
left New York the evening of February 26, 1993, on a different
f light than himself.

-

BASIT advised that he and his friend stayed in a hotel
in Brooklyn the night before the bombing, and that the van was
parked in a parking area that is used exclusively for the hotel.

- '— — --- ---- :.tt:r- rvztrr:-rrr-zr-rr:rr-r---r rrrt-:fl
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This hotel was picked by his friend who had stayed there once
before, and they knew it was close to Manhattan.

BASIT advised that.. SLhIEH torgot to give BASIT a
p1nned wake up call the morning of the bombing, so their plan
started out later than originally expected. BASIT stated that
they wanted the bomb to ignite either between 9 — 11 am or 1 — 3

pm, as more people would be in the building at these times and
the chances for casualties would increase. Due to the forgotten
wake up call, Basit knew he could not get to the Trade Center in

time for the 9 - 11 am period, but he became anxious and decided
not to wait until 1 pm.

As for ABDUL RAHNAN YASIN, BASIT stated that YASIN
assisted in mixing chemicals used to manufacture the explosive,
and that he suffered a bad burn on his leg as a result. YASIN j

also hauled materials to and from various locations.

BASIT advised that NIDAL AYYAD purchased some
chemicals for the explosive. BASIT stated that AYYAD was told

Q that BASIT was unaware of AYYAD'S assistance in the plot. BASIT
stated that this was SALANEI-I's way of getting the assistance from

AYYAD. BASIT advised that he gave the responsibility letter to

SALAMEH, who passed it on to AYYAD, who typed it on his computer.
BASIT advised that AYYAD put the letters into envelopes and
stamped them. BASIT advised that to his knowledge, AY?AD was
unaware of the target for the bombing until shortly before the
bombing.

MAHNOUD ABOUHALIMA, according to BASIT, brought them
food when they were mixing chemicals. On occasion, ABOUHALIMA
would provide a couple of hundred dollars to make purchases for
the bomb. BASIT advised that ABOUHALIMA was at 40 Pamrapo when
chemicals were being mixed, but never stayed too long because the
vapors from the chemicals bothered him.

BASIT advised that SALAMEH assisted in everything
related to the planning, preparation and execution of the bombing
of the Trade Center. BASIT also advised that SALANEH was also
supposed to go back to the various locations and wipe away all

the fingerprints.
13ASIT advised that he did not know anyone before coming

to New York, except for AJAJ, who was arrested at the airport
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when they arrived. BASIT advised that he only had one dollar in
his pocket but was fortunate to run into a Pakistani taxi driver.

BASIT stated that the Taxi driver let BASIT stay with him for a

couple of days. The taxi driver then brought BASIT to a Mosque,

which BASIT believs was in Manhattan. At this Mosque BASIT met

MAHNOUD ABOUHALIMA.

ABOUHALIMA told BASIT that he would take him to some

friends that would help him since he did not know anyone in New
York. While in ABOUHALIMA'S car, a call came in from SALANEH on
ABOUHALIMA'S car phone. At that time ABOUHALIMA arranged for

BASIT to stay with SALANEH.

BASIT advised that he eventually told SALANEH that he

had been in Afghanistan and that he knew how to build explosives.
BASIT stated that SALAMEH told him that they could work together.l
BASIT advised that he came to the U.S. to pidk targets for a
bombing, and he found SALANEH eager to assist. BASIT advised

O - that both he and SALAMEH had the same motivations. BASIT advised

that SALANEH had money and paid for his food and clothes. BASIT

says he is not sure where SALANEH got his money, but he believed

that SALANEH, AYYAD, and BILAL ALKAISI were involved in a scheme

involving bad checks, and this was a possible source for some of

their money. BASIT stated that ALKAISI was not involved in the

bombing.

BASIT advised that he contacted LQI X_ L in
Canada because he wanted some information ? aThrniE Nitrate.
BASIT said that he knew that AL-GHOUL was studying some kind of

chemistry at the university and so he called for advice. BASIT
advised that he did not inform AL-GHOUL exactly what he was

doing, but that AL-GHOUL was aware that BASIT was making an
explosive. BASIT stated that AL-GHOUL was a classmate from

Kuwait.

BASIT advised that about 4 months before he arrived, he

decided that he needed to travel to the U.S. to pick targets for

an attack. BASIT stated that he attempted to get legitimate
-

visas from the u.s. Embassy in Islamabad on two occasions. Both
attempts were unsuccessful so he came to the U.S. using a false

passport and requested political asylum.

BASIT advised that he met AHMED AJAJ in a camp in

Afghanistan, but that AJAJ was only there for a short time.
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They met again subsequently in Peshwar, Pakistan. BASIT advised
that all kinds of military type training occur at these camps,
but he did not fight in the war in Afghanistan.

BASIT advised that AB.DILLLAILAL1cANDRI (ph), a teacher of
his from Kuwait, wts unaware Th B7SITa-oing to bomb the
Trade Center. BASIT advised that he called him when he arrived
in the states, but he did not tell him Of his plans. BASIT
stated that ALKANDRI was advised after the bombing, but that he
was not happy with BASIT. BASIT stated that ALKANDRI is not
happy due to a different ideology.
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Blast Damage
by Steven C. De Rosa

The effects of the blast on the World Trade Center were severe.
PLAZA LEVEL (three levels above the explosion)

l A 100-square-foot section of concrete was cracked and lifted.
CONCOURSE LEVEL (two levels above the explosion)

l A 400-square-foot hole was opened in a meeting/dining room
near the Liberty Ballroom of the Vista Hotel.

l Glass windows, the partition between the Vista Hotel and Tower
1 at the concourse level, were blown out from the explosion,
creating a pathway for heavy smoke migration from the Vista
Hotel to Tower 1.

l A section of plaster-and-lath ceiling above the hole collapsed.
B-1 LEVEL (one level above the explosion)

l A 5,000-square-foot hole was opened on the ramp leading to the
parking garage below.

l The Port Authority command/communications center was heavily
damaged and rendered inoperable.

l Walls and ceilings were heavily damaged.
l Elevators were damaged.
l Seven steel columns were damaged and left without lateral

support.
B-2 LEVEL (ground zero)

l An L-shaped crater, approximately 130 by 150 feet at its
maximum points, was opened, collapsing reinforced concrete and
debris onto levels below.

l At least nine steel columns were heavily damaged and left
without lateral support.

l Many walls collapsed, including a concrete block wall adjacent to
the blast area that collapsed onto and killed five WTC personnel.

l Doors/enclosure walls of Tower 1 elevator shafts were heavily
damaged.

l Some 200 vehicles were fully or partially destroyed, and many
were on fire.

l Primary electrical power feeder lines were damaged.
l Stairway doors and shaft walls were heavily damaged.
l Some standpipes were damaged.
l The sprinkler system in the immediate blast area was destroyed.

Steven C De Rosa  a  29-year veteran of the City of New York (NY) Fire Department, is deputy chief of Division 3
in midtown Manhattan, where he has served for 10 years He has developed numerous procedures for the department
including high-rise tactics. Page 24



B-3, B-4, B-5, B-6 LEVELS (below the explosion)
l Debris from the blast traveled through a three-level architectural

opening (spanning B 3 through B 5) and crashed down on
refrigeration equipment on B 5.

l A ceiling of the PATH train station on the B-5 level collapsed.
l A 24-inch-diameter water supply pipe from the Hudson River to

the air-conditioning chillers, as well as other smaller
refrigeration/air-conditioning and domestic water pipes, were
ruptured.

l Domestic water lines to the emergency generators were damaged
on the B-6 level.
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SECTION C: WORLD TRADE CENTER BOMBING

 

I. Introduction

 

On February 26, 1993, an explosion occurred at the World Trade Center,
in New York City, New York, resulting in six deaths, numerous injuries,
and substantial property damage. An investigation was undertaken by the
FBI, as lead agency, with the assistance of other agencies including the
ATF and the New York City Police Department. Several defendants were
indicted, tried, and convicted in a case dealing primarily with the Trade
Center bombing--United States v. Salameh, which was tried from
September 1993 to March 1994 in the Southern District of New York. A
broader case, which included evidence of the Trade Center bombing
(United States v. Omar Ahmed Ali Abdel Rahman a/k/a Sheik Omar ), was
tried in 1995 in the Southern District of New York, resulting in the
conviction of the defendants.

 

Prior to the Salameh trial, Whitehurst complained about several matters,
all of which were resolved to his satisfaction prior to trial. On January 8,
1996, Whitehurst submitted to the OIG an 80-page critique of the Salameh
testimony of SSA David Williams, an examiner in the Explosives Unit.
Whitehurst covered a multitude of topics and concluded that Williams
misrepresented the truth, testified outside his area of expertise, and
presented testimony biased in favor of guilt.

 

To investigate Whitehurst's allegations, we interviewed Whitehurst,
Williams, EU Chief J. Thomas Thurman, Special Agent Steven Burmeister
(an examiner who worked on the case), former MAU Chief James Corby,
CTU Chief Roger Martz, other examiners and employees at the FBI
Laboratory, a chemist at the Eglin Air Force Base, persons who allegedly
discussed the case with Williams prior to the Salameh trial, other FBI and
ATF personnel (some of whom worked at the scene of the blast), and
other persons associated with the case. The interviews of Whitehurst,
Williams, Thurman, and Martz were sworn and transcribed. Additionally,
we considered relevant trial transcripts, pertinent FBI documents, and
applicable literature in the field of explosives.

 



As explained below, we conclude that in the Salameh trial Williams gave
inaccurate and incomplete testimony and testified to invalid opinions that
appear tailored to the most incriminating result. Regarding most of
Whitehurst's many other allegations, we either find them meritless or
conclude that any error was insignificant. We first address the allegations
relating to Williams' Salameh testimony (Section II), then the pre-trial
issues (Section III), followed by our conclusion (Section IV).

 

II. Testimony of SSA David Williams in the Salameh Trial

 

David Williams testified at length on direct examination in the Salameh
case regarding several areas, including the following: his manufacture of
urea nitrate pursuant to formulas found in manuals seized in the case; his
calculation of the amount of urea nitrate that could have been produced
based on certain chemical purchases; and the possible explosives used
at the bombing and their weight, based on the damage at the scene. On
cross-examination Williams elaborated on some of these subjects and
opined specifically that the main explosive used in the bombing was urea
nitrate. The principal allegations relate to these areas of Williams'
testimony. We address first the FBI's manufacture of urea nitrate (Section
A), then Williams' opinions on defendants' capacity to make urea nitrate
and on the explosive used in the bombing (Section B), then Williams'
testimony regarding an attempt to modify Whitehurst's dictation (Section
C), and finally the other allegations concerning Williams' testimony
(Section D).

 

A. FBI's Manufacture of Urea Nitrate

 

Whitehurst asserts that Williams falsely testified that Williams
manufactured urea nitrate pursuant to formulas in certain blue manuals
that were seized in the case and were linked to the defendants.
Whitehurst maintains that Williams in fact did not manufacture any urea
nitrate and that the explosive was made by other Laboratory personnel
who did not use the formulas in the manuals. First we will summarize
Williams' testimony; then we will present the facts found in our
investigation and our analysis of the issues.

 

1. Williams' Testimony

 



Williams testified that he had experience in manufacturing or putting
together urea nitrate. He further testified that in manufacturing the urea
nitrate I actually used two formulas that were removed from one of the
blue manuals. (The blue manuals were manuals in Arabic and English for
home-made bomb-making.) Williams further testified that the formula
recommends that you mix the urea to the nitric acid in a one-to-one
range;. . .[i]t suggests that you mix by amount 60 parts of urea to 63 parts
nitric acid. He further testified, When I made a large quantity of urea
nitrate in the large plastic tubs, it was very heavy. On both direct and
cross examination, Williams used both the first person, singular pronoun
I and the first person, plural pronoun we to describe who made the urea
nitrate.

 

On cross-examination he testified:

 

Q. You reproduced an explosion using the same
chemicals and the formulas that was in the book?

 

A. Yes, I did.

 

Q. When did you do that?

 

A. In the early part of the spring and summer, we
started by making small batches of urea nitrate. And
then in August, I made approximately 1,300 pounds of
urea nitrate in Florida.

 

When asked whether he concocted a bomb with some of the urea seized
in the searches, Williams responded: I did. In the early tests in the
summer, I used some of the urea from Mallory [the location of one of the
searches] and made small one-pound bombs of urea nitrate and
detonated it.

 

Williams further testified to the production of urea nitrate at the Eglin Air
Force Base in Florida in August 1993. When asked why he used an
outdoor laboratory there, he stated, I didn't want to have any of the fumes



bother myself or any of my workers. Williams testified that we started
with smaller batches of 20 pounds of urea and 20 pounds of nitric acid.
On cross-examination, Williams listed the persons who worked on the
project with him including Whitehurst, Steven Burmeister, agents from
the Jacksonville office of the FBI, technicians in the Explosives Unit, and
personnel from the Air Force Base. He then testified:

 

Q. Okay. Anyone else you can remember?

 

A. I believe they were all that were immediately involved in the
mixing process.

 

Q. Okay. And of course you were involved as well?

 

A. That's correct.

 

Q. You were supervising this?

 

A. That's correct.

Williams further testified:

The first batch of urea nitrate that I made I relied on instructions.
After making it one time, you didn't need instructions any
longer. . . . The first bit of instructions came out of the blue
manuals that I saw the other day.

 

Williams testified that he used two formulas from the blue books to make
the urea nitrate. The first (G.Ex. 2781, p.172) was in Arabic and English.
The second formula (G.Ex. 2783T, p.2) was entirely in Arabic.

 

2. Facts

 



Personnel in the FBI Laboratory made several batches of urea nitrate
prior to the Salameh trial. Several small batches were made in the spring
and summer of 1993, and approximately 1200 pounds were made at Eglin
Air Force Base in August 1993.

 

a. Early Batches

 

The first two batches were made in test tubes by Chemist James Molnar
on March 8 and 9, 1993. He followed the procedures set forth in Davis,
The Chemistry of Powder & Explosives 372-73 (1943) ( Davis book ). For
the second batch, he calculated a synthesis yield of 97%. He wrote up his
findings.

 

The next batch was made by Chemist Mary Tungol. She also followed the
procedures set forth in the Davis book. She also prepared a formula for
the synthesis of urea nitrate in a four or five gallon quantity. In summary,
she calculated the amount of water (2 gallons), urea (20 pounds), and
nitric acid (8.7 liters) needed to produce a theoretical (100%) yield of
42.5 pounds of urea nitrate. Tungol made smaller batches (5 to 10
pounds of urea nitrate) using a percentage of the quantities in the
formula. These batches were taken to the FBI range at Quantico, Virginia,
and detonated.

 

Another batch was prepared by Whitehurst and Burmeister at Quantico
pursuant to the Tungol formula. It would not detonate because it had not
been properly dried.

b. Eglin

 

In August 1993, Williams, Whitehurst, Burmeister, and other FBI
personnel manufactured approximately 1200 pounds of urea nitrate at the
Eglin Air Force Base in Florida. Williams and Whitehurst jointly decided
to undertake this project, and both helped set it up, including the
acquisition of the necessary personnel, equipment, and materials. The
mixing occurred outdoors. Reagent grade (99% pure) or technical grade
(about 97%) urea and reagent grade (70.4%) or technical grade (67%)
nitric acid were used, as well as distilled water. Whitehurst and
Burmeister did the mixing in plastic trash cans surrounded by ice water
to cool the solution. Although the evidence is conflicting, the recipe they
followed was apparently based on the one developed by Tungol. First, the



urea was weighed and dissolved in the distilled water. Then the nitric
acid was put in. Several batches were mixed at the same time. Whitehurst
and Burmeister wore protective clothing during the mixing. After a
precipitate (the urea nitrate) formed, the liquid was filtered through a
funnel. The urea nitrate was then put on drying trays, which were put in
drying ovens provided by Eglin. The urea nitrate was allowed to dry
overnight. Personnel from Eglin then weighed and bagged the urea
nitrate. It took about three or four days to produce the 1200 pounds of
urea nitrate.

 

3. Analysis

 

We conclude that the basic point of Williams' testimony--that Williams
personally manufactured urea nitrate pursuant to formulas found in the
blue manuals--was inaccurate in two respects. First, no one in the FBI
used the formulas from the blue manuals to manufacture urea nitrate.
Second, Williams' role in the manufacture of the urea nitrate by the FBI
was much more limited than his testimony described. We reach these
conclusions for the following reasons.

 

a. Use of Formula

 

In his testimony Williams indicated that he personally took the formulas
from the blue books, followed them, and was able to produce the
explosive urea nitrate. Neither Williams nor anyone else in the FBI
actually did this. The first (test tube) batch, by Molnar, was made
pursuant to the information in the Davis book. From then on, the Tungol
formula (also based on the Davis book) was used. All of the formulas
(Molnar's, Tungol's, and the Arabic) used the same essential ingredients
(urea and nitric acid). The weights and concentrations in the FBI's
formulas, however, were different from the weights and concentrations in
both of the Arabic formulas referred to in Williams' testimony.

 

The first formula from the blue books (G.Ex. 2781) sets out the chemical
equation for the reaction and states that urea and diluted nitric acid
(34%) should be mixed. The formula does not prescribe dissolving the
urea in water before adding the diluted nitric acid (34%). Williams
testified that the numbers 60 and 63 on the exhibit meant that the
formula suggests that you mix by amount 60 parts of urea to 63 parts
nitric acid. The numbers 60 and 63 are the molecular weights of urea and



nitric acid and were noted underneath the chemical equation. A 60 to 63
ratio by weight is theoretically the correct ratio for the reaction, but only if
both substances are in the same concentration. Here, the manual
prescribes that the nitric acid be diluted to 34%, which would require a
ratio of 60 parts urea to about 189 parts nitric acid (63 divided by .34) if
the urea was 100% pure, or some other ratio if the urea was less pure.

 

The second formula (G.Ex.2783T) is closer to, but is not exactly, what the
FBI followed. This formula indicates that 200 grams of urea should be
dissolved in water, and then 200 grams of diluted nitric acid should be
put in. No mention is made of reagent or technical grade products or
distilled water. The manual's translated discussion of how to dilute nitric
acid is difficult to understand. In a 1997 interview Burmeister told us he
construes the discussion to mean that the nitric acid should be diluted to
35% purity. Thus, the weights and concentrations of G.Ex.2783 differed
from those in the formulas used by the FBI, and, as explained in note 41,
infra, it is unclear whether G.Ex. 2783 could effectively produce urea
nitrate. In any event, prior to the Salameh trial no one in the FBI
attempted to decipher the dilution procedure and actually dilute nitric
acid pursuant to it; nor did anyone in the FBI otherwise attempt to make
urea nitrate pursuant to this formula.

 

In his OIG interview Williams did not say that he or anyone else in the FBI
actually manufactured urea nitrate by literally following the formulas in
the manuals. Despite Williams' trial testimony that the early (pre-Eglin)
batches were made using the formulas in the manuals, he testified in the
OIG interview that he did not know what formulas were used in the only
two pre-Eglin batches he was aware of.

 

As for Eglin, Williams testified at the interview as follows: He did not see
the written formula Whitehurst and the other members of the team were
following and did not know whether it was the formula from the manuals.
However, based on Whitehurst's verbal instruction to the team, Williams
thought that the formula from the manuals appeared to be the formula
that we were also using. Williams further testified that on the first day of
mixing at Eglin he received a fax of one of the translated Arabic formulas;
he showed it to Whitehurst and the Eglin chemists and asked how it
compared to what they were doing; and they said it was the same.

 

Whitehurst, Burmeister, and the Eglin chemist at the scene of the mixing
(Paul Bolduc) told the OIG that they could not recall telling Williams that a



formula in the fax was the same as the formula the FBI was using at
Eglin. Two bomb technicians present at Eglin, however, recall the
conversation. FBI Comments at 10.

 

After Williams' OIG interview, we obtained a copy of the fax Williams
received at Eglin. The fax includes two Arabic formulas and their
translations. The first formula (First Fax Formula) is one of the two
formulas Williams testified in Salameh he used to make urea nitrate and
became G.Ex. 2781. The second formula in the fax (Second Fax Formula)
is different from the two Arabic formulas Williams testified he relied on to
make the urea nitrate.

 

As noted above, the First Fax Formula (G.Ex. 2781) differs from the
formula used at Eglin in that the fax formula fails to prescribe that the
urea should be dissolved in water prior to the addition of the nitric acid
and further states that the nitric acid itself should be diluted to a 34%
concentration. As indicated above, at Eglin the urea was first dissolved in
distilled water, and then reagent grade (70.4%) or technical grade (67%)
nitric acid was added. The fax formula, moreover, is essentially a
chemical equation with molecular weights. It does not include a specific
amount of 34% nitric acid to be added to a specific amount of urea.

 

The Second Fax Formula is quite different from the Eglin formula. The
Second Fax Formula uses human or animal urine as an ingredient. The
formula sets forth a procedure for evaporating and filtering the urine;
then 90% nitric acid is added to the urine filtrate at a ratio by volume of
one part acid to three parts urine.

 

Thus, the fax formulas were different from the formula the FBI used to
manufacture urea nitrate at Eglin, and no one in the FBI at Eglin
attempted to manufacture urea nitrate from the fax formulas.

 

Because he was not a chemist, Williams lacked the expertise to
determine on his own whether a fax formula was the same as the formula
Whitehurst was following. When Williams testified at the OIG interview
that the formulas seemed to be the same because both used a 60 to 63
ratio by weight of urea to nitric acid, it is clear he did not understand that
the ratio of the weights must take into account the concentrations of the
ingredients. Because the concentrations of the ingredients at Eglin were
different from the concentrations in the Arabic formula, the ratios of



weights would have to be different as well. Additionally, the formulas
were different with respect to the form of the urea (solid versus water
solution) and the absence in the Arabic formula of specific amounts (in
pounds or liters) for the ingredients.

 

As we have noted, the Eglin and fax formulas utilized the same basic
ingredients but were different as to the weights, concentrations, and the
form of the urea. Nevertheless, Williams and the bomb technicians
maintain that Williams was told by a chemist that the Eglin formula and
the Arabic formula were the same. In his trial testimony Williams should
have made the source of his information clear. Instead of testifying that I
made the urea nitrate at Eglin and in the pre-Eglin batches pursuant to
the Arabic formula, he should have said that he had no personal
knowledge of what formulas were used, that comparing chemical
formulas is a matter beyond his expertise, but that, when Williams asked,
a chemist told him that the Arabic and Eglin formulas were the same.

 

We conclude that Williams' trial testimony that the formulas from the
manuals were the source from which the FBI manufactured urea nitrate
was incorrect. The source of the formulas used by the FBI was the Davis
book. Moreover, Williams told us that he did not know or did not have a
clue as to what formulas were used before Eglin and that he had no idea
as to the source of the Eglin formula. Williams' testimony concerning the
use of the Arabic formulas was seriously flawed.

 

b. Williams' Role

 

Williams also gave inaccurate testimony about his role in the FBI's
manufacture of urea nitrate. Regarding the batches before Eglin, he had
no role other than attempting to dry some of the product and was not
even aware of all the batches. Thus, his testimony that I made the early
batches of urea nitrate was apparently false. Williams responded at the
OIG interview:

 

Well, in a lot of this testimony, when you see me saying, Yes, I
did, I'm the FBI Explosives Unit and laboratory representative; so
I'm using that term I as the laboratory. So when I say, Yes, I did,
that meant the laboratory.

 



Williams acknowledged that [p]erhaps they were a bad choice of words.
We are troubled by the choice of words. Williams' testimony that I
performed some Laboratory procedure implied that he was in a position
to know something about that procedure--when in fact he was not. Thus,
instead of saying I made the pre-Eglin batches of urea nitrate pursuant to
the Arabic formulas, Williams should have testified to the truth--that he
was not involved in those batches and did not know what formulas were
used.

 

As for Eglin, Williams' testimony on direct that I made approximately
1300 pounds of urea nitrate in Florida, and his testimony on cross that he
supervis[ed] the mixing process, was inaccurate.

According to Williams' OIG interview, the decision to manufacture the
large quantity of urea nitrate in Florida, and the planning for the project,
were jointly undertaken by him and Whitehurst, but Whitehurst decided
how to make the explosive and what formula to use. Special Agent
Burmeister stated in his OIG interview:

 

It was a team effort. Everybody had their own function, but the
responsibilities were on certain individuals to do certain things.
The logistics on getting personnel out to the scene and buckets,
and stuff like that, that was in Dave's [Williams'] court.

 

The mixing and knowing how much to mix, that was in Fred
[Whitehurst] and myself, that was our responsibility, to mix and
prepare this stuff. And we were brought down there to prepare
this material, period. . . . [I]t was our [Whitehurst's and
Burmeister's] responsibility to control and organize the actual
manufacturing of this material . . . .

 

[Question by OIG:] Would you say that, in a sense, Dave Williams
was supervising the FBI people there [at Eglin]?

 

AGENT BURMEISTER: No. I don't think, I don't think he was
supervising. It wasn't that Dave would tell us -- would come over
and say, I think you're adding too much nitric acid. No, no, Dave
wasn't doing that.



 

If Dave was supervising, Dave was supervising the fact of telling
the guys from Eglin, you know, we're going to be here tomorrow
at 9:00, telling the bomb techs from the FBI office, I want you
guys to be down here at a certain hour.

 

That kind of logistics, yes, he was supervising that. But when it
came to the people mixing and preparing, he wasn't supervising
that activity.

 

OIG: . . . At any time did he [Williams] tell you or Fred how much
of a certain chemical to use?

 

AGENT BURMEISTER: No, never. . . . I know that because he
wasn't involved in the mixing process. Dave would not know how
much to add, if we didn't tell him how much to add. He could not
derive that just on the site.

In his OIG interview, Paul Bolduc, the Eglin Air Force Base chemist
present for the mixing operation, characterized Williams' role in the
mixing process as that of a gofer.

 

We find that Williams' role in the mixing operation was to provide manual
assistance under the direction of Whitehurst and Burmeister.

 

Accordingly, we conclude that Williams' trial testimony on direct
examination that I made the urea nitrate at Eglin, and his testimony on
cross-examination that he supervis[ed] the mixing process, was
incorrect. The reference in his trial testimony to the other FBI personnel
at Eglin as my workers could be interpreted to manifest an intent to
downplay the role of the others and to aggrandize his own. Williams'
exaggeration of his role erroneously suggested that Williams was an
expert in the manufacture of urea nitrate, that he was in a position to
know how the FBI made its urea nitrate, and that therefore he could say
authoritatively that it was manufactured pursuant to the formulas in the
blue books. Williams' flawed testimony about the manufacture of urea
nitrate was the first of numerous errors he committed in the Salameh
trial.



 

B. Williams' Opinions on Defendants' Capacity to
Manufacture Urea Nitrate and on the Explosive Used
in the Bombing

 

An important part of Williams' Salameh testimony consisted of his
opinions concerning (1) the capability of the defendants to manufacture
urea nitrate and (2) the main explosive ( main charge ) used in the World
Trade Center bombing. We conclude that Williams' testimony about these
subjects was deeply flawed.

 

As noted above, urea nitrate is made by combining urea with nitric acid.
Regarding the defendants' capacity to make urea nitrate, Williams
subtracted the amounts of urea and nitric acid recovered in the searches
from the amounts the defendants ordered from chemical companies.
From the amounts of urea and nitric acid missing, he calculated that the
defendants could have produced approximately 1200 pounds of urea
nitrate.

Williams then rendered opinions concerning the main explosive used in
the World Trade Center bombing. On direct examination, based on the
damage at the scene, he opined that the main charge consisted of about
1200 pounds of a category of explosives that included urea nitrate. On
cross-examination, he went further and rendered a specific opinion that
the bulk of the main charge was urea nitrate.

 

Taken together, the opinions concerning the defendants' capacity to
make urea nitrate, and the likelihood that urea nitrate was used in the
bombing, were incriminating in view of the uniqueness of the criminal
use of urea nitrate. Williams testified that his research revealed only one
prior use of urea nitrate as an improvised explosive charge--in a pipe
bomb in 1988. If such an unusual explosive was indeed used at the World
Trade Center, the defendants' link to a bomb factory and storage facility
capable of making the precise amount of urea nitrate allegedly used at
the Trade Center would substantially contribute to the proof of guilt.

 

Williams' opinions were important for another reason. Normally, the way
a crime laboratory determines the main charge of an exploded bomb is
by finding unconsumed particles or distinctive byproducts of the
explosive among the residue. The search for such particles is made by a
forensic chemist. In the FBI at the time of the World Trade Center case,



the chemists specializing in the examination of explosives residue were
Whitehurst and Burmeister, who were assigned to the MAU. One problem
for the prosecution in the World Trade Center case was that the MAU
chemists did not find any residue identifying the explosive. Thus, the
normal way of scientifically determining the main charge was
unavailable. Williams' purported identification of the explosive filled that
void.

 

1. Defendants

' Capacity to Make 1200 Pounds of Urea Nitrate

 

a. The Science

 

Williams calculated the amount of urea nitrate the defendants could have
produced from the amounts of urea and nitric acid that were missing--
i.e., from the amounts ordered minus the amounts recovered in searches
of premises associated with the defendants. To make such a calculation,
the area of chemistry known as stoichiometry must be applied.
Stoichiometry concerns molecular weight relationships in chemical
reactions. In this instance, the chemical reaction was: one molecule of
urea plus one molecule of nitric acid produces one molecule of urea
nitrate. As previously noted, each of these molecules has a different mass
or weight. The molecular weight of urea is 60; that of nitric acid is 63; and
that of urea nitrate is 123. Thus theoretically (100% yield), 60 grams of
urea plus 63 grams of nitric acid produces 123 grams of urea nitrate. For
every 60 grams of urea, 63 grams of nitric acid is required. (Similarly, for
every 60 pounds of urea, 63 pounds of nitric acid is needed.)

 

Determining the potential amount of urea nitrate that could have been
produced requires a determination, first, of the limiting reagent because
it is the chemical that will run out first. For example, with only 63 grams
of nitric acid, one could only produce 123 grams of urea nitrate even with
an unlimited amount of urea. In this example, the nitric acid would be the
limiting reagent.

 

Once the limiting reagent is determined, the potential amount of urea
nitrate can be determined with a simple calculation: If urea was the
limiting reagent, for every 60 grams (60 pounds) of urea that was
missing, the perpetrators potentially could have produced 123 grams



(123 pounds) of urea nitrate. If nitric acid was the limiting reagent, for
every 63 grams (63 pounds) of nitric acid that was missing, the
perpetrators potentially could have produced 123 grams (123 pounds) of
urea nitrate.

 

One additional factor must be taken into consideration: the purity of the
components. The calculations above assumed that the components were
100% pure. If, for example, the urea was only 50% pure, you would need
twice as many grams (or pounds) of urea as indicated above: 120 grams
(or 120 pounds) would be needed for every 63 grams (63 pounds) of
100% pure nitric acid. Similarly, if both components were less than 100%
pure, appropriate adjustments would have to be made.

 

b. Factual Background: Jourdan's Calculations

 

On March 7 or 8, 1993, Williams provided a list of the missing
components to a forensic chemist in the CTU (Thomas Jourdan) and
asked him to calculate the potential amount of urea nitrate that could
have been produced. Jourdan made the calculations and reported back to
Williams, Agent Richard Hahn, and possibly EU Chief J. Christopher
Ronay. It appeared to Jourdan that they did not understand his
explanation of how nitric acid was the limiting reagent, so Jourdan
prepared a memorandum explaining his calculations and gave it to
Ronay and Williams and probably to Hahn.

 

Based on the figures Jourdan had, he determined that the nitric acid was
the limiting reagent, and determined that the upper limit was the
production of 1821 pounds of urea nitrate. Jourdan used a 97% yield
instead of 100% because a staff member (this was James Molnar, see
p.85, supra) had achieved such a yield in the Laboratory. Jourdan also
noted that [r]ecovered empty bottles of HNO3 [nitric acid] indicated
usage of about equal portions of 70.4% (reagent grade) nitric acid and
67% (technical grade) nitric acid. He defined limiting reagent as
stoichiometrically you run out of it first, and stated that ordinarily, urea is
the limiting reagent to make sure the urea nitrate is not adulterated with
unreacted urea, which would inhibit the explosive's effectiveness.

 

At the time Williams testified at the Salameh trial, his figures regarding
the missing components were different (presumably updated) from the
ones given to Jourdan. At the time of the trial it was determined that 1200



pounds of urea and 1694 pounds of nitric acid were missing. See G.Ex.
862. Using these figures and Jourdan's basic methodology, a proper
stoichiometric calculation would be as follows: Jourdan assumed, as we
will do here, that the concentration of the urea was 100% and the average
concentration of the nitric acid was 68.7%. A quantity of 1694 pounds of
68.7% nitric acid is the equivalent of 1164 (1694 x .687) pounds of 100%
nitric acid. Since, as noted above, 63 pounds of nitric acid is needed for
every 60 pounds of urea, 1164 pounds of 100% nitric acid is inadequate
to achieve a complete reaction of 1200 pounds of 100% urea. Accordingly,
the nitric acid was the limiting reagent.

 

For every 63 pounds of completely reacted nitric acid, 123 pounds of urea
nitrate is theoretically (100% yield) produced. Therefore, with a 100%
yield, 1164 pounds of nitric acid would produce 2273 pounds of urea
nitrate. A 97% yield, as obtained by Molnar, would produce 2205 pounds
of urea nitrate.

 

c. Williams' Salameh Testimony

 

In his testimony in the Salameh trial, Williams was asked to calculate how
much urea nitrate could be produced from the missing urea and nitric
acid. Williams first addressed the concept of a limiting reagent:

 

Whenever you have a reaction like this, there is a limiting
reagent when you mix two things together. You can only go so
far because one of the components limits the quantities that
you're going to have.

 

In the case of manufacturing urea nitrate, urea is the limiting
factor. So, you'd always want to add a little bit more nitric acid
than the recipe calls for to make sure that you've reacted all the
urea.

 

Next, Williams addressed the issue of yield. He testified that in a
laboratory type environment the [b]est case scenario would be in the
neighborhood of 90 percent. He then testified:

 



Q. And if you're not working in a scientific laboratory, what effect
would that have on the yield?

 

A. It's drastically reduced. You're going to have a lot of spillage
because you're going to be cautious. It will splash out. You will
lose some of the mixture on the ground. You're going to lose
some because it's getting held up in your filter paper and that's
a pretty good amount. So, in reality, in a non-laboratory
environment, I would expect that and, as a matter of fact, you
would get somewhere around a 60- to 70-percent yield.

 

Williams then testified:

 

With 1,500 pounds ordered and delivered of urea to the storage
area, and finding 300 pounds left in that shed, mixing it with the
quantities of nitric acid, the urea and nitric acid would form
ideally about 90 percent of the gross weight.

 

So, if we have 1,200 pounds of urea used unaccounted for, if it
was used, we could make a mixture of somewhere around 2,100
pounds, give or take, on ideal conditions of urea nitrate. If the
urea nitrate was mixed in a less than ideal environment, not
laboratory techniques, and using something as simple as
newspaper for filter paper, I would expect that we would get in
the neighborhood of somewhere between 1,200 and 16, 1,800
pounds of urea nitrate and then depending on how it was
packaged, how sloppy the individual or individuals were that
were packing it, you might lose a few more pounds.

 

So, in essence, you could have an explosive charge of urea
nitrate perhaps between 1,200 and 16, 1,800 pounds.

 

Later in his testimony Williams referred to the amount of urea nitrate that
could have been made as about 1,200 pounds.

 

d. Analysis



 

We have reached several conclusions regarding Williams' testimony.

 

First, Williams lacked the requisite scientific knowledge to testify
competently in this area. When Jourdan initially discussed the calculation
of potential urea nitrate, Williams appeared to Jourdan not to understand
the concept of a limiting reagent. His testimony makes clear that he
never learned the concept. Urea is not always the limiting reagent and
was apparently not the limiting reagent here. Moreover, in his
memorandum Jourdan explicitly defines limiting reagent as
stoichiometrically you run out of it first and finds nitric acid to be the
limiting reagent based on the information he was given. Accordingly,
Williams' testimony was inconsistent with the Jourdan memorandum.

 

Moreover, assuming that urea was the limiting reagent in this case,
Williams' numbers do not add up. Because, as earlier noted, 60 pounds
of fully reacted urea will produce 123 pounds of urea nitrate, 1200 pounds
of urea will produce a theoretical (100% yield) of 2460 pounds of urea
nitrate. A 90% yield would produce 2214 pounds (not 2100 pounds), and
a 60% to 70% yield would produce 1476 to 1722 pounds (not 1200 to 1800
pounds). The errors in Williams' calculations conveniently produced a
range that included the exact amount of urea nitrate--1200 pounds--that
he later testified was used in the Trade Center bombing.

 

Second, Williams' discussion of laboratory yield was problematic.
Williams testified that in a laboratory type environment the [b]est case
scenario would be a yield in the neighborhood of 90 percent. In his OIG
interview Williams said he got the 90% figure from Whitehurst or
Burmeister, although they do not confirm this. Assuming they said it, we
nevertheless question Williams' choice of words, which implied that his
testimony about laboratory yield was based on his own expertise. A
laboratory yield for a chemical reaction is obviously outside Williams'
area of expertise. He told us in his OIG interview that he had no way of
knowing, independent of the chemists, the accuracy of the 90% number,
but believed he could rely on the opinion of other experts in his
testimony. An expert may rely on opinions of other experts if this is the
normal practice in the field. See Fed. R. Evid. 703. Accordingly, Williams
would have been fully justified, in rendering his own opinions, in relying
on the chemist's statement about yield. For example, he could have
testified, My opinion is based in part on the statement of Chemist W, who
told me 90% is the best yield. But if he had so testified (with an
attribution for the yield statement), the court would have known on whose



expertise the 90% number rested. But that is not what Williams did. He
did not attribute the 90% number to anyone else, but rather continued to
give the impression that he was speaking from his own expertise, which
was misleading.

 

The failure to attribute the 90% figure was particularly inappropriate here
because at this point in Williams' testimony he was apparently testifying
about the manufacture of urea nitrate based on his personal experience
in making it. Because the 90% figure was not based on that experience,
Williams should have revealed the source of the yield number.

 

Third, Williams' trial testimony about non-laboratory yield was
unscientific and speculative, was based on improper grounds, and
appears tailored to correspond with his estimate of the amount of
explosive used in the bombing. Williams testified that in reality, in a non-
laboratory environment, I would expect that and, as a matter of fact, you
would get somewhere around a 60- to 70-percent yield.

 

When asked in his OIG interview the basis for this testimony, he
explained that it was based on three factors. The first factor was the yield
at Eglin. He said the yield there was 1158 pounds of urea nitrate from
1600 pounds, or 1500 pounds, give or take, of ingredients (urea and
nitric acid). A yield of 1158 pounds from 1600 pounds would be 72%; a
yield from 1500 pounds would be 77%. Williams described the Eglin
operation as a pseudo-laboratory environment.

 

The second factor was Williams' observations during the searches of the
defendants' alleged bomb factory and storage facility. During these
searches he observed evidence of a lot of spillage of urea nitrate, which
was more than at Eglin.

 

When asked whether the evidence of spillage suggested a yield much
lower than 60-70%, Williams identified the third factor he considered to
determine non-laboratory yield :

 

Along with the investigation that I had results from, from the
purchase of chemicals, the known purchase of chemicals, there
was a quantity that was purchased, we found no other places



where they had purchased urea or nitric acid. But we did find
where they did purchase a quantity. We have knowledge of a
quantity of chemicals they had purchased. And I had knowledge
of how much chemical was left in the Space Station Storage [the
defendants' alleged storage facility] unused.

I also used that to base on what potential percentage of yield
was.

 

We are deeply troubled by Williams' rationale. The first factor used--the
yield at Eglin--is problematic. To use Williams' words, Eglin was a
pseudo-laboratory environment, in which chemists did the mixing. It is
impossible to say whether the typical non-laboratory environment --if
there is one--would be better or worse than Eglin. Assuming it would be
worse because of an absence of chemists, one could only speculate about
how much worse. Further, improvised (i.e., homemade ) explosives are
sometimes produced by chemists; so an assumption that non-chemists
made the explosive would be invalid.

 

The second factor was also inappropriate. Williams' trial testimony about
a non-laboratory yield was offered as an expert opinion based on his
experience making urea nitrate. He was asked what the yield typically
would be in a non-laboratory setting. By basing that opinion on residues
found at the defendants' storage facility and bomb factory, Williams
really offered an opinion on the yield he thought the defendants would
have had, but masked it in the guise of a general opinion. Moreover, it is
pure speculation to say what the defendants' yield would have been from
the discovery of some urea nitrate crystals evidencing spillage.

 

The third factor, however, is the most problematic. There is a degree of
ambiguity as to what exactly Williams meant. In essence, he said he
based his testimony about non-laboratory yield in part on the amount of
chemicals missing (amounts purchased minus amounts recovered at the
storage facility). Our interpretation of the passage is this: Williams
apparently assumed the Trade Center bomb was made from the
chemicals missing from defendants' storage facility. He estimated, as he
later testified, that the main charge at the Trade Center weighed 1200
pounds. He then divided 1200 by the weight of the applicable amount of
missing urea and nitric acid to give him an estimate of defendants' yield.
He then considered defendants' yield to help him determine non-
laboratory yield generally.

 



Based on the amount of urea and nitric acid missing from the defendants'
facility, they had the capacity to produce urea nitrate in an amount in
excess of 2000 pounds if the yield was high (over 90%) and in an amount
less than 1200 pounds if the yield was low (below 50%). Williams testified
at trial that the amount of the explosive used in the Trade Center
bombing was about 1200 pounds. If the defendants' yield was
substantially below 90% but not below 50%, a good match could be
obtained between the amount the defendants could have produced and
the amount supposedly used in the bombing. By setting the non-
laboratory yield at 60 to 70 percent, Williams obtained a good match.

 

The purpose of a criminal trial, of course, is to determine guilt. The issue
of guilt is the ultimate question to which all others are directed. In
contrast, Williams began with a presumption of guilt as a foundation on
which to build inferences. (As we shall see below, this is not the only
time in the Salameh trial that Williams so utilized a presumption of guilt.)
The agent simply assumed that the perpetrators produced a 1200 pound
bomb at the Trade Center using the urea and nitric acid missing from the
defendants' facility, and that yield (the amount used at the bombing
divided by the amount missing) informed his testimony about non-
laboratory yield, which was presented to the jury as a general number
applicable to all non-laboratory environments.

 

It appears Williams may have worked backwards --that is, he may have
first determined the result he wanted (here, that the defendants could
have produced 1200 pounds of urea nitrate, the amount he estimated was
used in the bombing) and then tailored his testimony about yield to reach
that result. We are deeply troubled by this possibility.

 

We conclude that a competent expert cannot give a narrow range for the
yield in a non-laboratory environment. A commercial production facility
or a meticulous chemist in a garage can potentially achieve a yield as
high as that produced in a laboratory. On the other extreme, careless
persons without knowledge or skill may be unable to produce the
explosive at all (0% yield) or may achieve only a very low yield.
Accordingly, we find that Williams' testimony about non-laboratory yield
was invalid and beyond his area of expertise.

 

Fourth, had Williams or another witness performed the stoichiometric
calculation correctly, the result--a 100% yield of about 2273 pounds of
urea nitrate with a real possibility of a much lower figure in a non-



laboratory setting--would have been perfectly acceptable to the
prosecution's theory of the case. Williams seemed to have pushed the
envelope to get to 1200 pounds--his estimate of the weight of the
explosive used in the bombing. Such exacting symmetry was
unnecessary.

 

In sum, we conclude that Williams' testimony about the potential
production of urea nitrate was outside his area of expertise and deeply
flawed, and his excesses were unnecessary to an effective presentation of
the prosecution's case.

 

2. Williams

' Opinion Regarding the Explosive Used in the
Trade Center Bombing

 

Having established the defendants' capacity to manufacture 1200 pounds
of urea nitrate, Williams went on to render an opinion in the Salameh trial
that the main explosive charge in the Trade Center bombing was 1200
pounds of urea nitrate. This testimony was also seriously flawed.

 

a. Velocity of Detonation

 

An important part of Williams' opinion concerning the explosive used at
the Trade Center was his determination of the velocity of detonation
(VOD) of that explosive based on his assessment of the damage at the
scene. Attachment C: A Primer on Explosives and Velocity of Detonation,
infra, defines VOD and is a necessary foundation for the discussion that
follows. The significance of the VOD determination was that it provided a
basis for Williams' opinion concerning the type of explosive used in the
bombing.

 

(1) The VOD of Urea Nitrate

 

(a) Background

 



 

Williams testified at the Salameh trial to the VOD of urea nitrate:

 

Urea nitrate in smaller quantities detonates at a velocity of about
14,000 feet per second. The larger quantity that you get of urea
nitrate it compacts on top of itself and may approach 15,500 feet
per second.

 

When asked at his OIG interview the basis for these figures, Williams
stated that they were a rough estimate from information I had obtained
from different sources. The information was allegedly received orally
from persons Williams regarded as knowledgeable sources within the
field of explosives. These sources told him, [I]t's approximate. These
fellows had not worked with it. And wherever they got the information
from, this is what I had received from them. Williams told us there was
very little literature on the subject. He continued:

 

And the actual written material that I found was -- it was a very
broad definition. It didn't seem that two people agreed on the
same thing. . . .

 

[Question by OIG:] That literature indicated that it was unclear as
to what the velocity of detonation was?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: Not unclear. There was just such a wide
parameter of detonations and pressure. Very little research had
been done and written about that I was able to locate.

 

OIG: And it was wider than 14,000 to 15,500 feet per second; is
that correct?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: I don't recall.

 

OIG: You don't recall that -- I mean, the literature did not reflect
14,000 to 15,500 feet per second; is that right?



 

AGENT WILLIAMS: I don't recall. . . . I do recall seeing these
figures visually. . . . And I don't recall if it was after I prepared it
from the verbal information or if it's information that I received
by looking at some type of research document.

 

After the OIG interview we obtained Williams' notes for the World Trade
Center case. There is nothing in the notes indicating that the VOD of urea
nitrate is 14,000-15,500 feet per second.

 

The notes, however, do contain two copies of page U103 of the
Encyclopedia of Explosives and Related Items (U.S. Armament Research
and Development Command 1983) ( Encyclopedia ), a standard text in
the field. Page U103 contains the following:

 

urea nitrate has a deflagration pt of 186 [degrees]; a deton rate
of 3400m/sec (at d 0.85g/cc in a 30mm diam paper tube when
driven by 1.5g of MF), and 4700m/sec (at d 1.20g/cc in a 30mm
diam steel tube when driven by 1.5g of MF)

 

(Abbreviations in original.) A VOD of 3400-4700 meters per second
converts to about 11,155 to 15,420 feet per second. In the OIG interview,
Williams stated that he reviewed the Encyclopedia regarding the VOD of
urea nitrate before he testified in Salameh.

 

Also among the case notes is a notation of 12-15,500 FPS, without further
elaboration, on a sheet from Williams' notepad. In a letter in August 1996
Williams commented on this notation:

 

I do not specifically recall why I had written down 12-15,500, nor
where I had found it. I did in fact write it and it suggests to me
that either I or someone to whom I had conversation with had
rounded off the possible VOD of what most likely would have
been urea nitrate.

 



In his OIG interview and correspondence, Williams named only three
knowledgeable sources within the field of explosives who he allegedly
consulted prior to his testimony--Tom Dowling and Fred Smith of the
Institute of Makers of Explosives and Paul Cooper of Sandia National
Laboratories. In his OIG interview Dowling stated that he did not recall
talking to Williams or talking to anyone from the FBI about the VOD of
urea nitrate after the Trade Center blast, but said he was reasonably sure
he talked to FBI employees on the telephone about other aspects of urea
nitrate. Dowling said that if he had been asked about the VOD of urea
nitrate, he would have consulted his reference material and given the
caller the information he had. Dowling had only one reference book that
contained the VOD of urea nitrate--the Encyclopedia. Smith stated in his
OIG interview that he did not recall that anyone ever asked him about the
VOD of urea nitrate, that he would not have known the VOD, and that to
answer the inquiry he would have consulted the Encyclopedia. Cooper
stated in his OIG interview that he was pretty sure no one from the FBI
called him to ask about the VOD of urea nitrate and that if someone had
called he would have had to perform research or calculations to
determine the VOD.

 

In addition to the Encyclopedia, our own literature search found only one
text setting forth the VOD of urea nitrate (Urbanski, Chemistry and
Technology of Explosives 469-70 (1965)), and it contained the same VOD
as the Encyclopedia--3400 to 4700 meters per second.

 

Williams testified at his OIG interview that after the Salameh trial (and
before the Rahman trial) [w]e detonated the explosives [the urea nitrate]
we made at Eglin and measured the VOD to be 12,100 feet per second.
Williams characterized this measured VOD as substantially less than
14,000.

 

(b) Analysis

 

Williams' Salameh testimony about the VOD of urea nitrate was, at best,
incomplete and, at worst, knowingly incorrect. The Encyclopedia, a
standard text in the field of explosives, indicated that urea nitrate has a
VOD of about 11,155 to 15,420 feet per second. Although the applicable
page of this text was in Williams' notes and although prior to his
testimony he had consulted it, he nevertheless testified, without
qualification, that the VOD is 14,000-15,500 feet per second.

 



 

Williams claimed in his OIG interview that he based his testimony about
the 14,000-15,500 feet per second VOD of urea nitrate on oral statements
from persons outside the FBI. The interviews of Dowling, Smith, and
Cooper, and the absence of supporting documentation in the case notes,
leave us with grave doubts about the veracity of this claim. In any event,
these oral opinions allegedly came from persons who had not worked
with urea nitrate, and Williams did not know the basis of their opinions.
Assuming Williams received such opinions, we conclude that it was
inappropriate for him to blindly rely on them and ignore the
Encyclopedia. At a minimum, Williams should have told the court he was
relying on outside opinions, and he should have supplemented those
opinions in court with the information from the Encyclopedia.

 

Finally, in his August 1996 letter, Williams came up with a completely
new reason for his testimony about the VOD of urea nitrate:

 

One or more of the individuals from Eglin, at the time of our
manufacturing of urea nitrate at Eglin, had conducted tests to
determine the density of urea nitrate as it was manufactured. If
you notice, in the highlighted area from the Encyclopedia of
Explosives[] the density for the different VOD tests are 0.85g/cc
and 1.20g/cc. This allows for the extreme variance of VODs as
listed in the Encyclopedia. The resulting examination indicated
that the density of the urea nitrate that was manufactured in
Eglin was near the upper end of that density. I do not specifically
recall what those figures were, however, in my conversations
with the Eglin folks, they agreed that due to the higher density,
not tamped or packed tightly, the VOD would be higher or faster
than the low end scale. It was also my opinion at the time of
testimony in the trial, that the urea nitrate manufactured for the
bombing was homemade, allowed to rest for a period of time
and then transported while packaged in the Ryder truck, from
New Jersey to New York City. The density of the urea nitrate in
this device, in my opinion, was higher thus suggesting that the
VOD was faster than the lower end of the 11,155 estimate.

 

This new explanation for Williams' trial testimony is not helpful to
Williams' position. First, we do not find it credible. It is inconsistent with
both his trial and OIG testimony, and we think that if this were the real
reason for his trial testimony he would have mentioned it at the OIG
interview. At the OIG interview Williams mentioned the Encyclopedia but
limited his remarks to: I know I definitely looked at the Encyclopedia of



Explosives, and I don't recall specifically what it had said at that point.
The August 1996 explanation came after we confronted Williams with
page U103 from the Encyclopedia, and the new explanation appears
contrived to accommodate that text. Second, Williams' trial testimony did
not purport to be an estimate of the VOD of the urea nitrate made either
at Eglin or by the perpetrators. Rather, it was put forth as the general
range for the VOD of urea nitrate. The 14,000 feet per second figure was
explicitly limited at the trial to smaller quantities, which would be
inapplicable to both Eglin and the perpetrators. Third, density was not
the only variable mentioned in the Encyclopedia; the confinement also
varied (paper versus steel tube) and may have had as significant an
impact on VOD as the density. Thus, Williams' new explanation is based
on a misconstruction of the Encyclopedia. Fourth, Williams' statement in
the new explanation that he thought the urea nitrate used in the bombing
had a high density is speculative. If, as seems unlikely, the new
explanation is the true explanation, Williams should have given the same
information in court as he did in his letter--namely, that the VOD for urea
nitrate is about 11,155-15,420 feet per second, but that he thought the
VOD of the main explosive was at the high end of that range for certain
specific reasons. The new explanation reflects adversely on Williams'
credibility and competence.

We conclude that the 14,000-15,500 VOD range for urea nitrate that
Williams gave at the Salameh trial was clearly too narrow, and appears
tailored to correspond to the estimates in his report (14,000 feet per
second) and in his testimony (14,000-15,500 feet per second) of the VOD
of the main explosive used at the Trade Center. In his trial testimony
about the VOD of urea nitrate, Williams failed in his responsibility to
provide the court with complete and accurate information.

 

(2) The VOD of the Main
Explosive

 

Having told the jury that the VOD of urea nitrate was about 14,000 to
15,500 feet per second, Williams went on to testify as follows to the VOD
of the main explosive at the Trade Center:

 

On the brief two and a half hour walk-through [at the scene of
the bombing] I had the opportunity to inspect a lot of [damaged
materials]. . . . By putting all of these things together and
looking at the size of the hole I estimated that the velocity of
detonation was somewhere between 14,000 and about 15,500
feet per second, with a little bit of give on each side of that.[]



 

We conclude that Williams' VOD opinion lacked a sufficient scientific and
empirical foundation.

 

(a) Inconsistencies

 

At the outset we note that Williams has been inconsistent as to his
estimate of the VOD of the main charge at the World Trade Center. In his
report dated July 1, 1993, he stated that the explosive main charge was a
high explosive having a velocity of detonation (VOD) of approximately
14,000 feet per second. In his Salameh testimony in February 1994, he
gave a VOD of somewhere between 14,000 and about 15,500 feet per
second, with a little bit of give on each side of that. Later, in the Rahman
trial in April 1995, Williams testified:

 

From this walk-around [at the scene of the bombing] I was able
to look at the damage and conclude that I was looking at the
damage from a[n] explosive that had a velocity of detonation
around 14,000 feet per second.

 

Obviously, without being in there when the bomb went off or
seeing what kind of explosive it was, I have to give a bracket on
both sides of a couple thousand feet.

 

In his OIG interviews in February and March 1996 he also stated that his
VOD estimate included a 2000 feet per second tolerance on either side of
the 14,000-feet-per-second estimate--i.e., a range of 12,000 to 16,000 feet
per second. Finally, in a letter to the OIG in August 1996, Williams stated:
The other reason that I testified as to the VOD damage in the Trade
Center, is that from the damage I witnessed, it appeared to me that the
improvised explosive device was faster tha[n] 11,000 and slower than
16,000.

 

Thus, Williams has given four estimates of the VOD for the main charge:
approximately 14,000 feet per second (his report), 14,000 to about 15,500
feet per second with a little give on each side of that (Salameh trial),
around 14,000 feet per second with a bracket on both sides of a couple



thousand feet (Rahman trial, OIG interviews), and between 11,000 and
16,000 feet per second (letter to the OIG).

 

We observe that Williams' adjustment from 14,000 (report) to 14,000-
15,500 feet per second (Salameh trial) coincided with his Salameh
testimony that the VOD of urea nitrate was 14,000-15,500 feet per second.
His change from 14,000-15,500 (Salameh trial) to 12,000-16,000 feet per
second (Rahman trial) occurred after Williams discovered that the VOD of
the urea nitrate made at Eglin was 12,100 feet per second. His change to
11,000-16,000 feet per second (August 1996 letter) occurred after we
pointed out to him that the Encyclopedia gave the VOD range of urea
nitrate as about 11,155 to 15,420 feet per second. The circumstances of
the four estimates imply that Williams changed his VOD opinion for the
main charge in order to maintain a match with the VOD of urea nitrate.

 

We conclude that Williams' inconsistencies severely undercut the
credibility of his VOD opinion for the main charge.

 

(b) Justification for Opinion

 

(I) World Trade Center

 

Williams testified in the Salameh trial that he considered several
observations to determine the VOD of the Trade Center bomb:

 

On the brief two and a half hour walk-through I had the
opportunity to inspect a lot of witness vehicles[], concrete, steel-
reinforcing rod, steel beams, and other fragments of material in
and around the seat of the explosion.

 

By looking at some of the pieces of steel, for example, that very
large piece of steel that was thrown back into the tower room,
and where it broke off, recognizing that that part was actually
about 12 feet or so away from the seat of the blast, the specific
unique breaking of the steel particle and different distances
away from the seat of the explosion, I witnessed different types



of explosive damage.

 

By putting all of these things together and looking at the size of
the hole I estimated that the velocity of detonation was
somewhere between 14,000 and about 15,500 feet per second,
with a little bit of give on each side of that.

 

. . . .

 

For example, if we had C4 [a military ordnance] in that World
Trade Center basement, a quantity of it, of course the quantity
doesn't matter, over a hundred pounds, because the velocity of
detonation of the C4 is somewhere around 24,000 feet per
second, give or take, that explosive is very brisan[t], brisance
meaning that that shock wave comes out real quick. When that
shock -- and it doesn't last as long as a slower velocity
explosive. So when that brisance hit the target material like steel
-- if you recall in the one photograph where it looked like that
steel was torn -- we would see a lot more of that tearing, really
tremendous tearing damage in some of the heavier materials
like the steel.

 

If, for example, we go to a slower velocity explosive, let's say
something around 14,000 feet per second, when that detonates
we're going to get more of a pushing, a heaving effect. It's not
going to crack it hard. It's going to gradually build up, but still
very rapidly take hold of that witness material and give it a push
or a shove, and it's not going to crack that material as rapidly.

 

Q. Is that in fact the type of explosive damage that you saw?

 

A. The pushing and heaving is exactly what I saw in the World
Trade Center.

 

The problem with this testimony is that Williams never explains how the
observations compute to 14,000-15,500 feet per second. That he



observed evidence of heaving as opposed to brisance --i.e., the damaged
materials appeared to have been pushed rather than shattered --only
necessarily excludes military explosives such as C4 with VODs in excess
of 18,000 feet per second. Nowhere in his testimony does Williams
explain how he narrowed the broad heaving range of high explosives
(about 3000 to 18,000 feet per second) to 14,000-15,500 feet per second.

 

In his OIG testimony Williams elaborated further on his rationale. He
stated he considered the damage to the component parts of the suspect
vehicle and other witness materials around there, the concrete, the steel,
the vehicles, the people. He stated that because he found pitting and
cratering within four feet, and evidence of heaving and no tearing within
eight and a half feet, of the seat of the explosion, [t]hat put me into an
area of somewhere between 12,000 and 16,000 feet per second . . . I
didn't find any pitting or cratering eight feet away; but four feet away, I
did. He continued:

 

So by looking at all of these different things, the way the
concrete was broken into large pieces as compared to limestone
dust within the near proximity as you gradually went away from
it, looking at autopsy reports and photographs of victims, by the
burning on their bodies or the scorching of the surrounding
area, I can roughly get a feel that it was a very hot explosive or a
not so hot explosive, a lot of fire ball balls produced, that sort of
thing. . . .

 

By putting all of this together and looking at what I saw in the
Trade Center, I was able to say that the velocity of detonation of
the explosive main charge was about 14,000 feet per second.

 

Williams stated he considered a host of other things, including [t]he
bodies, the burning. He elaborated:

 

OIG: Okay. So getting back to your testimony of between 14,000
and 15,500 feet per second, what you viewed on the body, how
did that help you determine that the velocity of detonation was
between 14,000 and 15,500 feet per second?

 



That's my question, sir.

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: Okay. And I cannot answer that a single body
could tell me the velocity of detonation. The body along with all
of the other environment that I looked at.

 

OIG: What was it about the body that helped you to get to the
conclusion that it was between 14,000 and 15,500 feet per
second?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: That allowed me to say, well, by looking at one
individual body -- they were eating lunch at the time. He had
food in his mouth that was still partially chewed.

 

Another body had fragmentation damage in the eyeball and not
in the eyelid, suggesting he didn't have time to blink by the time
he got hit with fragmentation.

 

I looked at a body that had a mangled arm that was caused by
some surrounding area, part of the wall, a cinder block, perhaps,
that had ripped the arm off.

 

OIG: And that couldn't have been done at 18,000 feet per second,
you're saying?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: Absolutely not.

 

OIG: And it couldn't --

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: Not the damage that I saw.

 



OIG: The damage to the body?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: That's correct. I would have expected --

 

OIG: And you say that based on what, sir?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: I know where the bodies were found. I know
the damage to the body. I know the debris that was found all
around the body. I know where that debris originated before the
blast.

 

Concrete blocks for a cinder block wall, something of that nature;
an unopened box of photocopy paper; these items were removed
from their original position less than 10 feet away from the seat
of the blast and thrown to an area where they finally rested near
the body.

 

The damage to those objects suggested to me that if it was
18,000 feet per second, they would be smaller, they would be
torn or ripped like the pipe that's shredded like paper, and the
bodies would have had slightly different damage.

 

OIG: What kind of damage?

AGENT WILLIAMS: They would have been hit with smaller flying
objects.

 

OIG: Would the arm have been ripped off in a different way?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: Yes. Their bodies would have shown different
physical damage.

 

If, for example, I had two bombs, one was smokeless powder,



and one was C-4; and I had individuals the same distance away,
I would expect totally different damage to those bodies.

 

OIG: Okay. And where did you learn all this from? I mean, is
there some literature out there, sir, that tells --

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: There's a good bit of literature.

 

OIG: Okay. And that literature would support your statement
about the damage to the bodies?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: Yes, it would.

 

OIG: I see. Is there literature out there that supports your ability
to estimate a velocity of detonation of between 14,000, 15,500
feet per second based on the explosive damage? Is there
literature that indicates that a qualified expert can do that?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: I don't know.

 

The thrust of Williams' OIG testimony is that he considered numerous
factors bearing on VOD, which he then filtered through his experience to
produce his VOD estimate. We find Williams' application of his
methodology flawed, because it is essentially an unscientific, unverifiable
process of intuition. This is apparent from some of the language Williams
used to describe his method of determining the VOD and weight of the
explosive: I can roughly get a feel that it was a very hot explosive or not
(emphasis added); [w]hat caused me to guess a velocity of detonation
(emphasis added); [t]hese things produced an impression on me
(emphasis added).

The application of the methodology is one of rough[] . . . feel[ings],
guess[es], and impression[s]. There was a complete absence of
empirical data to support any of the inferences Williams made from the
various factors he identified. For example, Williams emphasized that the
pitting and cratering within a radius of 4 feet from the seat of the



explosion, when combined with only heaving without pitting and
cratering within 8.5 feet, showed a velocity of detonation of 12,000-16,000
feet per second. But neither Williams nor the FBI has data to support that
thesis. Moreover, in the Oklahoma City case (see Part Three, Section G,
infra) Williams found pitting and cratering 12 feet from the seat but
nevertheless estimated the VOD to be 13,000 feet per second in that case,
effectively undercutting the primary basis he claimed for his VOD opinion
in the World Trade Center case.

 

The same could be said for the conclusions he drew from observing
certain victims' bodies--e.g., the way in which an arm was severed, an
eye injury. Williams and the FBI have no data or other basis for
concluding that the nature of those injuries meant the VOD was 14,000-
15,500 feet per second.

 

(ii) Oklahoma City

 

Williams' attempt to justify a specific VOD estimate in the Oklahoma City
case is similarly unpersuasive and supports our view of the
inappropriateness of attempting to fix a narrow VOD range from an
assessment of the blast damage. In his Oklahoma City report, Williams
estimated the VOD of the main charge to be 13,000 feet per second.
Williams explained in his OIG interview that he reached his VOD opinion
by considering the explosive damage at the crime scene in light of his
experience. He cited approximately fifteen different factors that
contributed to his opinion--such as, the damage to the vehicle containing
the bomb, the size of the crater, the lip of the crater, evidence of heaving,
the damage to the concrete, the size of the vehicle fragments, pitting and
cratering, the movement of parked cars, and the damage to parking
signs. As in the World Trade Center case, however, the difficulty arose
when Williams attempted to explain how he got from the observed
damage to the specific VOD. For example, he contended that the size of
the fragments contributed to his opinion. But neither Williams nor the FBI
can cite any empirical studies linking specific sized fragments to specific
VODs. Williams stated in his Oklahoma City interview that he had no
documentation or experimentation to support his premises regarding the
various factors and that he relied solely on his memory of explosive
experiences spanning 10 to 15 years. We conclude that this is an
inadequate basis for rendering a specific VOD opinion from observations
of blast damage.

 



(iii) General Discussion

 

Agent Thurman, the current EU Unit Chief, stated in his OIG interview that
normally an EU examiner will only determine from the damage whether
the explosive was high or low, heaving or brisant. With the exception of
differentiating between a high explosive and a low explosive, the
arbitrary, we do not, as a rule, go in the reports and state that it's X'
number of feet per second. Indeed, Thurman, who has been in the EU for
about 14 years, has never himself opined a specific VOD from a damage
assessment, but has limited himself to opinions about high versus low,
brisant versus heaving, explosives. In fact, Williams is the only examiner
Thurman is aware of who has attempted to find a specific VOD from a
damage assessment, and attempting to make such findings is not part of
the EU training. Williams also believes he is the only EU examiner to
have rendered a specific VOD opinion from the explosive damage.
Furthermore, as noted above, Williams is unaware of any literature
stating that an explosives expert properly may render such a VOD
opinion. We also are unaware of any such literature. It thus appears that
Williams may be unique, both within the FBI and within the community of
explosives experts generally, in his willingness to render such specific
VOD opinions.

 

We have no doubt that an experienced explosives examiner may properly
draw certain inferences from observations at a crime scene. For example,
an experienced expert will be able to discern the difference between the
damage left by a high versus a low explosive, and can differentiate the
damage caused by a heaving high explosive (like most commercial
products) versus a brisant (like most military explosives) high explosive.
Similarly, an observation of pitting and cratering will tell an experienced
expert that the explosive used was a high explosive with a VOD typically
in excess of about 10,000 feet per second. All of this involves the use of
experience to recognize certain distinctive characteristics of explosive
damage.

 

Going further, however, and attempting to infer from the damage a
specific VOD is a process that appears to have no precedent either in the
literature or at the FBI. We believe it is unprecedented and unjustifiable
because the differences in damage caused by explosives with different
specific VODs are insufficiently distinctive to allow an experienced expert
to say that certain damage will only result from an explosive with a
particular VOD.

 



No database exists at the FBI that correlates specific VODs with particular
damage or with the many other variables identified by Williams. We
conclude that Williams in fact has no objective basis for estimating a
specific VOD from an inspection of the crime scene.

Accordingly, we conclude that Williams' specific VOD opinion of 14,000-
15,500 feet per second for the main charge at the World Trade Center
lacked an adequate scientific and empirical basis.

 

b. Identification of the Main Charge

 

Having testified that the VOD of the Trade Center explosive was 14,000 to
15,500 feet per second, Williams went on to testify about the type of
explosives that fit that range. We will first summarize that testimony and
then analyze it.

 

(1) Williams' Testimony

 

On direct examination, Williams testified as follows:

 

Q. Based on the damage and your estimated velocity of
detonation, did you form a conclusion as to what type of
explosive was used?

 

A. Yes. Immediately because of that type of damage without
doing any type or having any knowledge of chemical residue
analysis, the type of explosives that fit in that bracket are very
limited. . . .

 

So within that parameter of 14,000 to 15,500 feet per second
we're limited to the fertilizer-based explosive such as
ammonium nitrate, and also, certain dynamites, the ammonium-
nitrate type dynamites. Perhaps on one end of the spectrum or
the other end of the spectrum we may find something like water
gels, a slurry or an emulsion. Each of these kind of explosives
are commercially available and do specific damage, but their



velocity of detonation are just a tad on either side of that
parameter of detonation.

 

Williams further testified that he was able to rule out quite a bit of the
slurries, water gels and emulsions because of the failure to find
microballoons or tipper ties among the debris at the scene. Williams
testified that microballoons are tiny glass balloons that are included in
some emulsions to add air space, and tipper ties are the wire ends of
water gels. He testified that he would have expected to find microballoons
if the explosive at the Trade Center had been an emulsion and find tipper
ties if it had been a water gel. He then concluded by identifying urea
nitrate as within the category of a fertilizer-based explosive that would
have that velocity of detonation consistent with the damage that [he] saw.

 

On cross-examination, one of the defense counsel (Mr. Campriello)
attempted to recapitulate Williams' earlier testimony but misstated it,
leading to the following:

 

Q. . . . In other words, you said that this was basically a bomb, if
I understand, made of urea nitrate and this substance and that
substance.

 

MR. ABDELLAH [another defense counsel]: Objection. That's not
what he said.

 

THE COURT: I think he's -- I don't think you're limiting yourself.
Is that what you're saying? You think?

 

MR. CAMPRIELLO: That's all I'm saying.

 

THE COURT: Go ahead.

 

A. Yes I do. I believe urea nitrate was the bulk of the constituent
in that bomb with other explosive materials; yes.



 

Q. And have you concluded that that is the only possible bomb
that could have caused this kind of damage based on everything
you know or are there other possibilities as well?

A. Within the World Trade Center?

 

Q. Yes.

 

A. There was only one bomb in the World Trade Center.

 

Q. No, no. That, I understand to be your testimony.

 

What I'm saying is was whatever caused it just this one
possibility or were there other possible bombs as well, not two
bombs or three bombs, but you described a bomb?

 

A. Yes, okay.

 

Q. Could it have been another kind of bomb or no?

 

A. Not likely. As I said, the bulk of the explosive material could
have been urea nitrate with other things such as ammonium
nitrate dynamite and certainly there was some type of initiator,
but the bulk of the explosive was, in my opinion, urea nitrate.

 

Q. I guess it's the could have been part that gives me pause.

 

THE COURT: Could it be ANFO [ammonium nitrate and fuel oil]?

 



MR. CAMPRIELLO: I didn't hear you, Judge.

 

THE COURT: Could it be ANFO?

 

THE WITNESS: Yes, it could be.

 

THE COURT: In other words, there could have been an ANFO
bomb sitting there, and if that exploded, it would have caused
the same kind of damage?

 

THE WITNESS: That's correct.

 

(2) Analysis

 

(a) Direct Examination

 

First, Williams testified on direct examination that because of that type of
damage . . . the type of explosives that fit in that bracket are very limited.
Assuming the VOD testified to at the Salameh trial--14,000-15,500 feet
per second--there are many different explosives that fit in that bracket.
Using the VOD testified to in the Rahman trial--12,000-16,000 feet per
second--there are even more that qualify. Williams testified in his OIG
interview that a lot of different explosives meet the 14,000-15,500 feet per
second VOD range. For example, the 1980 Dupont Blasters' Handbook (
Dupont ) lists six prill products, four water gels, and two dynamites with a
VOD within the 14,000-15,500 feet per second range, and more within the
12,000-16,000 feet per second range. The 1968 Canadian Industries
Limited Blasters' Handbook lists three products with velocities in the
14,000-15,500 feet per second range. The 1995 Dyno Nobel Inc.
Explosives Engineers Guide ( Dyno ) lists twenty-seven products with
velocities in the 14,000-15,500 range.

 

Williams' testimony about the very limited type of explosives that fit in
the 14,000-15,500 feet per second bracket was literally correct, because
the many commercial products within that range fall into certain



the many commercial products within that range fall into certain
categories or types--namely, dynamites, water gels, emulsions, and
fertilizer (e.g., ANFO) products. We are concerned, however, that the
court may not have understood that within each type there are numerous
commercial products meeting the 14,000-15,500 feet per second range.

 

Second, Williams testified that the VOD of water gels and emulsions are
just a tad on either side of that parameter of detonation [14,000-15,500
feet per second]. This testimony was incorrect. There are several
commercially available water gels and emulsions with VODs within the
14,000-15,500 feet per second bracket. See Dupont at 71; Dyno at 1-2.

 

Third, Williams testified at trial that he could rule out some of the
explosives that met the range--namely, the emulsions and the water gels
because of a failure to find microballoons and tipper ties in the debris.
Williams contradicted this testimony at his OIG interview.

 

As for the microballoons, if used they may have been made of resin and
likely consumed in the blast. More fundamentally, however, any
microballoons used would have constituted only about five percent of the
total explosive mixture. No residue of the main explosive was recovered
at the Trade Center. If residue of the component constituting ninety-five
percent of the charge was not recovered, it should be no surprise that
remains of the five percent component were not found. Williams
conceded at his OIG interview that the failure to find the microballoons
meant only that it's possible that they were not there. Williams added, I
couldn't eliminate them, because we didn't find anything.

 

Similarly, the failure to find tipper ties did not rule out water gels.
Williams testified at his OIG interview as follows:

 

OIG: Just because you didn't find tipper ties does not really rule
out those explosives, did it?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: No, it does not. It would not rule it out.

 

If the explosives were shucked of all of their wrappers,



completely shucked of the wrappers, I would not have found
anything.[]

 

In his OIG interview, Williams told us: Because I did not find any evidence
of any of the other commercial explosives does not necessarily mean that
they were not used. Accordingly, we conclude that Williams should not
have testified at trial that he could rule out the slurries, water gels, and
emulsions.

 

Fourth, in his OIG interview Williams stated that, based on his
assessment of the damage at the scene, he really could not make any
type of identification of the explosive used at the Trade Center:

 

OIG: And I take it from your answer, that based on your
assessment of the explosive damage that you observed and was
made known to you, you could not have rendered an opinion that
the bulk of the explosives in this case was urea nitrate; is that
correct?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: . . . . If I just had to work with that crime scene,
there's no way I could have called any kind of explosive.

 

OIG: Because it could have been ANFO?

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: It could have been emulsions.

 

OIG: Could have been emulsions.

 

AGENT WILLIAMS: It could have been anything.

 

(Emphasis added). Williams' acknowledgment at the OIG interview that,
based on the crime scene, the main explosive could have been anything
differs significantly from the opinions he rendered at the Salameh trial.



At the trial Williams testified that his observations at the scene enabled
him to help the court determine the explosive that may have been used in
the blast. Now he has admitted that there's no way I could have called
any kind of explosive. In light of Williams' OIG testimony, we are deeply
troubled that his testimony on direct examination may have misled the
court.

In sum, we conclude that Williams' direct examination was inaccurate
and misleading, and suggested too strongly that a fertilizer-based
explosive like ammonium nitrate or urea nitrate was used in the Trade
Center bomb.

 

(b) Cross-Examination

 

Even more troubling than Williams' direct examination was a part of his
cross-examination in which he rendered an incriminating opinion based
on speculation beyond his scientific expertise. On direct, Williams
identified a category of explosives that fit the VOD and damage that he
observed at the post-blast scene. This category included but was not
limited to urea nitrate. At his OIG interview (as discussed above),
Williams was emphatic that he could not identify a specific explosive
based on his observations at the crime scene.

 

Nevertheless, Williams testified on cross-examination that the bulk of the
explosive was, in my opinion, urea nitrate. See also on the same page of
cross-examination: I believe urea nitrate was the bulk of the constituent
in that bomb with other explosive materials. At his interview we asked
Williams how he could render such an opinion, and he answered: the
reason I was able to do that in testimony was because I had the benefit of
the search sites, the storage sites, the bomb factory and, of course,
viewing the evidence from the crime scene. Williams continued:

 

OIG: And I take it from your answer, that based on your
assessment of the explosive damage that you observed and was
made known to you, you could not have rendered an opinion that
the bulk of the explosives in this case was urea nitrate; is that
correct?

AGENT WILLIAMS: If I had no benefit of auxiliary searches and
materials, that's absolutely correct. If I just had to work with that
crime scene, there's no way I could have called any kind of



explosive.[]

Williams' use of the auxiliary searches to render an opinion that the bulk
of the main charge was urea nitrate was improper for two independent
reasons.

 

First, Williams improperly based his expert opinion that urea nitrate was
the main charge on the fact that urea nitrate and other materials had
been associated with the defendants. This error is analogous to the one
Rudolph made in Psinakis when he relied on the fact that stripped
detonating cord had been found outside the defendant's house as a basis
for his identification of PETN on a knife. See Part Three, Section A, supra.
By basing his opinion on the collateral evidence associated with the
defendants, Williams improperly engaged in speculation beyond his
scientific expertise.

 

Williams portrayed himself as a scientist and rendered opinions as an
explosives expert. As such, he should have limited himself to conclusions
that logically followed from the underlying data and the scientific
analyses performed. Here, Williams' scientific analysis of the cause of the
explosion rested on an examination of the damage at the post-blast
scene. He should not have based his opinions, in whole or in part, on
evidence that was collateral to his scientific examinations, even if that
evidence was somehow connected to the defendants. For Williams to
identify the main charge as urea nitrate based on evidence that the
defendants had or could make that compound is comparable to a
firearms expert identifying the caliber of a spent bullet based on the
mere fact that a suspect had a handgun of a particular caliber.

 

Earlier in the cross-examination Williams rejected defense counsel's
suggestion that Williams was trying to infer that the items seized at the
locations associated with the defendants must have been the items that
were used in the World Trade Center (emphasis added). Williams
testified then that he was only saying that the items seized could have
been used in the Trade Center explosion. This was a valid scientific
assessment of the defendants' capability and an appropriate rejection of
the suggestion that the cause of the explosion could be determined
scientifically from the evidence associated with the defendants. Williams
should have maintained this approach throughout his cross-examination.

 

Evidence associated with the defendants is logically relevant to the



blast's cause only under the following chain of reasoning:

 

(1) Urea nitrate crystals and ingredients were found at
locations associated with the defendants.

 

(2) Defendants committed the World Trade Center
bombing.

 

(3) When defendants committed the crime, they must
have used what was available to them, which was urea
nitrate.

 

(4) Hence, urea nitrate must have been used at the
Trade Center.

 

This chain of reasoning is objectionable because it is not scientific and
because it uses a presumption or inference of guilt (point two) as a
building block in the analysis. The question of the defendants' guilt is the
ultimate issue. It should not be presumed as a foundation for further
analysis. By basing his urea nitrate opinion on the collateral evidence,
Williams implicitly accepted as a premise the prosecution's theory of
guilt. This was improper.

 

Moreover, even assuming defendants committed the bombing and had
the capacity to make a urea nitrate bomb, that did not necessarily mean
urea nitrate was used at the Trade Center: the defendants, for example,
may have disposed of the urea nitrate elsewhere and used another
explosive in the bomb, or they may have converted the urea nitrate to
nitro urea and used that explosive. Williams' opinion based on the
collateral evidence was thus not only unscientific but also speculative,
and it therefore fell well below the minimum standards required of
competent forensic scientists.

 

Finally, because Williams failed to reveal that his urea nitrate opinion
was based not on his independent scientific examination but on
speculation from the mere fact that defendants could have made urea



nitrate, the court was unable to put the opinion in its proper perspective,
and a danger arose that the opinion would be given undue weight in
support of the prosecution's case.

 

Second, the context of the questioning that led to Williams' identification
of urea nitrate appears limited to an opinion based only on Williams'
assessment of the damage at the crime scene. On direct examination
Williams' opinion regarding the type of explosive used was explicitly
[b]ased on the damage and [his] estimated velocity of detonation. It is
obvious that the applicable cross-examination was an attempt to get
Williams to repeat what he said on direct examination, which defense
counsel misunderstood. See, e.g.: Correct me if I'm wrong. If I understood
you correctly, you indicated . . . . Moreover, defense counsel, in the
applicable cross-examination, explicitly asked about the possible bomb
that could have caused this kind of damage. . . . [W]as whatever caused it
[the damage] just this one possibility or were there other possible bombs
as well . . . ? The court's questions about ANFO, moreover, make clear
that the court believed the applicable examination related to Williams'
assessment of the damage at the scene. Further, Williams' ready
affirmative answer to the court's question Could it be ANFO? suggests
Williams understood that the inquiry related to the damage at the scene.

 

It must be remembered that establishing that the explosive used at the
World Trade Center was urea nitrate was extremely damaging to the
defendants' case. Evidence linked the defendants to a bomb factory and
storage facility containing evidence of urea nitrate or the ingredients for
urea nitrate, an explosive rarely used in a criminal device. Williams'
testimony on cross-examination, therefore, that the bulk of the explosive
was, in my opinion, urea nitrate was very incriminating.

 

In this context, it was unprofessional and misleading for Williams, without
explanation, to base such an incriminating opinion on a factor (the
auxiliary searches) so different from the factors previously relied on (VOD
and damage at the scene).

 

In sum, when Mr. Campriello asked Williams, Could it have been another
kind of bomb or no? , the question, reasonably interpreted, meant: Could
it have been another kind of bomb or no, based on your expert analysis
of the damage at the crime scene? In any event, even if the questioning
was inept, Williams had an obligation to restrict his opinions to his
scientific analysis and to refrain from speculating about what the main



charge must have been based on the defendants' capacity to manufacture
a particular explosive. Williams' answer to Campriello's question should
have been compatible with the answer he gave us: [The main explosive]
could have been anything. We conclude that by answering instead, [T]he
bulk of the explosive was, in my opinion, urea nitrate, Williams failed in
his responsibility to provide the court with an objective, unbiased expert
opinion.

 

c. Weight of the Explosive

 

Williams testified at the Salameh trial as follows concerning the weight of
the explosive used in the Trade Center bomb:

 

Q. And based on your conclusion concerning the type of
explosive did you estimate the quantity of explosive that was
necessary to do the damage that you saw at the World Trade
Center?

 

A. Yes, I did. And that kind of an analysis, once you recognize
the velocity of detonation of the explosive, and you recognize the
amount of damage that was created, you're able to kind of
estimate how much explosive it would cause in a given
environment to create that kind of damage. My initial estimate
was somewhere between a thousand and 1500 pounds. That was
within a day or two after. And that's about what I estimated,
somewhere within that range. As a ballpark figure, about 1200
pounds.

If you recall, one of the variables, and why I'm such a large
bracket, if you recall last Thursday I showed you some of the
charts that showed configuration of explosives with the arrows
going off at right angles and the Monroe effect with the shaped
charge. The Monroe effect is how the shaped charges work and
cut the steel with opposing angles. Without knowing the
configuration of the explosive that's why we have such a
tremendous variation.

In his OIG interview he explained further:

OIG: . . . [W]hat is it that gets you to between 1,000 and 1,500?
What is it about the damage that leads [you to] that conclusion?



 

AGENT WILLIAMS: Well, after looking at the -- and estimating a
velocity of detonation, I'm able to estimate the type of explosives
that could have been used.

 

And in looking at the same or similar type properties of what
caused me to guess a velocity of detonation -- the size of the
crater, damage to surrounding vehicles, the distance from the
scene of the explosion where different materials were damaged
and how they were damaged at those areas -- these things
caused me to come up with that conclusion.

 

. . . .

 

These things produced an impression on me that, where the
charge was and how it came apart and comparing it with other
tests that I have done with somewhat smaller charges and what I
could assume I would find with something with about 1,000-
pound charge.

 

Some of the same considerations that apply to Williams' testimony about
VOD apply here. First, his analysis is intuitive, unscientific, and
imprecise: you're able to kind of estimate how much explosive (emphasis
added); Williams testified on cross-examination that he was speculating
about the weight of the explosive; [t]hese things produced an impression
on me. Second, the weight estimate was dependent on the VOD estimate
( If you vary one, of course, you have to vary the other ), and as discussed
above the VOD estimate was itself speculative.

 

Third, EU examiners normally do not estimate the quantity of explosives
because the placement and confinement of the explosive has such a
significant effect on the amount of damage. As EU Chief Thurman told us:

 

We do not, on a routine basis, say that the damage in the area,
with the exception of, you know, of the components, now, with
the exception of the components, that the area has been
destroyed with a particular type of explosive, or, more



importantly, the quantity of explosives, because the placement of
the device, the physical confines or lack of confines that the
device is exploded in and around, was significantly impede -- or
go into the determination of how much explosives were used
and, in some cases, what type of explosive was used.

 

And we try to show this actually during our training in that you
can't say that, as example, three cartridges of dynamite were
used in this explosion in the ground because we can put three
cartridges of dynamite on top of the ground, shoot that, take
three cartridges of dynamite and dig a hole and put them in a
hole and then we can take three cartridges and put them in a
hole and cover it up, and you'll have vastly differing damages
there.

 

On the other hand, Williams' estimate of the quantity of explosives was
quite broad: 1000-1500 pounds, with 1200 pounds as a ballpark figure.
The thrust of his trial testimony about quantity was that it was a rough
estimate: you're able to kind of estimate how much explosive. Viewing
agent Williams' estimate of weight in that light, we conclude that it was
within his expertise to render such an opinion.

 

C. Williams' Testimony Regarding the Attempt to
Modify Whitehurst's Dictation

 

Whitehurst alleges that Williams gave inaccurate testimony regarding an
attempt by Williams to modify a report (dictation) written by Whitehurst.
The evidence supports Whitehurst's claim.

 

On June 15, 1993, Whitehurst submitted dictation to Williams for inclusion
in the official reports of the case. The dictation included the following
language:

 

Solid probe mass spectrometry was also utilized to analyze
specimen Q15 for the presence of residues of urea nitrate. The
results of this analysis were consistent with the presence of urea
and nitric acid. However these materials are also found from this
analytical method following analysis of other materials such as



extracts of urine and fertilizer. Therefore without a confirmation of
the presence of trace amounts of urea nitrate, a conclusion can not
be rendered concerning the presence of this material on the
evidence. Such a confirmation technique is not known to this
examiner at this time. . . .

 

Specimen Q23 was also analyzed with solid probe mass
spectrometry to determine the presence of residues of urea
nitrate. The results of this analysis were consistent with the
presence of urea and nitric acid. However, these materials are
also found from this analytical method following analysis of other
materials such as extracts of urine and fertilizer. Therefore without
a confirmation of the presence of trace amounts of urea nitrate, a
conclusion can not be rendered concerning the presence of this
material on the evidence. Such a confirmation technique is not
known to this examiner at this time.

 

(Italics added.)

 

After receiving Whitehurst's dictation, Williams asked James Corby,
Whitehurst's Unit Chief, whether the sections of the dictation that are
italicized above could be removed. According to Corby, Williams wanted
those things deleted. Corby refused to alter the dictation. A meeting was
held with James Kearney, the chief of the SAS, Alan Robillard, the
Assistant SAS Chief, Corby, and Williams. Kearney and Robillard decided
to leave the dictation substantially unchanged, and Williams agreed to
this decision.

 

Regarding the passages Williams wanted taken out, Williams told us at
the OIG interview:

 

I felt that was fluff, that wasn't necessary. . . . And the fact that
he's putting in any possibility of where this material could have
come from was bullshit.

 

The only thing -- if he was going to go into where these
chemicals could have originated from, why didn't he make an
opinion that this Trade Center could have been damaged by an



act of God or lightning?

At the Salameh trial, Williams testified as follows:

Q. Now, early on in this investigation, because you're the case
agent, you reviewed many of the reports that were written by the
other chemists. Am I correct?

 

A. That's right.

 

Q. And you were dissatisfied with some of those reports because
you didn't like the phraseology of the language. Am I correct?

 

A. Not the phraseology, the format.

 

Q. The format.

 

And when we talk about format, the specific part of the format
that you didn't like is when those opinions gave alternate
reasons for finding some residue. Am I correct?

 

A. That's not correct.

 

Q. Well, when they said that, say like for urea nitrate, in those
reports when it said, urea nitrate could have came from sewage,
you were dissatisfied with those kinds of conclusions; weren't
you?

 

A. No, I was not.

 

Williams went on to testify about making some innocuous changes in the
format of a report other than Whitehurst's June 15, 1993, dictation quoted
above.



 

Although defense counsel's questions lack precision, we think a fair
construction of them implicated Williams' attempt to modify Whitehurst's
June 15, 1993, dictation. The sections Williams wanted deleted from that
dictation provided innocent explanations for the residue results as
alternatives to a more incriminating explanation--e.g., urine and fertilizer
as alternatives to urea nitrate. Accordingly, when counsel asked Williams,
And when we talk about format, the specific part of the format that you
didn't like is when those opinions gave alternate reasons for finding
some residue. Am I correct? , Williams erred when he answered, That's
not correct. Similarly, when counsel asked, Well, when they said that, say
like for urea nitrate, in those reports when it said, urea nitrate could have
came from sewage, you were dissatisfied with those kinds of conclusions;
weren't you? , Williams again erred when he answered, No, I was not. We
conclude that Williams' answers to these questions were, at a minimum,
misleading.

 

D. Other Allegations

 

In his January 8, 1996, letter to the OIG, Whitehurst made numerous other
allegations concerning Williams' testimony in Salameh.

 

1. In his testimony Williams attempted to distinguish high from low
explosives by saying that the velocity of high explosives is above, and the
velocity of low explosives below, 3000 feet per second. This is technically
incorrect (see Attachment C, infra), but a common error, which was
harmless here.

 

2. Whitehurst criticizes Williams' general testimony about dynamite. We
find Williams' testimony substantially accurate and within his area of
expertise. Any technical errors (e.g., what is or is not carbonaceous )
were harmless and insignificant.

 

3. Williams was technically incorrect when he testified urea nitrate which
is urea and nitric acid, or nitro urea, urea with sulfuric acid. Urea nitrate
does not consist of urea and nitric acid; urea and nitric acid when mixed
form a new substance, urea nitrate. Nitrourea is made by mixing urea
nitrate with sulfuric acid. Although these errors are inconsequential, it



may have been preferable for a chemist to testify to these matters.

 

4. Williams' attempts to explain how nitroglycerin will precipitate from a
methanol solution and how nitroglycerine decomposes were poor. A
knowledgeable chemist could have provided better explanations.
Nevertheless, Williams was asked the questions, and he no doubt did his
best to answer them accurately. Williams should have told the prosecutor
ahead of time that these matters would be best left to another witness.

 

5. Williams was asked what the components of urea nitrate are, and he
said, urea and nitric acid. We think the answer was a fair response to the
question. Urea and nitric acid are the ingredients, which when mixed
form a new substance, urea nitrate. One definition of component is
ingredient. Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 270 (1990).

 

6. Whitehurst claims that Williams testified falsely that he (Williams)
researched the use of urea nitrate in the United States. This claim is
apparently based on the fact that Whitehurst did research on the subject.
That Whitehurst did some research does not mean Williams did not.
Williams insists that he did some research. Accordingly, we conclude that
Whitehurst's claim is unfounded.

 

7. Whitehurst criticizes Williams' testimony about the possible explosive
uses of certain materials. Generally, we have no problem with Williams'
testimony on this subject, and believe it was within his area of expertise.
Williams can be second-guessed on certain matters (e.g., the discussion
of phenol ), but any errors were harmless and insignificant.

 

8. Whitehurst's claim that Williams cannot consider the results of a
chemist's analysis in rendering Williams' own opinion is frivolous.

 

9. Whitehurst criticizes Williams' description of nitrocellulose. We think
that Williams' description was accurate for one form or type of
nitrocellulose, but was not a good generic description.

 

10. Despite Whitehurst's criticism, we find that Williams' testimony about



the use of smokeless powder and lead azide as initiators is substantially
correct.

 

11. Despite Whitehurst's criticism, we are not concerned with Williams'
testimony that when he arrives at a blast scene he look[s] for structural
damage to see what repairs have to be done. Obviously, an EU examiner
will not himself direct the repairs, which will be handled by appropriate
experts.

 

12. Contrary to Whitehurst's claim, it is within an explosives examiner's
expertise to identify explosive damage on metal.

 

13. Whitehurst complains that Williams testified outside his area of
expertise when he discussed the matching of two pieces of tape. Williams
has only been qualified in the FBI Laboratory in the areas of explosives
and toolmarks. In the testimony challenged by Whitehurst, however, all
Williams did was describe the measurements and observations he made,
which was merely a factual description. This testimony was given without
objection. We think it was permissible for Williams to answer the
questions asked.

 

14. Whitehurst criticizes Williams' testimony about blast damage to
portions of a truck. Although Williams is not a metallurgist, we think it
was within his area of expertise to testify that he observed blast damage
to the truck.

 

15. Whitehurst criticizes Williams' testimony about freezing and frozen
nitroglycerine. We, however, find no contradiction in saying that the
process of freezing nitroglycerine is dangerous, but that frozen
nitroglycerine is stable.

 

16. We disagree with Whitehurst's assertion that because some of the
pieces of debris were the size of toothpicks the main charge at the Trade
Center could not have been a heaving explosive.

 

17. Finally, Whitehurst complains that some of Williams' testimony did



not meet the test of Daubert v. Merrell Dow, 113 S. Ct. 2786 (1993),
because Williams did not use the scientific method, which involves the
testing of hypotheses. Although evidentiary questions are beyond the
scope of this Report, we note that the discussion of expert testimony in
Daubert was limited to scientific . . . knowledge and not technical, or
other specialized knowledge. 113 S. Ct. at 2795 & n.8. Much of Williams'
testimony could be viewed as based on technical or other specialized
knowledge within the meaning of Daubert.

 

III. Pre-Trial Issues

 

Several controversies occurred, and were resolved to Whitehurst's
satisfaction, before the trials in the World Trade Center case.

 

A. Specimen Q23

 

Immediately after the Trade Center bombing, the chemists in the FBI
Laboratory specializing in explosives residue analysis (MAU chemists
Whitehurst and Burmeister), went to New York City to conduct
examinations at the blast scene. That left no chemists specializing in
explosives residue analysis at the laboratory in Washington. When
specimens were sent back to the laboratory for examination, the
examinations were conducted by chemists in the CTU, Unit Chief Roger
Martz and Lynn Lasswell.

 

Specimen Q23 was a tire fragment recovered from the crime scene.
Lasswell analyzed it with solid probe mass spectrometry and concluded
that urea nitrate was detected on the specimen. Martz as unit chief
approved Lasswell's conclusion, which was incorporated in an official
report and distributed April 12, 1993. This conclusion would have been
extremely helpful to the prosecution because it would have tended to
establish that urea nitrate was used in the Trade Center bomb.

 

Whitehurst and Burmeister disagreed with Lasswell's conclusion on the
ground that the instrumental results only really showed the presence of
urea and nitric acid, which could have originated from substances other
than urea nitrate--e.g., urine, fertilizer, car exhausts, or ice melter.
Whitehurst's and Burmeister's objections, however, were overruled.



 

Whitehurst and Burmeister then prepared a blind test for Martz by
submitting to him specimens they claimed were from the Trade Center
evidence. In reality, Whitehurst and Burmeister prepared one sample
from Whitehurst's urine and another by mixing ammonium nitrate
fertilizer and urea. According to Burmeister, the results were close
enough that you wouldn't be able to tell the difference from running a
sample of urea nitrate. (Martz insists he never rendered an opinion that
these samples were urea nitrate, but said only that the instrument
detected urea and nitric acid.) With the blind test results, Whitehurst and
Burmeister went to Assistant Section Chief Robillard, who scolded them
for making the blind test.

 

Eventually, Corby directed Whitehurst to make a review of Lasswell's
results and to write a new dictation. Whitehurst made the review and
wrote the dictation. Whitehurst's dictation was incorporated into a new
official report amending the April 12, 1993, report. The new report is
dated July 1, 1993. At the Salameh trial, Burmeister testified in
accordance with Whitehurst's dictation. Martz told the OIG in 1996 that he
no longer agrees with Lasswell's original dictation because the results
could have been produced by urea and nitrates rather than urea nitrate.

 

Ultimately, the FBI Laboratory correctly resolved the controversy
concerning Q23, although the resolution procedure ( blind tests, etc.) was
flawed. Moreover, the chemist who examined Q23 should have been
trained in the explosives residue protocol.

 

B. Specimen Q65

 

The Barringer Ion Mobility Spectrometer (IMS) tests for the presence of
particular molecules. When a sample is introduced, a graph is produced
with peaks. Certain substances have distinctive graphs or peaks. If a
distinctive peak is produced, an inference can be drawn that a particular
substance is present. The manufacturer programs the memory of the
instrument to identify common explosives such as nitroglycerine. The
user of the instrument can also program the memory to identify certain
peaks.

 



Lasswell introduced a urea nitrate sample in the IMS and produced a
particular peak. He then programmed the memory of the instrument to
indicate the presence of urea nitrate whenever that peak reappeared.
When specimen Q65 was submitted to the IMS, a graph was produced,
and the machine automatically identified one of the peaks as urea nitrate.

 

When Whitehurst reviewed Lasswell's instrumental results to prepare the
dictation that went into the July 1, 1993, official report, he examined the
IMS graph for Q65. Whitehurst took the position that the peak was not for
urea nitrate specifically, but was just a nitrate peak that would be
produced by certain nitrates, including but not limited to urea nitrate.
Based on this, Whitehurst took issue with Lasswell's decision to program
the memory of the IMS to identify the particular peak as urea nitrate. He
wrote the OIG (in one of his first submissions to us) as follows:

 

We [Whitehurst and Burmeister] pointed out that Mr. Lasswell
had altered the output of one instrument to reflect information
that would have, if presented in its altered manner, been
scientific fraud, unethical, wrong and very damning to the
defense position in this matter.

 

Whitehurst stated in a letter to the OIG that the analytical output was
purposely altered to read <urea nitrate' in order to deceive the innocent
reader of the computer printout. This claim is grossly overstated and
without merit.

 

Both Lasswell and Martz insist that the IMS was used only as a screening
mechanism to determine whether urea nitrate was possibly in the
specimen. Lasswell asserted that when he identified the presence of urea
nitrate in Q65 in his original dictation, he relied on instruments other
than the IMS.

 

Whitehurst acknowledged in his OIG interview that the IMS could properly
be used as a screening device for urea nitrate. Moreover, in his own
dictation for Q65, Whitehurst stated as follows:

 

White crystalline material adhering to specimen Q65 was
analyzed with Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometry, IMS



and sol[i]d probe/triple quadrapole mass spectrometry. These
analyses identified the presence of urea nitrate.

 

(Emphasis added). When Whitehurst was asked at his OIG interview
whether he was saying that Lasswell intentionally tried to create false
information, Whitehurst stated, No, no.

 

We conclude that the implication in Whitehurst's assertion--that Lasswell
engaged in something like scientific fraud, [which was] unethical, wrong
and very damning to the defense position in this matter --is unfounded.
Although labeling the peak on the IMS graph as a urea nitrate peak was
potentially misleading (because the peak could be caused by other
nitrates), the IMS could properly be used as a screening device for urea
nitrate. Accordingly, we find that Lasswell engaged in no misconduct in
his work with the IMS.

 

C. Other Matters Involving Williams

 

At one point in the Trade Center investigation the government was
preparing affidavits for search warrants and wanted to use an
examination by Whitehurst that found nitroglycerine on a specimen.
Although Whitehurst found nitroglycerine, he refused to make a positive
identification because of the possibility of contamination by a bomb
technician. Instead, he was only prepared to say that the results were
consistent with the presence of nitroglycerine on the specimen. Williams
argued strongly for Whitehurst to make a definite assessment. Whitehurst
considered this argument to constitute undue pressure to get me to
change the wording in my report.

Although we do not know the exact words Williams used, we find no
impropriety in Williams discussing the matter with Whitehurst to
determine whether a more definite conclusion could be reached.
Ultimately, the report was not changed.

 

Additionally, Williams changed the format of one of Whitehurst's
dictations when Williams issued one of the official reports. With a series
of specimens, Whitehurst set forth each instrument he used to examine
each specimen. Williams made a list of all the instruments and said one
or more was used with each specimen, and then just set forth the results
with respect to each specimen. Williams also replaced the language



None of these explosives were detected on the specimens with Analysis
was conducted with negative results. Whitehurst protested the changes,
and a new report was issued containing his dictation verbatim.

 

We consider the changes in format innocuous. One of the reasons
Williams gave for the changes, however, is troubling. In referring to
Whitehurst's habit of always setting forth, at length, the technical
examinations made, Williams stated: [I]f I've got to retype this there's
always the possibility of a typographical error and it's a pain in my neck
to do it everytime.

 

A principal examiner (PE) is supposed to include verbatim in the official
report the dictation of an auxiliary examiner (AE) unless the AE and the
AE's Unit Chief agree to the change. In the Trade Center case Williams
was the PE and Whitehurst an AE. The verbatim-inclusion rule is
fundamental and should not be broken at any time. The burden of
retyping a lengthy or technical dictation is an inadequate reason for
violating the rule.

 

D. Allegation Concerning SSA Haldimann

 

In December 1993 Whitehurst submitted a memorandum to the OIG
concerning a conversation he had with SSA Don Haldimann on December
15, 1993. According to Whitehurst, Haldimann stated that the Assistant
United States Attorneys (AUSAs) in the Trade Center case had grave
concerns about the complexity of Whitehurst's dictation and thought the
information in the dictation could be damaging to the case. Whitehurst
further asserted that Haldimann said that the U.S. Attorney's Office had
inquired into means of circumventing my testimony in this matter and is
displeased with my expert opinion as it is stated because it offers
strength to the defense side in this matter. Whitehurst characterized
Haldimann's statements as indicating possible suppressions of evidence
by the U.S. Attorney's office . . . [which] can be deemed to be fraudulent
and unethical.

 

At the Rahman trial, Whitehurst testified that after the December 15,
1993, conversation he met with the prosecutors in the World Trade Center
case and felt no pressure from the lawyers on the prosecution team. He
testified further, however, that in the December 15, 1993, conversation he
felt pressure from Haldimann to take out the qualifying statements in his



dictation. Whitehurst acknowledged that the conversation with Haldimann
occurred at a Christmas party.

 

In his OIG interview Haldimann stated that the conversation on December
15, 1993, was a personal conversation at a Christmas party and lasted
about 10 or 15 minutes. Haldimann stated that in the conversation
Haldimann was merely giving his opinion that the dictation was
confusing and included superfluous information and that simpler reports
would be better. Haldimann insisted in the interview that he was in no
way asking or attempting to influence Whitehurst to change the reports ;
the reports had already been provided to the defense attorney in
discovery, and therefore the point was moot. Haldimann stated in the
interview that it was his impression that the AUSAs in the case were
distressed about Whitehurst's dictation, and he did tell Whitehurst that
the AUSAs did not want to put Whitehurst on the stand. Finally,
Haldimann stated in the interview that no one directed him to talk to
Whitehurst.

 

Whitehurst did not change his dictation as a result of the Haldimann
conversation, and Whitehurst was agreeable to having Burmeister testify
at the Trade Center trials.

 

Although we are unable to determine the specific words used in the
December 15, 1993, Christmas party conversation, we think Whitehurst
grossly overstated the matter in his memorandum. Whatever was said in
this brief conversation does not constitute or evince suppressions of
evidence . . . [which] can be deemed to be fraudulent and unethical.
Although both Whitehurst and Haldimann may have raised their voices
during this conversation, ultimately it signified nothing.

 

IV. Conclusion

 

We are profoundly disturbed by Williams' testimony in the Salameh trial.
We conclude that Williams (1) gave inaccurate testimony regarding his
role in the manufacture of urea nitrate and regarding whether the urea
nitrate was made pursuant to Arabic formulas from bomb-making books;
(2) testified beyond his expertise regarding the defendants' capacity to
make urea nitrate and in a way that made the testimony appear tailored
to the most incriminating result; (3) gave incomplete testimony
concerning the VOD of urea nitrate; (4) gave an invalid opinion regarding



the VOD of the main charge; (5) gave invalid and misleading opinions on
direct examination concerning the explosives that may have been used in
the bombing; (6) regarding his identification of the main charge on cross
examination, gave an opinion that was based on speculation beyond his
scientific expertise and that appears tailored to the most incriminating
result; and (7) gave misleading testimony concerning his attempt to
modify Whitehurst's dictation. In short, the testimony lacked the
objectivity, credibility, and competence demanded of examiners in the
FBI Laboratory.

 

Williams' testimony also suggests the need for certain improvements in
Laboratory procedure that we discuss in detail in Part Six of this Report.
For example, Williams' testimony about a specific VOD had no precedent
in the FBI, and we found it to be scientifically unjustifiable. This error
would have been avoided had Williams followed the ASCLD/LAB
requirement that new procedures be validated before they are used in
casework. Similarly, the need for complete case notes was exemplified by
the absence of any notes supporting Williams' claim that he determined
the VOD of urea nitrate from conversations with persons outside the
Laboratory. Further, Williams' lack of a scientific background may have
been the cause of his difficulty with the stoichiometric calculations.
Finally, clear guidelines regarding what is within an EU examiner's
expertise may have helped Williams avoid other problems identified in
this section.

 

The pre-trial issues present relatively minor matters, but exemplify the
need to follow applicable protocols and to have an orderly dispute-
resolution procedure within the Laboratory.

 

#####
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Datroftxsipflon 2/28/95

ABDUL BASIT MANMOUD ABDtTL KA:RIM, hereafter referred to
as "BAS!T", Date of Birth, A;ril 27, 1968, at Kuwait, wa
interviewed aboard an aircraft en route from Islamabad, Pakistan,
to the United States (U.S.) of America.

BASIT advised that he could fluently speak, read and
understand the English language. He was advised of the official
identities of the interviewing Agents and was reminded that he
was under arrest for offenses concerning the bombing of the World
Trade Center (WTC) in New York City. He was, thereafter, advised
of his constitutional rights by reading them and having them read
to him by Special Agent (SA) STERN, from art "Interrogation;
Advice Of Ri;hts" form.

BASIT advised that he understood his rights as
explained to him from the form, and agreed to answer questions.
He signed the "Waiver Of Rights" portion of the form, using the
name "BALUCH", and stated that this was a name he had been
utilizing recently.

Q From the start of the interview, BASIT insisted that
the interviewing Agents refrain from taking any notes or
recording the interview in any manner; he indicated that he
desired to speak with the Agents, but maintained that with the
absence of notes or recordings, he could deny at a later date any
statements that he made. He further remarked that he h,d also
given considerable thought as to plausible explanations for his
fingerprints being present at various locations.

Due to BASIT's request, notes were not taken in his
presence, but were summarized during breaks in the interview.

During the course of the interview, BASIT stated, in
part and in substance, the following information:

hvesttgstion on 2/7—2/8/95 ii Aircraft In FlIght Pile

SAs CHARLES B. STERN, FBI,'
BRIAN C. PARR. USSS/cah Datedicta'r 2'9J95

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions oi tha F8 s e prooertv of the FBI md s oaned o your agency.
ts contents are not o be distiibiated outside your enc:
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ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO WTC BOMBING:

He was born in Kuwait on April 27, 1968, to Pakistani
parents. He remained in Kuwait until the age of twenty, attending
and completing hid" education there at the Al-Faheel School.

He thereafter attended the West Glamorgan Institute of
Technology in England, studying electrical engineering.

At some point following his formal education he
traveled to Afghanistan where he received training in various
weapons and techniques; he mentioned firing a Soviet made tank,
and noted that at the camp in which he trained there were Stinger
missiles. He did not fire these, but did train with Soviet
shoulder fired "RPCs".

He described these camps as being run by Arabs;
following their training, the students would return to their
countries of origin to fight for various causes.

He stated that the Afghan Government provided land for
these camps, but did not support them financially.

He noted that the training lasted approximately six
months, but he would not be more specific about the location or
other details about the camps.

TRAVEL AND ENTRY INTO THE UNITED STATES:

BASIT had met AHMED AJAAT during the previous training
in Afghanistan. In or around August, 1992, he again became
associated with AJAJ in Peshawar, Pakistan. He would not
elaborate on the circumstances of their meeting or the nature of
their association.

In early September of 1992, he and AJAJ boarded a
Pakistani International Airline (PIA) flight from Pakistan to the
U.S. He explained that they traveled First Class because First
Class passengers are subject to less scrutiny than other
passengers.

When departing, BASIT utilized a Swedish passport in
the name of RRAN, with BASIT's photograph substituted for
the photo which had been in place.

C
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AJ?J departed utilizing a British passport in the name
of MQH1NAD AZAN, as AJAJ slightly resembled the photograph of
AZAN on that5sspor'.

(BASIT ned that he was acquainted with the real
MOHAMMAD AZAN, but that the passport had been purchased on the•
black market. BASIT remarked that it is common for individuals
to sell their passports on the black market in Pakistan, and then
to report them as having been stolen.)

Once on the aircraft, BASIT removed his own photograph
from the KURRAN KHAN passport, and substituted the photograph of
AJAJ. He then gave the KHAN passport to AJAJ, explaining to him
that since A13AJ's English was not good, he should not attempt to
enter the U.S. using the AZAN British passport.

Upon entry at JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(JKFIA), in New York, BASiT utilized an Iraqi passport in the
name of RANZI AMMED YOUSEF.

BASIT explained that he had purchased the Iraqi
passport for $100.00 U.S. dollars in Peshawar, Pakistan. He
noted that Peshawar is the easiest place to purchase Iraqi
passports and further explained that these are genuine documents
stolen by Iraqi rebels who raid passport offices in Northern
Iraq.

When presenting the Iraqi passport to U.S. In gratJon
Officials, BASIT requested political asylum, and was processed
and released.

AJAJ, who presented the photo substituted KURRAN KdAN
Swedish passport, was detainec by U.S. Immigration Officials for
his entry using false documents.

AJAJ carried with him numerous materials containing
information related to explosives, weapons and tactics. BASIT
stated that these materials belonged to AJAJ, and had been
purchased by AJAJ in Peshawar, where they are readily available.
BASIT indicated that the materials were carried in AThJ's checked
baggage.

BAS:T himself carried only piece of hand luggage.
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When questioned as to how an tiAl_Bunyan Islamic Center"
identification card bearing BASIT's
in the materials he attributed to AJAJ, BASIT explained that
because the card bore the name KURPAN KHAN, Immigration Officials
at JFKIA had mista,enly placed the card, seized from BASIT, in

with ArAJ's possessions, as AJAJ was then using the KURRAN KHAN
name.

Regarding the Al-Bunyan carr i1elf, BASIT related that
these cards were printed in Peshawar, Pakistan, to his
specifications, to be used as secondary identification with any
passport he was using. He noted that the Al-Bunyan Islamic
Center was an actual entity, related in some way to an Islamic
newspaper.

BASIT stated that this was his first visit to the U.S.;
the purpose of the visit was to see what the U.S. was like and to
select targets to bomb. He indicated that he possessed only a

C few dollars and had no contacts in the U.S., other than AJAJ,
with whom he traveled.

Prior to their arrival in the U.S., AJAJ had provided
BASIT with the telephone number of one of AJAJ"s contacts,
MOHA1AD ABUKHDIER of Dallas, Texas. As BASIT did not know where.

gave lTIm ABUKHDIER's number, so that
BASIT could get in touch with AJAJ.

After being released by Immigration Officials, BASIT
approached a Pakistani cab driver at the taxi stand outside of
the airport. He explained to the driver that his friend had just
been detained by Immigration Officials, and that he had nowhere
to go. The cab driver then took BASIT to seine unidentified
location or locations.

BASIT was vague regarding his meeting of MORAAD
SALAMEH and MAHMOUD ABOUHALIMA; he did note that they met
completely by chance, and that a mosque was involved. He
maintained that he had not known SALANEH and ABOUHALIMA prior to

entering the U.S. BASIT otherwise declined to discuss the
circumstances of their meeting.
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WTC BOMBING PLOT:

BASIT related that he selected the WTC as a bombing
target, and visited the site four or five times to determine a
method of attack.

His motivation for bombing a target in the U.S. was
retaliaticn for U S. id to Israel. He added that an attack on
an Israeli rgat was extremely difficult due to high security,
and that if an attack on an enemy was not possible, then one
should "attack a friend of your enemy". His desire for
retüiation against Israel was based on his know'edge of Israeli
occupation of the Palestinian homeland, and Israeli oppression of
the Palestinian people.

His specific choice of the WTC as a target was due to
his desire to topple one tower into the other, and cause a total
of 250,000 civilian deaths. He noted that this was the number of

C
- civilian casualties which occurred as a result of the U.S. atomic

bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World War II. The heavy
civilian loss of life would bring the attention of the American
people to the plight of the Palestinians and cause Americans to
realize that continued support of Israel would result in what
-was, in effect, a war which resulted in civilian casualties.

WTC :3ING DEFENDANTS:

AHNED AJAJ:

BASIT maintained that he and AJAJ traveled to the U.S.
together, with AJAJ carrying various manuals and materials
containing information related to explosives, weapons and
tactics.

BASIT would not go into detail as to the circumstances
of his exact relationship with AJAJ; however, he did relate that,
while AJAJ was incarcerated in the U.S., the two spoke regularly,
via telephone, through MOHAMMAD ABUKHDIER. During some of these
telephone conversations, AJAJ attempted to arrange for BASIT to
retrieve the materials which AJAJ had been carrying when they
entered the U.S.

BASIT noted that he needed the AJAJ materials because
they contained the formula that was necessary to construct the
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WTC bomb. He further related that AJAJ had attempted to arrange
for BASIT to retrieve the materials at the office of AJAJ's
attorney, but BASIT did not like that idea.

In the bsence of the AJAJ materials, BASIT instead
contacted a former acquaintance from Kuwait, an individual named
ALGOtJL" (phonetic), who was then residing in Canada.

BASIT related that AL-GOUL was studying chemistry at a
university there, but did not have a sufficient knowledge of
explosives chemistry to provide BASIT with the information
required. BASIT then requested AL-GOUL to research some
chemistry texts for the necessary information, but for sone
reason this did not prove, satisfactory.

BASIT stated that he eventually contacted an
uiidentified individual in Peshawar, Pakistan, and arranged to
have the necessary information sent to him "by post".

Me noted that he had not specifically informed AL-GOUL
of the reason of his request for the explosives information, but
advised that AL—GOUL most likely knew the general nature of the
information's ultimate purpose.

When questioned as to telephone calls made from prison
by AJAJ, through ABUKMDIER, to a telephone at 73 Garrison Avenue
in Jersey City, BASIT related that he was the recipient f the
calls. He noted that he had arranged to-be atthat-'-locatn
through an Egyptian male with whom he was acquainted; he notes
that this Egyptian was then the boyfriend of the telephone's
subscriber, PALMA BENKO.

He stated that neither BENKO nor the Egyptian were
involved in the bombing plot.

He was questioned regarding a male named MALIK ELDIN,
who was also acquainted with BENKO, and who had repèaJ.eexi
sponsored for his U.S. visa by an individual named "ABDUL",
residing at 34 Kensington Avenue, Jersey City. He noted that he
was aware of ELDIN and that the "ABDUL" who sponsored him was,
ABDUL RANNAN YASIN. However, BASIT maintained that ELDIN was not
involved in the plot and that YASIN had written the letter
through an arrangement with BENKO.
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MAHNOUD ABOtJHALIMA:

BASIT related that he had first met MAHMOUD ABOUHALIMA,
by chance, shortly after BASIT had entered the U.S., and that a
mosque was somehoV' involved. He would not otherwise elaborate.

BASIT stated that ABOUHALIMA had never been present
with the RYDER van at a Jersey City, New Jersey, gasoline station
on the morning of the WTC bombing. He maintained that the
government witness who had testified to ABOUHALIMA's presence at
the station had fabricated the story, and opined that the
government must have paid him for his testimony.

He noted that the van could not have been at the
gasoline station on the morning of the bombing, because it had
been taken to Brooklyn, New York, on the evening that it was
reported stolen. BASIT related that the van had actually been
taken to the Jersey City SHOPRITE store, from where it was
supposed to have been stolen and was then driven, that evening,
to a location in Brooklyn, New York.

Although BASIT would not oecifically identify the
Brooklyn location where the van was taken, he did, when
questioned about "the storage facility next door", state that
"they" did not know that the storage facility was there until
after they had arrived at the location, and that the storage
facility was not involved. ____. . -

- :Mé did remark-that the vanwãs kept in a "car park" at
the Brooklyn location.

Concerning MA}0UD ABOUHALIMA's involvement in the
plot, BASIT acknowledged that ABOUHALIMA had been present at 40
Pantrapo Avenue, Jersey City, where chemicals were mixed, but
would not elaborate on ABOtJHALIMA's involvement. BASIT did opine
that ABOtJHALIMA's presence at 40 Pamrapo Avenue did not represent
evidence of his involvement in.the bombing, as others, including
the telephone repairman, had also visited that location.

M0HAAD SALAMEM:

BASIT related thai-. he had first met M0HA1AD SIMEH,
like MAHMOUD ABOUHALIMA, by chance, shortly after BASIT had
entered the U.S., and that a mosque was involved. BASIT would
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not further elaborate on the meeting. He did note that he
subsequently became roommates with SALkMEH.

At one point in the interview, BASIT was asked whether

he knew Sheik He replied that he became
people speak about him. While

residing with SALANEH, BASIT requested that SALAMEH introduce him

to RAHMAN, as he was aware that SALAMEH was acquainted with
RAHMAN. SALA}IEH, thereafter, took BASIT to RAHMAN's residence in

Jersey City, where they had dinner and visited for about one
hour. BASIT claimed that he had no other contact with RMMAN,
and also indicated that he had never discussed with RAHMAN his

intentions to target U.S. interests.

When questioned as to why SALYEH had returned to the
j

rental agency, following the bombing, to retrieve his $400.00
deposit on the RYDER van, BASIT exclaimed "stupid!"

O - BASIT stated that he knew that the rental of a van for

use in the bombing was not the optimal choice, due to the fact
that it could be traced; he noted that his first choice, given
sufficient funds, would be to purchase a van. However, due to

lack of money, the rental of a van was considered the next best

- choice.

He had also considered stealing a van, but concluded

that a theft would be "too risky", as if they were caught either

stealing or possessing a-stolen-van, then their entire operation
would be "finished".

When questioned as to whtt license plate was on the van

when it was taken into the WTC, BASIT stated that the original
Alabama license plate was left on the vehicle. He noted that he
considered stealing a different license plate, but thought this

to be risky, as it could be subsequently reported stolen.

BASIT claimed that he had warned SALANEH and others

involved in the plot that they should leave the u.s. immediately
following the bombing their failure to do so indicated to him

that they were "stupid".
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NIDAL AYYAD:

BASIT indicated. hL dit.hough NIDAL AIYAD was a
chemical engineer, AYYAD did not possess a strong knowledge of
chemistry as it reMted to explosives. BASIT remarked that even
if a person is an expert in a particular field, such as
chemistry, he might only have a knowledge of ten per cent of that
field.

BASIT would not further elaborate on AYYAD's role in
the bombing plot, but remarked that although materials related to
the credit claiming letter had been found on AYYAD's office
computer, BASIT had been the actual author of the letter.

ABDUL RAHNAN YASIN:

BASIT noted that ABDUL RAHMAN YASIN was involved in the
plot, but described him as not being a "central inotivator" in the
plan.

He characterized YASIN as not being an intelligent
individual, but stated that he recruited YASIN into the plot
because help was needed in "moving stuff" from place to place.

BASIT related that YASIN had burned his leg with acid
while at 40 Painrapo Avenue. He noted that YASIN could not seek
treatment for the burn from a medical doctor, because questions
might be asked regarding the origin of the burn; BASIT believes
that YASIN instead was treated by YASIN's mother at YASIN's
residence.

BASIT believed that YASIN was now residing in Iraq with
his family, and offered that it would be characteristic of the
Iraqi Government to put pressure on YASIN's family members in
order to obtain information regarding the bombing.

Regarding YASIN's brother, MUSAB YASIN, BASIT indicated
that BASIT had occasionally joked with MUSAB about bombing
buildings in New York, but that BASIT never recruited MUSAB to
assist in the plot, due to MUSAB's busy schedule in teaching
college and MUSAB'5 tendency to "talk too much".
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UNIDENTIFIED CO-CONSPIPATOR:

During the course of the interview, BA2IT made
reference to an additional person involved in the WTC bombing
plot, and remarked hat "there is one guy, I'm surprised that you
have never found out about him". However, BASIT refused to
elaborate or to further identify this individual.

However, when describing the location in Brooklyn, New
York, where BASIT had stated the van had been taken prior to the
bombing, BASIT noted that this unidentified individual stayed at
that location with him.

BASIT also related that this same individual was
present in the RYDER van, containing the bomb, as the van was j

driven down into the WTC parking garage. BASIT indicated that
the van contained two people and that one person drove, while the
other person got in back and made the final preparations to the

Q explosive, just before entering the garage. He explained that
the explosives could not be fully set in place until the last
moment, as it was too dangerous to drive the van with the
explosives completely set in place.

- BASIT indicated that this other individual left the
U.S. on the evening of the bombing, via commercial aircraft;
-ever, BASIT notec. that he and this incvi' .1 did not ..epart
n the same flight.

THE WTC IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE (lED):

BASIT was circumspect when questioned regarding the
exact makeup of the lED used in the WTC bombing. He stated that
he did not wish to elaborate on some areas of its construction,
and would not discuss its method of initiation at that time. He
noted that he thought that others might want to purchase
chemicals and use similar techniques in the future, and he feared
that government knowledge of these techniques might hamper those
efforts.

He did respond when asked how the device would have
appeared if someone had opened the rear door of the RYDEP "an and
looked inside. He noted that first, one would see empty
cardboard boxes stacked up, and that these were located there to
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conceal the device. He described the boxes as those in whch the
acid used in the explosive manufacture had come packaged.

He noted that there were also plastic trash cans inside
ot the vehicle.

The explosive device itself was contained in some type
of wooden container of his own design, which he had hoped to use
to direct the blast in such a way as to shear the support beams
of the WTC tower. However, he noted that the box was "turned the
wrong way". He was questioned as to whether he was referring to
a "shaped charge", but stated that this was not a shaped charge,
although he refused to further explain

BASIT did describe the main charge of the lED as
composed of urea nitrate, but stated that this was not his first
preference. He related that he had first wished to use another
explosive, which he described as nitrourea. He noted that he had
experienced some difficulty in manufacturing such an explosive,
and had settled on urea nitrate as a second choice.

He noted that in preparation for the WTC bombing, he
had conducted four or five test explosions in rural areas outside
of New York City. He indicated that he could not recall the
exact locations of these tests, as he had not driven there, but
had ridden with others. He asked whether ..he authorities had
become aware of these locations because of residents reporting
theTsultingrio±se. Hewould not provide the-intities ef
others who participated in the testing.

When questioned as to whether he had ever traveled in
the U.S. outside of the New York Metropolitan area, BASIT replied
that he had been to Pennsylvania and Connecticut, but could not
recall specific towns or locations.

When questioned as to the presence of hydrogen tanks in
the device, he stated that these were there in order to enhance
the explosion. He related that "there were supposed to be more"
hydrogen tanks, but that, due to a lack of funds, they were
unable to purchase additional tanks.

When he was questioned regarding the presence of
cyanide in the space station storage locker, BASIT stated that no
cvanide was used in the WTC bombing. He noted that he had
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considered using hydrogen cyanide in a poison gas attack on theWTC, but that this would have been
in place of a large bomb, notas part of such a bomb. BASIT related that a hydrogen cyanide

gas attack was discounted by him as being too expensive toimplement.

In his discussjon
regarding the lED, BASIT related thatprior to 40 Pamrapo Avenue,
Jersey City, being used as a locationto mix the urea nitrate explosive, there was another apartment inJersey City used for this purpose. BASIT could not recall the

address or location of this apartment, but indicated that theyhad relocated to 40 Pamrapo Avenue due to concerns that chemicalcorrosion of the apartment drains would lead to their detection.

THE BOMBING OF THE WTC:

The RYDER van, loaded with the explosive device, wasdriven along the main Street outside of the WTC and down a rampin front of the hotel. This ramp leads into a parking level.

(As previously rioted, BASIT indicated that the vancontained two people, and that one person drove, while the othermade the final preparations to the explosive device just before.entering the WTC.)

BASIT drew a rough sketch of the WTC parking level and.ndicated the path of the van. He further indicated a positionLh1bWO CO pwith .tbe.. SQbjcjef WTC Tower One, andstated, "This is where we placed the van". He also made marks onthe portion of the sketch
corresponding to the southeast cornerof that tower, and explained he thought that damage at that areawould result in 'lower One toppling into Tower Two.

BASIT related that a car had been brought down into theparking level just before the entry of the van; this was used to
exit the garage after the placement of the van.

He noted that the initiator for the explosive device(which he would not further describe) had a delay. When
attempting to exit the garage in the car, there was seven minutesleft on that delay. At that time, their car's progress wasblocked by some type of work truck; this obstruction lasted foran additional two minutes.
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He noted that this seemed to him at the time to be
"just like a movie", as they waited to make their exit.

BASIT stated that, following their exit from the
garage, they drov.' approximately five minutes in Manhattan, and
then stopped and deposited in a mailbox five letters to various
newspapers. These letters, BASIT explained, claimed
responsibility for the WTC bombing, in the name of the
"Liberation Army-Fifth Battalion".

BASIT claimed that the "Liberation Army - Fifth
Battalion" is a genuine organization, responsible for numerous
bombings; however, he refused to provide any specific information
regarding the structure of this organization, or specific attacks
for which they had been responsible.

- (Following his explanation of how the van had been
placed in the WTC parking level, BASIT expressed concern over the
disposition of the diagram which he had sketched; subsequently,
while handling the sketch, BASIT tore out the center of the
diagram, in the area representing WTC Tower One, and destroyed
that portion.)

BASIT claimed that following the mailing of the
letters, he traveled to the Jersey City waterfront area and
observed sinok crxning from the area of the WTC towers.

He remarked that he -1ater- monitored ews--reportsof the
bombing, and was disappointed at the initial report of only one
death as its result. He noted that he feared at that time that
only the detonator had functioned, but that the main charge had
not.

He related that, later that evening he traveled to JFK
Airport, where he made a telephone call from a pay telephone to
the police, where he claimed credit for the bombing in the name
of the "Libration Army-Fifth Battalion". He stated that he -

dialed ar number" to reacri the po1ie, and noted that he
could tell that the line was recorded, as he could hear a beeping
in the background.
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FINANCING OF WTC BOMBING:

BASIT would not elaborate
n exactly how the WTCbombing was financed, except to say that he had received moneyfrom family and fthends. However, BASIT maintained throughoutthe interview that the plan suffered from

insufficient funding,and that his explosive
device would have been much more effectiveif additional funds had been avajlabl3.

During the course of the interview, BASI'r wasquestjone about telephone calls to an individual in
Minneapolis,Minnesota, named ABtJ MY

(Phonetic), also known as Daniel PatrickGriffin.

BASIT related that he had met ABtJ HI by chance inPakistan, and that they had spoken for a period of
approximatelyone hour at that time.

During this initial meeting, BASIT andABtJ HI exchanged
address information, with ABU HI writing hisaddress in BASIT'5 address book.

BASIT noted that, just prior to the bombing, BASIT hadtelephoned ABU HI with the
intention of asking him for financialassistance in the bombing. As BASIT did not want to discuss thematter over the

telephone, he requested ABtJ HI to travel to theNew York area to
meet. However, ABU MY reportedly told BASITthat, du: to a lack of funds, ABU MY could not make such a t.;

BASIiaet -hese er th-c only con-tactbetwABU HI arid himself, and that ABU HY was not involved in the WTCbombing plot.

TIMING OF THE WTC BOMBING:

BASh' stated that, despite news accounts whichspeculated that the date of the WTC bombing intentionallyCoincided with an anniversary of the Gulf War, there was actuallyno signjfjca to the February 26 date. BASIT maintained thathe and the others involved in the plot were not even aware of theGulf War anniversary
date; the bombing took place when it didbecause the next month's rent at 40 Painrapo Avenue was clue at theend of the month, and
they had run out of money.

•_].___•_ -.
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MANILA:

ATTEMPT TO ASSASSINATE PRESIDENT CLINTON:

BASIT adsed that in the fall of 1994, he had learned
through various press accounts, that President CLINTON would be
traveling to Manila in Ncvember. BASIT did not indicate where he
was located when a iari&ed oZ the President's trip to Manila.

BASIT claimed that he traveled to Manila a few days
prior to the President's arrival. He then made contact with a
person he described as an "intermediary", but wh... he would not
further discuss. BASIT described this "intermediary" as someone
who put him in contact with a group of Filipino Muslims who would
assist BASIT in the assassination attempt.

- BASIT would not identify the number or the identities
of these Filipino Muslims, nor would he identify any associations
those Muslims might have with any organizations or groups.

Once in Manila, BASIT determined the President's
planned itinerary through reported ress accounts.
-

BASIT related that he thereafter traveled to each ofthe sites which the President would visit, in order to survey
them ror opportunites to attempt an assassination.

HeódtMtthè TéYf
at each of these sites was very high; he thought that his
presence in Manila might have been detected, raising the level of
security there.

BASIT further remarked that, during his surveys in
Manila, he had observed a large number of U.S. security forces in
areas which the President was scheduled to visit.

After the completion of his site surveys, BASIT
considered two options for assassinating President CLINTON.

His first consideration was for an attack on the
President's aircraft, either during take-off or landing. He
explained that these were the times when the aircraft Tqas most
vulnerable to attack.
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He advised that a variety of methods could be used to
attack the aircraft, such as an improvised ground-to-ground
missile (which he claimed t have the knowledge and ability to
construct), or an ordinary "machine gun". He further noted that
an improvised groud-toground missile could also be used to
attack the President at a speaking location.

The second option which BASIT ccnsidered was a bombingattack of the Presidential motorcade
while the motorcade was en

route between sites in Manila.

BASIT indicated that he considered placing an
improvised explosive device in a location along the motorcade
route, designed to disable the lead car in the motorcade. He
explained that by disabling the lead vehicle, the entire
motorcade would be brought to a stop, enabling an explosive or
poison gas attack on the Presidential limousine.

He related that he had considered using the chemicalC agent "phosgene" in the attack on the limousine, and noted thathe had the technical ability to readily manufacture that
substance. According to BASIT, the phosgene, in a liquid form,
could be placed into a metal container, which could then be
opened with a charge of explosjv, rapidly dispensing thesubstance as a gas.

BASIT stated that he never considered an attack on
CLINTON using a. handgun, .and.majntajned that he never actually
saw CLINTON in Manila. He did claim that he had observed a.
Presidential motorcade movement there, noting that it contained
approximately sixty to seventy vehicles.

BASIT advised that the assassination attempt on CLINTON
was never carried out, due to his observations of high security,and his lack of time needed to plan and organize such an attempt.

SUBSEqUENT ACTIVITIES IN MANILA:

BASIT was questioned regarding his activities in Manila
subsequent to his survey regarding President CLINTON's November
1994 visit, and was specifically asked whether Pope JOHN PAUL.IIwas a target of an assassination by BASIT and his associates.
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He related that his associates had been interested in
the Pope, but denied that the Pope was an assassination target.
BASIT attributed religious articles and photographs of the Pope,
found in BASIT's apartment in Manila, to the general interest ofhis associates.

He spoke of an incident which occurred in his Manila
apartment in early January, 1995, which had been reported in the
media as a fire. He related that he had been demonstrating the
burning of a mixture of potassium chlorate, sodium chlorate, and
sugar to an associate, when smoke produced by the burning beganto fill the apartment.

BASIT remarked that the neighbors to his apartment
usually retired early, but on that evening, they had apparently
not done so, and had noticed the smoke. These neighbors then
alerted a security guard from the building, who knocked on
BASIT's apartment door, and inquired as to the source of the
fire.

According to BASIT, the security guard did not accept
BASIT's explanation that the smoke had been produced byfireworks.

BASIT stated that the security guard then left the
area, after instructing BASIT and his friend to remain in the
apartment.

-

Once the security guard left, BASIT and his friend also
departed.

Some time later, BASIT instructed his friend to return
to the apartment, and to retrieve a laptop computer and documentsleft there.

BASIT noted, however, that when his friend returned to
the apartment, a large number of police and security personnel
were there, and they took his friend into custody.

BASIT questioned whether the interviewing Agents had
seen his laptop computer, and inquired as to whether they had
been able to review several files, which he described as being
coded or encrypted in some way.
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He was then questioned as to certain materials found in
the Manila apartment which appeared to refer to U.S. airline
flights, particularly UNITED AIRLINES' flights. BASIT was asked
why UNITED AIRLINE appeared to be the main target; he replied
that UNITED AIRLINES was the largest U.S. carrier in that area,
and so had the most flights.

BASIT advised that the list of flight information
contained on the computer was a list of possible bombing targets,
but that not all flights listed would have been definite targets.

He noted that, if the incident at the Manila apartment
had not occurred, there would have been several airline bombings
within two weeks of that time.

BASIT was asked whether he knew of any plans for future'
airline bombings, or any plans for other types of terrorist
attacks. He replied, that he did not know of any specific plans
for any such attacks, but did add that there were many committed
people in the world with sufficient knowledge to carry out
attacks against U.S. targets. He related that while in Manila, a
total of four people, including himself, were involved in the
U.S. airline bombing plot, and that he had personally trained the
others, and knew them to be still capable of carrying out such a
plot. He would not further describe or identify the other
individuals involved in the bombing scheme.

BASIT asked he irterviewing Agents whether the Agents
knew how the person who had been arrested in the Phiiippines, and
who had subsequently escaped, had effected that escape. When the
Agents replied that they did not have details of the escape,
BASIT described the individual who escaped as being strong,
intelligent and resourceful, and further stated that he doubted
that this individual would have had to bribe anyone to effect his
escape.

In discussing the individual who has escaped from
Philippine custody, BASIT acknowledged that this individual was
known as WALl SHAH. Following BASIT's descriptions of WALl as
strong and intelligent, BASIT was questioned as to whether BASIT
had been acting under the direction of WALl SHAH. BASIT would
not further elaborate on that issue.
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When questioned regarding a business card in the name
of MOHANMAD KHALIFA, found in BASIT's apartment in the
PhiIppines—BAsj stated that he did not personally know
KHALIFA, but that HALIFA's busint.ss card had been given to him
by WALl SHAH, as a contact in the event BASIT needed aid.

BASIT also acknowledged that he was familiar with thename USAMA and knew him to be a relative of KHAL1FA's,
but wI1TötTürtner elaborate.

When BASIT was questioned regarding the types of
devices and explosives which would have been used in the plot to
bomb U.S. airlines, he refused to describe them in detail,
because others might wish to use such techniques and he did not j
want the government to have the ability to defeat them.

However, when questioned regarding the contents of some
clear plastic bottles whicrt had been recovered during the searchQ - of his Manila apartment, BASIT advised that those bottles
contained nitrobenzjne, which when mixed with potassium chlorate
or sodium chlorate, would make nitrobenzjne/chlorate mixture, an
explosive.

He noted, however, that a nitrobenzjne/chlorate mixture
would riot have been used in the bombing of an airliner, as it was
detectible tnroy -airport security screening. He relateu that
the explosive which he would have used could not be detected by
even the most sophisticated screening devices, which he claimed
were currently being utilized in London's HEATHROW AIRPORT and in
Bonn, Germany. BASIT maintained that he acquired his knowledge
of airport explosives screening, ircluding the new sophisticated
devices, by watching a CNN television special report which
outlined such information.

BASIT did discuss a method which he had devised of
using a CASIO electronic wrist watch as a timing device, used to
initiate an explosive. He related that, when the back of the
watch was removed, there was a small vacant space in the
interior, where an electronic part could be installed, and
connected to the watch's alarm. He noted that this created a
timer, which would be connected c a small light bulb, whose
glass had been broken. A nine volt battery would be used as a
power source for the circuit, so that when the alarm functioned,
tne circuit would close, causing the bulk's filament to get very
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hot. The hot filament would be used to ignite some
nitrocellulose cotton, which would, in turn, be used to ignite an
explcsive charge.

PHILIPPINE AIRLINE5OMBING:

BASIT acknowledged responsibility for the bombing of a
rn.i .1 1.... ..é. 1... ... ,4. ......a . ...e
that case "did more than it was intended to do". He refused to
provide any further details regarding this event, but stated that
he would talk about it at a later time.
MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES:

'During the interview, BASIT inquired several times as
to whether he faced a death sentence in the U.S.; he indicated
that he expected to be ultimately executed and that his only
concern was that he have sufficient time to write a book about
his activities.

BASIT indicated that since the WTC bombing, he had read
numerous chemical encyclopedias and had become much more
proficient in the construction and use of explosives. He also
remarked that, subsequent to the WTC bombing, he had instructed
others in training camps in Pakistan, near the Afghan border.
This instruct.n s in the use of explocives, through a ten day
"basic" and twenty day "expert" course. He noted that the only
cost to the students was the expense for materials used.

In discussing his expertise and proficiency regarding
explosives, BAIT spoke of a device, which he had designed and
constructed, described by him as a type of gun, made from a pen,
and capable of explosively firing a projectile.

When questioned regarding apparent injuries to his
hands, BASIT related that he had received the injuries as a
result of an accidental explosion in Karachi, Pakistan. He
advised that he has been attempting to remove particles of
impurities from some lead azide .iith his fingers, while leanir
over a quantity of that material. He noted that he had
apparently exerted too much pressure on the lead azide, caus
it to explode, injuring not only his hands, but his eyes.
remarked that as he was being transported to a hospital, hi
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formulated an account that he had been injured when a butanelighter had exploded.

BASIT acknowledged that his parents, residing in theBaluchjstan regiorf of Iran, were aware of his involvement in theWTC bombing. He related that, at one point following the
bombing, a female who claimed to represent a U.S. telephone
company telephoned his parent's residence, and attempted toSolicit information

pertaining to the whereabouts of RAMZI
YOUSEF, claiming that YOUSEF owed the company a significant
amount of money. He noted that this woman, after being rebuffedby BASIT's father, went on to inquire as to the whereabouts ofnumerous individuals, which BASIT knew to be aliases he hadutilized in the past.

BASIT was questioned as to his knowledge of anindividual named NORELflj whose torn-up vehicle registrationhad been recovered at 40 Pamrapo Avenue. BASIT stated that heC - neither knew such an individual nor how the registration came tobe located there.

OTHER ACTS:

BASIT claimed that he was responsible for a bombingwhich "cost tens of lives and hundreds of injuries". He notedthat this bcmbirig had been widely covered on CNN television newsnetwork, but wuld not discuss
any details, as he stated that itcould implicate friends or relatives of his who were involved.
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  14   that the targets included both military facilities and

  15   personnel as well as buildings, including embassies which

  16   housed internationally protected persons.

  17            THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. Fitzgerald.

  18            Now, Mr. Mohamed, would you tell us in your own words

  19   what it is that you did and when and where you did it that

  20   leads you to believe that you are guilty of each of those

  21   charges.

  22            THE DEFENDANT:  Your Honor, in the early 1980s I

  23   became involved with the Egyptian Islamic Jihad organization.

  24   In the early 1990s, I was introduced to al Qaeda -- al Qaeda

  25   is the organization headed by Usama bin Laden -- through my
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   1   involvement with the Egyptian Islamic Jihad.

   2            In 1992, I conducted military and basic explosives

   3   training for al Qaeda in Afghanistan.  Among the people I

   4   trained were Harun Fadhl and Abu Jihad.  I also conducted

   5   intelligence training for al Qaeda.  I taught my trainees how

   6   to create cell structures that could be used for operations.

   7            In 1991, I helped transport Usama bin Laden from

   8   Afghanistan to the Sudan.

   9            When I engaged in these activities, and the others

  10   that I am about to describe, I understood that I was working

  11   with al Qaeda, Bin Laden, Abu Hafs, Abu Ubaidah, and that al

  12   Qaeda had a shura council, which included Abu Hajer al Iraqui.

  13            In the early 1990s, I assisted al Qaeda in creating a

  14   presence in Nairobi, Kenya, and worked with several others on

  15   this project.  Abu Ubaidah was in charge of al Qaeda in

  16   Nairobi until he drowned.  Khalid al Fawwaz set up al Qaeda's
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THE WORLD TRADE CENTER BOMB: 
Who is Ramzi Yousef? And Why It Matters

by Laurie Mylroie

ACCORDING TO THE presiding judge in last year's trial, the bombing of
New York's World Trade Center on February 26, 1993 was meant to topple
the city's tallest tower onto its twin, amid a cloud of cyanide gas. Had the
attack gone as planned, tens of thousands of Americans would have died.
Instead, as we know, one tower did not fal l  on the other, and, rather than
vaporizing, the cyanide gas burnt up in the heat of the explosion. "Only"
six people died.

Few Americans are aware of the true scale of the destructive ambition
behind that bomb, this despite the fact that two years later, the key figure
responsible for building it--a man who had entered the United Stares on
an Iraqi passport under the name of Ramzi Yousef--was involved in
another stupendous bombing conspiracy. In January 1995, Yousef and his
associates plotted to blow up eleven U.S. commercial aircraft in one
spectacular day of terrorist rage. The bombs were to be made of a l iquid
explosive designed to pass through airport metal detectors. But while
mixing his chemical brew in a Manila apartment, Yousef started a fire. He
was forced to flee, leaving behind a computer that contained the
information that led to his arrest a month later in Pakistan. Among the
items found in his possession was a letter threatening Fil ipino interests if
a comrade held in custody were not released. It claimed the "abil ity to
make and use chemicals and poisonous gas... for use against vital
institutions and residential populations and the sources of drinking
water." [1] Quickly extradited, he is now in U.S. custody awaiting trial
this spring.

Ramzi Yousef's plots were the most ambitious terrorist conspiracies ever
attempted against the United States. But who is he? Is he a free-lance
bomber? A deranged but highly-skil led veteran of the Muslim j ihad
against the Soviets in Afghanistan? Is he an Arab, or of some other
Middle Eastern ethnicity? Is there an organization--perhaps even a state--
behind his work?

These questions have an obvious bearing not only on past events but on
possible future ones as well. [2] It is important to know who Ramzi Yousef
is and who his "friends" are, because if he is not just a bomber-for-hire,
or an Islamic mil itant loosely connected to other Muslim fundamentalists,
Yousef's "friends" could sti l l  prove very dangerous to the United States. It
is of considerable interest, therefore, that a very persuasive case can be
made that Ramzi Yousef is an Iraqi intell igence agent, and that his
bombing conspiracies were meant as Saddam Hussein's revenge for the
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Gulf War. If so, and if, as U.S. officials strongly suspect, Baghdad sti l l
secretly possesses biological warfare agents, then we may sti l l  not have
heard the last from Saddam Hussein.

This essay wil l  focus on three points. First, it wil l  argue that, as things
stand now, coordination between the Justice Department and the relevant
national security agencies is such that the latter--and thus national
security itself gets very short shrift when it comes to dealing with terror
incidents perpetrated on U.S. soil . Second, it wil l  look afresh at the
evidence from the World Trade Center bombing case and suggest that the
most logical explanation of the evidence points to Iraqi state
sponsorship. Third, it wil l  assay briefly what dangers the Iraqi regime
may sti l l  pose to the United States should this analysis prove correct.

A High Wall

THE SUGGESTION THAT Iraq might well have been behind Ramzi
Yousef's exploits may initial ly strike many as implausible. Wouldn't the
U.S. government investigation of the World Trade Center bombing have
uncovered evidence to that effect, evidence that the press, in turn, would
have broadcast far and wide? Wouldn't America's robust anti-terrorist
intell igence capacities have focused on such suspicions long ago?

While these are reasonable questions, they reveal a lack of
understanding about how the U.S. government works when legal and
national security issues of this special sort overlap. A high wall, in fact,
stands between the Justice Department, including the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, on the one hand, and the national security agencies on the
other. Once arrests are made, the trials of individual perpetrators take
bureaucratic precedence over everything else. The Justice Department
inherits primary investigatory jurisdiction, and the business of the Justice
Department is above all  the prosecution and conviction of individual
criminals. Once that process is underway, the Justice Department
typically denies information to the national security bureaucracies, taking
the position that passing on information might "taint the evidence" and
affect prospects for obtaining convictions. [3]

In effect, the Justice Department puts the prosecution of individual
perpetrators--with all  the rights to a fair trial guaranteed by the U.S.
judicial system--above America's national security interest in
determining who may be behind terrorist attacks. Questions of state
sponsorship that are of pressing interest to national security agencies are
typically relegated to a distant second place, or never properly addressed
at all , because the national security agencies are denied critical
information. In particular, whenever early arrests are made regarding a
terrorist incident on American soil , the U.S. government cannot properly
address both the national security question of state sponsorship and the
criminal question of the guilt or innocence of individual perpetrators at
the same time.

This is precisely what happened in the World Trade Center bombing. In
the case of Ramzi Yousef, the perfectly reasonable questions posed
above about who this man is and who may sponsor him have never been
properly investigated. Instead of the appropriately trained people



conducting a comprehensive investigation, the World Trade Center
bombing was followed by an undercover operation, in which an informant
of dubious provenance led a handful of local Muslims in a new bombing
conspiracy, aimed at the United Nations and other New York landmarks.
For this conspiracy Sheikh Omar Abdul Rahman and nine others were
found guilty in early October 1995. Yet none of those in the trial of Sheikh
Omar et al., as it is formally called, was accused of actually participating
in the World Trade Center bombing.[4] They were only charged with
conspiracy regarding it. The government contended that other fol lowers
of Sheikh Omar--four fundamentalists who stood trial in 1994--were
actually responsible for puffing it into effect.

But what if Ramzi Yousef, who eluded the grasp of U.S. authorities unti l
after his second bombing conspiracy, is neither a follower of Sheikh
Omar nor a Muslim fundamentalist? That if he is an Iraqi agent? From a
legal perspective--as the judge in that trial advised the defense team--
whether state sponsorship played a role in the World Trade Center
bombing was irrelevant to the guilt or innocence of Sheikh Omar et al.
And indeed, the prosecution did not need to address the question of
whether the World Trade Center bombing had state sponsorship in order
to obtain the convictions sought against Sheikh Omar and the others.

Indeed, that state sponsorship can be irrelevant to a criminal prosecution
was explained most clearly by the federal prosecutors in the New York
bombing conspiracies, the lead prosecutor in the trial of Sheikh Omar et
al., and the lead prosecutor in last year's Trade Center bombing trial,
who wil l  also prosecute Ramzi Yousef. When I put it to them that Iraq was
probably behind the Trade Center bombing, they replied, "You may be
right, but we don't do state sponsorship. We prosecute individuals."
Asked who does "do" state sponsorship, they answered, "Washington."
"Who in Washington?" No one seemed to know.[6]

Yet by responding to state-sponsored terrorism solely by arresting and
trying individual perpetrators, the U.S. government, in effect, invites such
states to commit acts of terror in such a way as to leave behind a few
relatively minor figures to be arrested, tried, and convicted. Done
adroitly, this makes it unlikely that the larger, more important, and more
difficult question of state sponsorship wil l  ever be addressed.

The problem is i l lustrated vividly in the case of Ramzi Yousef since his
arrest in February 1995. The Justice Department has passed on very l ittle
information to other bureaucracies. The FBI's typical response to any
question about Yousef is: "We can't tell  you much because of the trial."
[7] As a result, the State Department, which is responsible for
determining whether a terrorist act had state sponsorship, lacks the most
basic information-- even, for example, a point as simple as what passport
Yousef was traveling on when he was arrested in Islamabad.

The details of the World Trade Center case are chil l ing. From the outset,
the Justice Department refused to share key information with the national
security agencies. The government had two sets of relevant information--
foreign intell igence, gathered by the CIA from watching terrorist states
such as Iran and Iraq, and evidence gathered by the FBI largely within the
United Stares for use in the trial. The FBI flatly told the national security



bureaucracies that there was "no evidence" of state sponsorship in the
World Trade Center bombing. When the national security agencies asked
to see the evidence themselves, the FBI replied, "No, this is a criminal
matter. We're handling it." Thus, al l  that the national security agencies
had available to decide the question of state sponsorship was foreign
intell igence they themselves had collected.

But many cases of stare-sponsored terrorism cannot be cracked by means
of intell igence alone. The crucial element l inking the bombing of Pan Am
flight 103 to Libya, for example, was not intell igence but a piece of
physical evidence--a microchip, part of the bomb's timing device, that
could be tied to other bombs built by Libyan agents.

After the World Trade Center bombing, the FBI was the only bureaucracy
with both the intell igence and the evidence. Even if the FBI did make a
serious effort to examine the evidence for state sponsorship--and it is not
clear that it did--the Bureau alone is not competent to carry out such an
investigation. "They're head hunters", one official in Pentagon
Counterterrorism remarked--that is, they are oriented to the arrest of
individuals. A State Department expert described the FBI's new Office of
Radical Fundamentalism as "a joke", bereft of any genuine Middle East
expertise.

But the more fundamental problem is that the Justice Department in
Washington seems not to have been interested in pursuing the question of
state sponsorship. In fact, the New York FBI office suspected an Iraqi
connection early on, but the Washington brass seemingly wanted to tell
America that they had already cracked the case and caught most of the
perpetrators. It is always easier to go after the small fry than to catch the
big fish, and law enforcement is ever vulnerable to the temptation to cut
off a conspiracy investigation at the most convenient point.

Thus, five weeks after the World Trade Center bombing, four Arabs were
under arrest. The mastermind, Ramzi Yousef, had fled. Sti l l , at that point
in early April  1993, the FBI proclaimed that it had captured most of those
involved. The bombing, it claimed, was the work of a loose group of
fundamentalists with no ties to any state. The predictable media frenzy
followed and, perhaps as a result, some obvious questions were not
asked. How could the government know so early in the investigation that
those it had arrested had no ties to any state? If the government knew so
much so soon, then why did one of those arrested never stand trial for the
bombing, and why were three others indicted much later? In short, the
Justice Department determined that the bombing had no state sponsorship
even before it decided definitively who had been involved.

Moreover, by April  it was impossible to have conducted a sufficiently
thorough investigation. Such an investigation required, at a minimum, a
meticulous examination of al l  records associated with the defendants to
insure that they had had no contact with foreign intell igence agencies--or
at least that none could be found. That process simply could not have
been accomplished in five weeks. And it must be kept in mind that, at the
time, the mastermind of the bomb was a fugitive about whom almost
nothing was known. How could anyone therefore declare confidently that
he was not a foreign agent, especially in l ight of the fact that he had



entered the United States on an Iraqi passport and had been known among
the New York fundamentalists as "Rashid, the Iraqi"?

Ironically, this sort of problem would not have arisen had the bombing
occurred abroad. In such cases there are usually two separate
investigations by two different bureaucracies, one to determine state
sponsorship, the other to catch the individuals responsible. After the
bombing of Pan Am 103, for example, the CLA led an inter-agency
intell igence investigation addressing the question of state sponsorship.
There was also a separate criminal investigation, headed by the FBI,
aimed at individual perpetrators.

But there was no intell igence investigation of the World Trade Center
bombing. The CIA is, after all , prohibited from operating in America. Of
course, a crack inter-agency team could have been established to
examine the question of state sponsorship. But Clinton administration
officials set up no such team.

In September 1995, the State Department forwarded to Congress the report
of an independent panel, established to examine whether mistakes in
security training had contributed to the March 8 assassination of two U.S.
consular officials in Karachi--apparent retaliation for Ramzi Yousef's
extradition. The report expressed concern about the FBI's lack of
cooperation with the national security agencies. Clearly, discontent with
the FBI is growing among those agencies as issues such as international
crime--and with them the Bureau's international role--assume a mare
prominent role in the post-Cold War world. Indeed, one State Department
official described the FBI'S unwil l ingness to share information as "the
train wreck coming"--meaning that given the FBI's lack of expertise in
international politics, there may well come a time when the Bureau wil l
be sitting on information that, in the hands of others, could have been
used to avert a disaster.

One may indeed ask whether the World Trade Center bombing itself is not
a harbinger of the train wreck coming. For if Saddam Hussein was behind
it, then the Justice Department, in effect, has blinded the national security
bureaucracies to a serious danger, namely the possibil ity that in the
extreme Iraq might use biological agents, whether for terrorism in
America or in the context of mil itary' action in the region, possibly
involving U.S. troops.

Of course, that is an important " if."  It is to that issue we now turn.

Dramatis Personae

Ramzi Yousef, a.k.a. Abdul Basit Karim -the key man; l ikely Iraqi agent.

El Sayid Nosair--murderer of Rabbi Meir Kahane, bomb plot initiator.

Emad Salem--FBI informant with ties to Egyptian intell igence.

Mohammed Salameh--Palestinian fundamentalist, Nosair accomplice and
early plotter; left a trail  of phone calls to Iraq.

Musab Yasin--Iraqi with New Jersey apartment where Yousef first went.



Abdul Rahman Yasin--Musab's brother, led FBI to apartment where bomb
was made; employee of Iraqi government; indicted fugitive, presently in
Baghdad.

Nidal Ayyad--Palestinian fundamentalist convicted in the World Trade
Center bombing.

Mahmud Abu Halima--Egyptian fundamentalist cab driver convicted in the
World Trade Center bombing

Eyyad Ismail--Palestinian from Jordan charged with having driven the
van.

Forty-Six Calls to Iraq

ALTHOUGH THE national security agencies never received the World
Trade Center evidence, at the conclusion of a trial evidence becomes
public. Anyone can examine it, and I did so meticulously. The raw data
consist mostly of telephone records, passports, and airplane tickets. Such
data reveal nothing directly about state sponsorship, but under close
analysis certain facts begin to stand out and certain patterns emerge. And
it helps to know the Middle East well.

The story begins in November 1990 when an Egyptian fundamentalist, El
Sayid Nosair, shot and kil led Meir Kahane, an extreme right-wing Israeli-
American, in Manhattan. A year later, in November 1991, Nosair's trial
became a cause celebre among local fundamentalists, who turned out in
force to support their "martyr." Planted among them was an Egyptian,
Emad Salem, working as an FBI informant, even as he maintained ties to
Egyptian intell igence. In December, the jury returned a bizarre verdict,
acquitting Nosair of murder and finding him guilty on lesser charges. An
outraged judge gave Nosair a maximum sentence on those lesser
charges, and sent him to Attica.

The fundamentalists continued to support Nosair, arranging bus trips
from their mosques to visit him in prison. Salem, the FBI plant, remained
among them. In early June 1992, with Salem acting as an agent
provocateur, Nosair convinced his friends to execute a bomb plot. He
wanted them to make twelve pipe bombs, to be used for assassinating his
judge and a Brooklyn assemblyman, the others to be used against Jewish
targets. A cousin was to organize the plot, and Salem was to build the
bombs.

A twenty-six year old Palestinian, Mohammad Salameh, was soon
recruited into the plot. Salameh comes from a long l ine of terrorists on
his mother's side. His maternal grandfather fought in the 1936 Arab revolt
against British rule in Palestine, and even as an old man joined the PLO
and managed to get himself jai led by the Israelis. A maternal uncle was
arrested in 1968 for terrorism and served eighteen years in an Israeli
prison before he was released and deported, making his way to Baghdad
where he became number two in the "Western Sector", a PLO terrorist
unit under Iraqi influence.

Despite this pedigree, Salameh himself is naive and manipulable. When



one considers that he was arrested in the process of returning to collect
the deposit on the van he had rented to carry the Trade Center bomb, it is
not so surprising that on June 10, soon after being recruited into Nosair's
plot, Salameh made the first of forty-six calls to Iraq, the vast majority to
his terrorist uncle in Baghdad. We can only speculate about what
Salameh told his uncle, but it seems very l ikely that he spoke about the
bold new project Nosair was organizing, perhaps seeking his help and
advice. Salameh's telephone bil ls suggest that the pipe bombing plot was
one of the most exciting events in his l i fe: In six weeks he ran up a bil l  of
over four thousand dollars and lost his phone service.

Iraq is one of the few remaining Stalinist states. Iraqis routinely assume
their telephones are bugged, and are even cautious about discussing
sensitive issues in their own homes. The more significant the person, the
greater the l ikelihood his activities are monitored--at least that is what
Baghdadis assume. My own experience in Baghdad makes clear that
when Iraqis want to be sure that a conversation is not monitored, it takes
place out of doors. It is thus more than l ikely that Iraqi intell igence
learned of Nosair's bombing plot and Salameh's participation in it
through Salameh's phone calls to his uncle. In any event, key preparatory
steps to the World Trade Center bombing were taken within days of
Salameh's first call-including steps taken in Baghdad.

On June 21, an Iraqi l iving in Baghdad, Abdul Rahman Yasin
(subsequently an indicted fugitive in the Trade Center bombing) appeared
at the U.S. embassy in Amman asking for a U.S. passport. Born in
America, Abdul Rahman received his passport, which he soon used to
travel to this country.

Just at this crucial point, unfortunately, the FBI lost track of the Nosair-
Salameh conspiracy. It did not fully trust its informant, Emad Salem, and
Salem's ties to Egyptian intell igence; the Bureau severed relations with
him in early July when he refused to follow its procedures relating to
criminal investigations.

Salameh's phone bil ls and other evidence raise the distinct possibil ity
that, Iraqi intell igence having learned of Nosair's plans from Salameh's
calls to his uncle, Baghdad decided to help out, transforming the plot in
the process. If so, the speed of the reaction suggests that Iraqi
intell igence may have already been planning some operation against
America, and that Salameh1s calls to his uncle provided it with a
fortuitous means of carrying it out. Here probably l ies the source of
Ramzi Yousef s exploits in America.

Enter Ramzi Yousef

ON SEPTEMBER 1, 1992, Ramzi Yousef arrived at JFK airport. He
presented an Iraqi passport without a U.S. visa, was briefly detained (and
fingerprinted) for i l legal entry, and granted asylum pending a hearing.
Yousef went to stay at the apartment of Musab Yasin, an Iraqi l iving in
Jersey City. So too did Abdul Rahman Yasin, Musab's younger brother,
who arrived in America from Iraq soon after Yousef. (Musab had an
unlisted telephone number under an Israeli-sounding alias, Josie Hadas.)



Musab l ived in the same building as Mohammad Salameh. Many young
Arab men used their two apartments, praying and eating together;
relations were so close that the apartments were connected by an
intercom. Once established within this group, Ramzi Yousef befriended
Salameh, and the two left to share an apartment elsewhere in Jersey City.
From then on, the impressionable Salameh was under Yousef s wing.

Although the principal conspirators had been in place since September, it
was not unti l  after the U.S. elections on November 3 that Yousef began to
prepare the World Trade Center bomb. In mid-November the first of many
calls to chemical companies appears on his phone bil ls. At the same
time, Yousef also began call ing surgical supply companies for the
gloves, masks, and rubber tubing he needed to make the bomb. In the
meantime, two other local fundamentalists were recruited into the plot,
Nidal Ayyad and Mahmud Abu Halima. Ayyad, a Palestinian, was the
same age as Salameh and Salameh's friend. Abu Halima, a thirty-four
year old Egyptian cab driver, was a friend of Nosair. Abu Halima was
older and generally savvier than the two Palestinians.

In January 1993, Yousef and Salameh moved into another Jersey City
apartment where the bomb was actually built. Set well back from the
street, the building provided seclusion. On February 21 a twenty-one year
old Palestinian named Eyyad Ismail arrived from Dallas. Ismail is
charged with having driven the bomb-laden van.[8] On February 23,
Salameh went to a Ryder rental agency to rent the van to carry the bomb.
On the morning of February 26, the conspirators gathered at a local Shell
gas station where they topped up the tank--one last explosive touch--
before driving to Manhattan. Shortly after noon, the bomb went off, on--let
it be well noted--the second anniversary of the ending of the Gulf War.

That evening Salameh drove Yousef and Ismail to JFK airport; Yousef
escaped to Pakistan on falsified travel documents, and Ismail flew home
to Jordan. But Salameh looks to have been deliberately left behind by
Yousef, not provided with money he needed for a plane ticket. Salameh
had a ticket to Amsterdam on Royal Jordanian fight 262, which continues
on to Amman, dated for March 5, but it was an infant ticket that had cost
him only $65. While Salameh had been able to use this ticket to get
himself a Dutch visa, he could not actually travel on it Needing more
money for an adult fare, he tried to get his van deposit back by tell ing the
rental agency that the van had been stolen. With either desperate or
inane persistence, he returned three times before he was finally arrested
on March 4.

Salameh had used Musab Yasin's phone number when renting the van,
and Abdul Rahman Yasin was picked up the same day in a sweep of sites
associated with Salameh. Abdul Rahman was taken to New Jersey FBI
headquarters in Newark. He is reported to have been extremely cool, as a
trained intell igence agent would be. He was helpful to investigators who
themselves faced tremendous pressure to produce answers. He told them,
for instance, the location of the apartment that was used to make the
bomb, a key bit of information. They thanked him for his cooperation and
let him walk out. This, although he had arrived just six months before
from Iraq, and might well attempt to return there. And indeed, the very
next day, Abdul Rahman Yasin boarded Royal Jordanian 262 to Amman,



the same plane Salameh had hoped to catch. From Amman he went on to
Baghdad. An ABC news stringer saw him there last year, outside his
father's house, and learned from neighbors that he worked for the Iraqi
government.

Meanwhile, as U.S. authorities searched for Abdul Rahman Yasin in
March 1993, after his "helpful" session with the FBI and before they knew
for certain that he had fled, an FBI agent who had worked with Emad
Salem in June 1992 speculated:

"Do you ever think that Iraqi intell igence might have known of these
people who were wil l ing to do something crazy, and that Iraqi
intell igence found them out and encouraged them to do this as a
retaliation for the bombing of Iraq. . . . So the people who are left holding
the bag here in America are Egyptian. . . or Palestinian. . . . But the other
people we are looking for, Abdul Rahman, he is gone. . I hate to think
what's going to happen if this guy turns out to be. . an Iraqi intell igence
operative...and these people were used." [9]

Mahmud Abu Halima had similar thoughts. As he told a prison companion
who later turned state's evidence:

"The planned act was not as big as what subsequently occurred. . .
Yousef showed up on the scene. and escalated the initial plot. . . . Yousef
used [them]. . .as pawns and then immediately after the blast left the
country." [10]

That, indeed, is the most straightforward explanation of the World Trade
Center bombing: that it was an Iraqi intell igence operation, led by Ramzi
Yousef, with the local fundamentalists serving first as aides and then as
diversionary dupes.

Since Yousef's arrest and extradition to the United States, the evidence
for this explanation has, if anything, grown stronger. First of al l , he is
clearly no fundamentalist. According to neighbors, he had a Fil ipina
girlfriend and enjoyed Manila's raucous night l i fe.[11] Yousef's
nationality and ethnicity have also become known: He is a Pakistani
Baluch.

The Baluch are a distinct ethnic group, speaking their own language, one
of several Middle Eastern peoples without their own homeland. They l ive
in eastern Iran and western Pakistan in inhospitable desert terrain over
which neither Tehran nor Islamabad exercises much control. Baluchistan
is a haven for smuggling, both of drugs and of arms. The Baluch are
Sunni and are at sharp odds with Tehran's Shia clerical regime. Through
Iraq's many years of confl ict with Iran, first in the early 1970s and then
during the Iran-Iraq war a decade later, Iraqi intell igence developed
close ties with the Baluch on both sides of the Iranian-Pakistani border.
Above all , it used them to carry out terrorism against Iran.

Yousef's associates in Pakistan, too, were anti-Shia. This fact, taken
together with his Baluch ethnicity, make it nearly impossible that Iran
could be behind Yousef. The most recent inquiries, made since Yousef's
arrest, have reduced the question to two possibil ities: He is a free-lancer
connected to a loose network of fundamentalists; or he worked for Iraq.



[12]

Of Passports and Fingerprints

THE SINGLE MOST important piece of evidence pointing to Iraq is the
passport on which Yousef fled America. It was no ordinary passport.

On November 9,1992, just after the final green l ight for the bombing had
been given, Yousef reported to Jersey City., police that he had lost his
passport. He claimed to be Abdul Basit Mahmud Abdul Karim, a Pakistani
born and reared in Kuwait. Then, between December 3 and December 27,
Yousef made a number of calls to Baluchistan. Several of them were
conference calls to a few key numbers, a geographical plotting of which
suggests that they were related to Yousef's probable escape route--
through Pakistani and Iranian Baluchistan--across the Arabian Sea to
Oman, after which the "telephone trail" ends. After Yousef s arrest, a
National Security Council staffer confirmed to me that Yousef had indeed
fled from the United States through Baluchistan.

On December 31, 1992, Yousef went to the Pakistani consulate in New
York with photocopies of Abdul Basit's current and previous passports.
Consistent with his story to police in Jersey City, he claimed to have lost
his passport and asked for a new one. The consulate suspected his non-
original documentation enough to deny him a new passport. But it did
provide him a six-month, temporary passport and told him to straighten
things out when he returned "home." This turned out to be good enough
for the purpose at hand.

By now it should be clear that the World Trade Center bomber's real name
is probably neither Ramzi Yousef nor Abdul Basit. After all , would
someone intending to blow up New York's tallest tower go to such trouble
to get a passport under his own name? Yousef was a man of many
passports; he had three on his person when he was arrested in Pakistan.
Rather, it seems that Ramzi Yousef risked going to the Pakistani
consulate with such fl imsy documents because he wanted investigators to
conclude that he was in fact Abdul Basit, and so would stop trying to
determine his real identity. And that is pretty much what happened.

But why Abdul Basit Karim? Here we come to one of the most intriguing
and vital aspects of the case. Because there really was an Abdul Basit
Karim, a Pakistani born in Kuwait, who later attended Swansea Institute, a
technical school in Wales. After graduating in 1989 with a two-year
degree in computer-aided electronic engineering, he returned to a job in
Kuwait's planning ministry. As Abdul Basit and his family were permanent
residents of Kuwait, Kuwait's Interior Ministry maintained fi les on them.
But the fi les for Abdul Basit and his parents in Kuwait's Interior Ministry
have been tampered with. Key documents from the Kuwaiti fi les on Abdul
Basit and his parents are missing. There should be copies of the front
pages of the passports, including a picture, a notation of height, and so
forth, but that material is gone. There is also information in the fi le that
should not be there, especially a notation stating that Abdul Basit and his
family left Kuwait for Iraq on August 26, 1990, transiting to Iran at
Salamchah (a crossing point near Basra) on their way to Pakistani
Baluchistan, where, according to the fi le, they now live.



Who put that notation into Abdul Basit's fi le and why? Consider the
circumstances of the moment. The Kuwaiti government had ceased to
exist, and Iraq was an occupation authority; bent on establishing control
over a hosti le population amid near-universal condemnation, as an
American-led coalition threatened war. The situation was chaotic as
hundreds of thousands of people were fleeing for their l ives. While the
citizens of Western countries were pawns in a high stakes game, held
hostage by Iraq, l ittle attention was paid to the multitude of Third World
nationals bent on escape. It truly boggles the imagination to believe that
under such circumstances an Iraqi bureaucrat was sitting calmly in
Kuwait's Interior Ministry taking down the fl ight plans--including the
itinerary and final destination--of otherwise non-descript Baluchis fleeing
Kuwait. Rather, it looks as if Iraqi intell igence put that information into
Abdul Basit's fi le to make it appear that he left Kuwait rather than died
there, and that, l ike Ramzi Yousef, he too was Baluch.

Moreover, Iraqi intell igence apparently switched fingerprint cards,
removing the original with Abdul Basit's fingerprints and replacing it with
one bearing those of Yousef. Fingerprints are decisive for investigators
because no two people's match. But the very fact that fingerprints are so
decisive makes them the perfect candidate for careful manipulation.
Thus, after U.S. authorities learned that Yousef had fled as Abdul Basit,
they sent his fingerprints (taken by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service at JFF airport when he was briefly detained for i l legal entry) to
Kuwait, asking if they matched those of Abdul Basit. When the Kuwaitis
said that they did, everyone assumed the question settled--forgetting that
Kuwait's fi les were not secure during the Iraqi occupation.

Pakistan also maintains fi les on those of its citizens permanently resident
abroad, at the embassy in the country in which they l ive. On August 9,
Baghdad ordered all  embassies in Iraq's "nineteenth province" to close.
Most did, including the Pakistani embassy. The fi les on Abdul Basit and
his family that should be in the Pakistani embassy in Kuwait are missing.
The Pakistani government now has no record of the family.

What does all  this suggest? To me it suggests that Abdul Basit and his
family were in Kuwait when Iraq invaded in August 1990; that they
probably died then; and that Iraqi intell igence then tampered with their
fi les to create an alternative identity for Ramzi Yousef. Clearly, only Iraq
could reasonably have: 1) known of, or caused, the death of Abdul Basit
and his family; 2) tampered with Kuwait's Interior Ministry fi les, above
all switching the fingerprint cards; and 3) fi lched the fi les on Abdul Basit
and his family from the Pakistani embassy in Kuwait.

Of course, the best way to verify or falsify this would be to check with
people who knew Abdul Basit before August 1990. To this end, Brad
White, a former Senate Judiciary Committee investigator and CBS
newsman, contacted an overseas source he knew in the United Kingdom
who had looked into the matter. Two people had a good memory of Abdul
Basit but, shown photos of Yousef, were unable to make a positive
identification. They both felt that while there was some similarity in
looks, it was not the same person. "Our feeling is that Ramzi Yousef is
probably not Basit", White was told.[13]



Logic and circumstance also suggest the same conclusion. Is it l ikely to
be mere coincidence, after all , that during Iraq's occupation of Kuwait
key documents were removed from Abdul Basit's and his parents fi les,
while the same fi les were fi lched in their entirety from the Pakistani
embassy? Moreover, Abdul Basit had no criminal record in Britain, nor
did he or his parents have any security record in Kuwait. The first
concrete knowledge we have of Ramzi Yousef/Abdul Basit comes in early
1991, around the end of the Gulf war when he showed up in the
Phil ippines seeking contact with a Muslim group there. Introduced as
"the chemist", he proposed to collaborate in

bombing conspiracies. Now, how did a young man who had led a
seemingly normal l i fe up unti l  August 1990 suddenly become a world
class terrorist six months after Iraq invaded his country of residence?
Where did he get such sophisticated explosives training in just six
months? (The real Abdul Basit's degree, remember, was in electronic
engineering, not chemistry, which Swansea Institute does not even
teach.)

And where are Abdul Basit's parents? They never returned to Kuwait after
its l iberation, nor have they appeared anywhere else. Did they too take
up a l ife of crime after decades of abiding by the law?

Ramzi Yousef's arrest has made it easy enough to resolve a key question
and perhaps produce important evidence implicating Iraq in the World
Trade Center bombing: Is "Ramzi Yousef" really Abdul Basit or not? Let
those who remember Abdul Basit from before August 1990 meet Yousef in
person and tell  us. It sounds simple and logical, but strangely, the Justice
Department has shown no interest in arranging such a meeting.
Moreover, it has decided to try, the bomber as Ramzi Yousef even though
no one, including Yousef by now, maintains that that is his real name. If
the government believes that Yousef is really Abdul Basit, why doesn't it
try him as Abdul Basit? Why is the Justice Department uninterested even
in definitively determining his identity, even though doing so might help
get to the bottom of the matter. I recently asked a Justice Department
official, who maintains his confident view that Yousef is indeed Abdul
Basit, "Why don't you bring the people who knew Abdul Basit to the
prison to meet Yousef, so they can say for sure if they are the same?"
"But you", I was told, "are interested in an intell igence question." Earl ier
I had been told, " It does not matter what we call him. We just try a body."

And so back we come to the high wall. As before, those who have the
information about Ramzi Yousef and his bombing conspiracies are not
concerned with the question of state sponsorship, or at least consider it
secondary to their trials; while those who are concerned with state
sponsorship are denied the information that they need to investigate the
question properly.

Threats From Baghdad

MOST MEMBERS OF the U.S. national security bureaucracies think that
Saddam Hussein has largely lain low since the Gulf War, constrained by
economic sanctions and swift American reactions to his occasional feints
to the south. But if in February 1993, Saddam ordered his agents to try to



topple New York's tallest tower onto its twin, and if, in January 1995, Iraq
sponsored an effort to destroy eleven U.S. airplanes in the Far East, then
Saddam has not been quiescent.

This, simply put, is why it is important to find out who Ramzi Yousef is
and who may have put him up to his murderous work. Maybe Iraq had
nothing to do with him, despite all  the circumstantial evidence suggesting
otherwise. But if it did, then the otherwise peculiar, bombastic, and
extremely violent statements emanating from Baghdad might make more
sense than they at first seem to.

In the fall  of 1994, Baghdad's official press, in essence, threatened that
Saddam might use his remaining unconventional agents, biological and
chemical, for terrorism in America, or in missiles delivered against his
enemies in the region if and when he became fed up with sanctions.[14]
On September 29, 1994, fol lowing an otherwise cryptic statement of
Saddam Hussein's, the government newspaper, Babil, warned: "Does the
United States realize the meaning of every Iraqi becoming a missile that
can cross to countries and cities?"

Other threats followed almost daily;

When peoples reach the verge of collective death, they will be
able to spread death to all. [15]

When one realizes that death is one s inexorable fate, there
remains nothing to deter one from taking the most risky steps to
influence the course of events. [16]

We seek to tell the United States and its agents that the Iraqi
patience has run out and that the perpetuation of the crime of
annihilating the Iraqis will trigger crises whose nature and
consequences are known only to God.[17]

These statements occurred in the context of Saddam's second and
abortive lunge at Kuwait, which was thwarted by the swift U.S. deployment
to the region. Saddam then turned around and formally recognized
Kuwait, removing what then seemed to be the last major obstacle to l i fting
sanctions, and the Iraqi press soon began to call  1995, "the year of l i fting
sanctions."

But that was not to be. The UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) started to
uncover evidence of a large, undeclared biological program. As
Baghdad's disappointment grew, the Iraqi press began to repeat the
threats it had made in the fall . The number two man in Iraq's information
ministry warned, "Iraq's abandonment of part of its weapons-the long-
range missiles and chemical weapons. . does not mean it has lost
everything."[18] Al-Quds al-Arabi, a London paper financed by Baghdad
and close to the Iraqi regime, cautioned. "Iraq sti l l  has options. But they
are all  destructive options. Yet if the Americans continue to humiliate
them, they wil l  have no option but to bring the temple down on everyone's
head."19

After Baghdad succeeded in getting a clean bil l  of health from UNSCOM
in mid-June on its chemical and missile programs, it finally



acknowledged in July having had an offensive biological program and
having produced anthrax and botulinim. But it denied that it had ever tried
to weaponize those agents and, in any case, claimed to have destroyed
them in the fall  of 1990. The claim was neither credible nor verifiable,
particularly as Iraq produced no documents detail ing their destruction.
Indeed, the Iraqi "revelations" may even have been meant as a threat, an
attempt to intimidate the United Nations by hinting at what Baghdad was
sti l l  capable of doing.[20]

In early August 1995, as Iraq pressed UNSCOM for a clean bil l  of health
on its biological program, Hussein Kamil--Saddam's cousin and son-in-
law, and the man responsible for overseeing the build-up of Iraq's
unconventional weapons program defected. This precipitated a flood of
stunning revelations from Baghdad. They included the admission that Iraq
had indeed weaponized botulinim and anthrax. At the very same time that
it had earl ier claimed to be destroying those agents, the Iraqi regime now
acknowledged that it had been stuffing them into bombs and missiles. Yet
Iraq sti l l  claimed that whatever biological agents it had produced had
been destroyed, even as it sti l l  fai led to produce any documents to
confirm their purported destruction.

It looks as if Iraq is holding on to prohibited weapons of mass
destruction, even as it insists that sanctions be l ifted. Why? In early
September, a former adviser to Saddam Hussein predicted that Iraq would
not give up any more unconventional agents. Instead, Saddam would
probably employ them for blackmail and brinkmanship to get sanctions
lifted. And fail ing that, he would use them.[21] General Wafiq Samarrai,
former head of Iraqi mil itary intell igence, told me much the same: "Tell
the all ies that they have to destroy Iraq's biological agents before
Saddam can use them." Iraq could attack its neighbors by missile, or
America through terrorism. The United Stares might retaliate with nuclear
weapons, but by then "the disaster wil l  already have happened",
Samarrai warned. [22]

Would Saddam actually do such a thing? When asked about the possibil ity
of Saddam's using biological agents for terrorism in America, UNSCOM
chairman RoIf Ekeus replied, " It is obviously possible."[23] Yet such
thoughts seem far from the minds of most U.S. officials, who believe that
Saddam is trapped by sanctions and can do no real harm. They feel no
urgency about bringing Saddam down; they sense no danger.

Unfinished Business

YET IF RAMZI YOUSEF is in fact an Iraqi intell igence agent, there
obviously is a danger. Even if we cannot yet be absolutely certain of this,
so many American and all ied l ives are potentially at stake that it seems
the least a responsible government can do is to make every reasonable
effort to find out. As Saddam Hussein senses his ever-increasing
isolation and sees the prospects for l i fting sanctions receding, his
desperation may lead him to order other, and even more ghastly, deeds.

If Saddam Hussein sti l l  hungers for revenge, the question of Ramzi
Yousef's terrorism is much too important to be left solely to the Justice
Department, while the FBI continues to withhold critical information from



the national security bureaucracies.

The following are among the steps that could and should be taken to
address the issue of whether Iraq is behind Ramzi Yousef and to
strengthen America's anti-terrorism efforts generally:

Bring those who knew Abdul Basit Karim before August 1990 to
meet Yousef in prison and pronounce definitely if they are one
and the same man.

Demand the immediate and unconditional extradition of Abdul
Rahman Yasin from Baghdad.

Establish a "tiger team", drawn from the best and brightest
within the national security bureaucracies, to examine all  the
information in the U.S. government's possession related to
Yousef and his bombing conspiracies. Yousef's apparent use of
chemical agents in New York and his threat to use them in the
Phil ippines deserve special attention.

Establish appropriate procedures so that whenever a terrorist
attack occurs against U.S. targets that might be state-sponsored,
a qualified team wil l  address the question of state sponsorship
regardless of whether the terror occurs on U.S. soil  or whether
early arrests are made.

Individually, the pieces of this puzzle--the elusive identity and affi l iation
of the World Trade Center bomber; the series of explicit threats against
the United States issuing from Baghdad; the question of Iraqi biological
capabil ities--raise troubling questions. Taken together, they provide the
outline of a very frightening possibil ity. The lack of coordination between
the Departments of Justice and State may have created a niche for
terrorism within America's borders; while the lack of any adequate
response to the two major bombing conspiracies may have already begun
to undermine the credibil ity of the threat of deterrence. So far, State
Department officials have been content to leave the issue of Iraq's
possible resort to biological terrorism on the back burner, secure in the
belief that the threat of nuclear retaliation wil l  be sufficient deterrent. But
Saddam has previously miscalculated the American reaction to his
provocations. It would be reassuring to know that, somewhere in the
policy-apparatus of the State Department, someone is looking seriously at
the possibil ity of future terrorist acts and at the requirements of effective
deterrence.
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Cover of the passport that Ramzi Yousef used to enter the United States on September 1, 
1992.
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Pages 1 and 2 of Ramzi Yousef’s passport.  The right side states that the passport was 
issued in Baghdad on September 12, 1991
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Pages 3 and 4 of Ramzi Yousef’s passport
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Pages 5 and 6 of Ramzi Yousef’s passport
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Pages 7 and 8 of Ramzi Yousef’s passport
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Pages 8 and 9 of Ramzi Yousef’s passport

Left side: Iraqi exit visa, issued at Trebeel (border crossing with Jordan) on May 20, 1992
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Pages 10 and 11 of Ramzi Yousef’s passport

Right side: Pakistan visa dated April 12, 1992, issued in Baghdad

Left side: Top: Iraqi exit stamp from Trebeel, May 20, 1992; Middle: Jordanian entry stamp at 
Ruwaishid, May 20, 1992; Below: departure stamp from Amman’s international airport, May 29, 1992
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Pages 12 and 13 of Ramzi Yousef’s passport

 Right side:  Entry stamp at Karachi airport, May 30, 1992
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Qusay Saddam Hussein was present,
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MY: - t..j~ y::.~~ .u~\ ~I ~\ What I would like to directly say Sir -

Saddam ~o~\ Which are they?

MY: ilc. ~~I JL.. WI~I ,l,Q The private office manager of Dr. Abed. ..J ~....».

~~ ~tWl.J:1~ .',$-91)\ ..;t:i...J1 al Sattar Al Rawi. The director of

- 12l:;~lw. <CiA.fi . 1 ~ . . . Follow up is Mohammad Khudair, who
~ u~~.~ you previously honored; Mr. Qusay

t..jj~ ~1jJ~ ~t:i....':[1 <lj..)1;1 knows him and Fadhel Hijazi also. I
wlS9 t' ~. L:o.JI~ ~JA ~. ~ figured that it was an important matter

~rj'1 so I decided that we should [inaudible]

[inaudible]
in the higher ranks and under my
supervlSlon.

. '1 ~L ~ ~\ '4;JI ..~ c.r Y'J .J 4.A ..J. c.r
Saddam w~J'11 0At~..,.J1~-~ Yes, this issue from the preliminaries

~. I.....lii ~ fil . \ UAtA'11 before us there has obviously been a_ ~ .~Y ~J
special technical arrangement where thew~ & .uc b~ w....ul t5.J '1~J ~. ~~..JA
US seems to have a hand in. These

4..& '11 wI l;...J1~~~ ~..JA..y. J dirty games are games that the
0A.fi\~p tA.ili:. 0ts I~I~ American intelligence would play if it
~I w~\ 'b.;.JI· .fil . had a bigger purpose, which would be_ ~ JY (.)A. ~

~t~..,.J1I~ US1 .4--ai9:i bigger than the losses and sacrifices it
b.:i.\\ jSyJl .~ t5.J 1~\ would have to suffer. But this issuet..j ..J • ...».-?-!lJ • ~..JA ~ JA

concerns the American public- you~~ <l1J Cyt! ~) ~ '11.~ ~ ~. U J-l:l C"; _ ~..JA
would expect losses in the bombing of

~ )W~J y::.b.;.JIJ y~ the World Trade Center. Losses. And
.tAJ.fi~ 0'1\ ~IJ r)lc'11 '+i~ they had losses; the media announced it
~ ri9:i 0\ wl"y'G...JJ~0~ and you remember it. So how
'b.;.J1 o~ ~ <l1J .ul jAC & could/would the American intelligenceY ~. t"" ~

!. t5.J '11 ~\..,.JL do such a thing even though they knew
U~..JA ~ •

there would be American human
losses?

Saddam ~ ~I ..,b~ J-,.l1.u'1 Because this is not in the prep stage for~~ ..J_JA
~~ .,~~~ J~' us to claim that it is just a technical

~. ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~
tactic intended for a certain party. IttA 4-:J9~ fil ''1 .~~• • r..J must be done by a party whose heart

'1J 0~..JA'11 ~I..,.J\ ~ ~~
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Saddam

Saddam

4JS w~\ (,?lA. lS..;CI ~I ~ uSJ..9
4-l1......a:i1 I~I ~b. U.)GLi.l\ \~ '-?~ u'1

I~ J~ LJA e.J'1 .~ ~jy...J~

..9 ~jy...J~ ~)W ~\

[unintelligible]
.11~L...I'·jul~ LJu'" u>-" - t'""'-

[unintelligible]

~~)I .i,IC JIj L.. Ji..a - (,?J}J
~ . 4..h:ii...'. 1<~I ~ - .<-:. LJA ~ _ 0 U~

~~~\you~~.)\~)\

<l...bb.. LJA..9 ~)I ~ o~\..9

yo e.JI tyJ\ \~ LJA ~\ 0"WI~ ;1\.)
~I - :i....Jj-'1~LJ I-:'j..J~ __ yu-"-' _ -~

~\...i- '1\~\ t.>i uy:. .~~
~~ L..:;.:j - :i....Jj.- .11 .lli III

-- . ..J ~ - ~r r.,?"

.. b) .J#- .fi L..~ (,?..JSJ .)\ ~~

t)thi";l\~~ I~ uSJ..9 .0IyJ\

.~.JAI LJA ~)I

";II ~~~ ~SJ ~.)y...J1~ e.J\

~ y:;. .~.JAILJA~..J t~
wI).."::' \ wj.) rAo e.J";I ~.J-'-""A '-?~

1 ";II ~ jJLJ'··· - 1'-S'"..9 . ..J. ~.J'l-:!~ ..J-'-""A~

~ yo.) ~I 0:!jJl J.?...J .b:uji~

~~I ~I .rAo~ ~3tiJl ~I..J

,-?~y I~I ~..J~ 4:1~..9 .~)\.i,IC

LJS.\.) .,-?ydl r\J:u1~ ~\.) .01yJI
I~· wI L..: L..: ~ . \ '.< •. L..l...a.J\LJA ~~u~ _
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would not break over the loss of
American lives and who would not
suffer direct political consequences. Of
course we immediately think of Israel.
Israel, when it conducts such an
operation is willing to suffer losses and
it also has its methods by which even if
some plans lead to it, it is able to cover
the matter up and distract people from
it. The Zionist Lobby is alive and
effective in the US. So this is one of
the options.

But what tempted all these other
factions to show such cooperation,
especially if its contact with Saudi
Arabia is correct. Because when he
says he contacted then he really has
contacted Saudi Arabia [unintelligible]
in the name of Abdullah like
[unintelligible] Noun said. Like Abed
al Rahman said, this whole matter
could be thought up by Abed Al
Rahman or he could have possibly
contacted another faction and informed
Abed al Rahman. One of the tricks and
games of such people would be for him
to pretend that he is contacting the
Saudi consulate but maybe he is
contacting a different party. What kind
of temptation would they offer Saudi
Arabia to participate in such an
operation or know of it? Nothing
would be as effective as bringing harm
to Iraq. But we assume that we would
need the official knowledge of the US.

Is it possible for Saudi Arabia to enter
into such an operation without the
official knowledge of the US? What
could tempt Egypt? Because it also
sent signals to Egypt. Well, Egypt
would primarily be tempted to involve
the cleric who is carrying the banner of
resistance against it. Whose name is
Omar Abed al Rahman. And it also
tempted to harm Iraq. And I mean by
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Saddam

MYl

~.J~ ~~.J t)lhj~ ;II t~1

4JS o~ ~ .~Y'I 0-"~J

CJ L9y:;.J

[unintelligible]

4.b.~\ o~ ~ C~ )y:i.u>~ 4..i\

~I JS .JA 4..i;l ~Jlhi..:. J,aly:.

~I ~\ 4..i;l .~ ~ 1.i..L.1 ~~
~\ ('~I I~ JS 4..i\~ I wI ~~~
~j~j' I....ii '.u - j" .' . .~.J. Y'~ Y:1

WLJ ~ ..~J ..YJ:U

lilt~yJ\ \~ 0-" ~)GJ\

[unintelligible]

\..b..I J..,ii.J ~\.i.a (')U:. I~ t.?~ 0 1

~o~wL.~~6.lb:iI~

~lli..J .~Y'I ~~~I ~I

4-i\.).J;I\~I~~w~

'i 0'i1~.Jt~yJI I~ ~ ~JjiA

~Y'Iw~ ~lli. 0ts L. I~I ~

.lou . I .•. _I • \~I I~ 1-~.~J-l-l (""' LJ. lS""'"

wl~ ~Y'I w~ ~lli. Wits L. I~I

1- .'. ~ ~ I~ ~lS""'" ~. J . .J • J .
o~ ~ W~· . '.("1 I.....l.ii .-:1\ I~ ~• ~(.)-->-'.J .• ?

;iJj'i\ . 1. ._,ii ~ .("~. w~ Jj'i~\
~~ ~..J

~~~o~~ w~ ~lli. 4..i\ 0-"

~\)I 0J.J~~ ~ ty.:::.yJ\ I~

w~1 ~ 4-lc uk l ~\ ~.J'il
~'.:I\ 0 . -II. l>..:i.....& 'il

• '-(!-'-' J~ l.,? ••Y'

.t y.:::.yJl
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that the Egyptian government. But it
also can not take steps of this nature
with out the knowledge and even the
official request of the US. So with all
this you would see that [unintelligible]
that constantly at this stage we offer
conflicting factors because not the
whole truth is revealed to us as it is.
Because the suspect we have in our
custody is too organized in what he is
saying and is playing games, playing
games and influencing scenario.

The conclusion of this matter, I
[unintelligible] to issue a surprise
statement and say that we have become
privy to dangerous information that
concerns the attacks that occurred in the
US. And that the initial investigation
has uncovered factions involved in this
matter and up to now we do not know if
there are American parties in
cooperation with this tactic. Because
we have not yet found out if there are
American official or semi official
parties involved in this arrangement,
however we have indication to that end
and we have our suspicions that are
supported by sOme evidence that there
are several factions involved in this
matter. The initial persons involved in
this matter are not necessarily the
complete picture of the situation.

And we are prepared to ...eh...we are
prepared, just prepared without
reasons ... we are prepared to cooperate
with parties who are assured will treat
our information in an honorable
manner. [dictation ended re the
statement to be issued] Or in any
framework, let it be general so that we
can allow space for the official
American inquiry and for our response,
the format and the response to it they
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~L lliJ L.~ WI 1yJ! [inaudible] for the political deliberation. . ••Y" ~...J

~\ w~ ~J~\ ~b.)11~..A,.J1 like we did with the individuals who

.oftl were stopped who had crossed the
borders from other countries etc.

MV: J.:..~ As an intro.

Saddam ~~~U1cI~·fij· . By us announcing first we would•. U ~J

4J'1 ~\ .)lc'11 4......:a..;9.1SJ '11 preempt the Americans independent. u U •.JA
announcement. Because if they doC..J L. c91,lj~ c.J.:o..iJ 0)lc\ c.sY" I~\

~I UIJ .LiA)tS~ h
announce and we try to defend
ourselves no one will listen to us, and I

[unintelligible] favor [unintelligible] for this media

\~
[unintelligible] .....yes?

[unintelligible]

~ .~ .~)lc '1\

MV: WJ,J t.sA ~~I t.sA . .l1.uI Sir it is possible the Zionists played a. _ •• _..Jy:..; (.j •

~~~I..JJ~ major role in it.

MV2: CI..J L. JS 11\ ~I L. ..,wI~ And so that, pardon me, I don't forget,
.. ~4..l .'1~ when ever he is taken to questioning
~.. ~r-..J.

you must have a hidden camera with aCI..J L. JS .JhU .>.ty.-oJJ l.»o~

y.J~Jy~y.J~~
voice recording, when ever he is taken
to be questioned, even ifhe lies and
even if. ..

Tariq ~~ b.JA 0J~ c.s1Y -0J~ Repeat it, repeat it again.
Aziz
Saddam r-~ 0)li JL. ~I 11\~ b.JA JSJ And every time we show the film of

JL. ~I 11\ ~ JL. ~I 11\ this day and that day and so on.• J r-~ • J
~.)lir- • u

MV: [unintelligible] [unintelligible] picture [unintelligible]

b..J~
picture

[unintelligible]

b..J~

MV: b..J~ b..J~ U.lic We have a picture, picture.

MV: ~L.~ But not a...

Tariq J~ L9:!fll~ - ~~ -(.j~ 11\ Sir, ifyou will allow me, let the Gen.
Aziz (.jy. 4JJlu-a~~y JW 4..l ask to repeat his story from the

- =h....:oIJ ..JA~I
beginning because it is not clear to him.
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Saddam ..us: ty.:oyJ\ .fi~ ~j ..r;.~ You mean have him repeat the whole
story?

MV: ~~~ Yes Sir.

Saddam ~I ..) '-l..,L1 rA I~ ~\ This is also a correct interrogation~ _~ . ~J

~I u~ J ¥.u~ l.JA .l:l..\..,1I4J\ method, because when you ask the

\.~. ~ suspect to repeat their story, you check
~ ~. ~ c...BJJ ~ the facts against each other and see
I..jIJ 4j~ 41JU:Y ulcy.:oyJl where they correspond and where not,
J3\ 4j~ 41 \..W ulc . yJl.. J~ ..Y-O meaning which topics he is detailed

about and which not.

Tariq ~ Yes.
Aziz
Taha -~\JJ:w [unintelligible discussion] Iraq but the

[unintelligible]
pressure is on the Palestinians but Israel
did it.

UJi).. ,"\9I\~~\ WIJ JlyJl
4-J J1.j1 I .Y"'l ~ Y" ~

Saddam 41~~ '1 No it changes it [unintelligible] needs

[unintelligible]
to change the international public
opinion against offenses called Arab

~WI fWll..jl)1 J!~~14~ and Palestinian.

~ ~ 'I ~~ ~~~y:. ~ ~..» ~
~ . 1- r
.4 '" 'Il 9J. ~ ~

Taha? l.JA ">pI ~~~~ uh.yl Yes, so that it can get larger support

1.S:ljAl from the US [unintelligible] the
Palestinians [unintelligible] the

[unintelligible] foreigners and to pressure the world

U\i 'l., ,,,\.;1\ regarding the matter of [unintelligible].
~ ~

[unintelligible]

.} rJWI~~IJ ~~'11

ty.:oJA

[unintelligible]

00:09:00

Saddam ~lc ~ ~J~.J~pI~ lhlJ As for us in spite of their response in

I~ ~ I..j¥ ~I.JJ c.sy..1 A.hjA.} the next step after that we should start

utihS~. j.Q1:i11 . J,;..)I showing this man on TV but show it a
~ u~ ~. series of episodes without letting him
~..,1 ~ ~l \.g.9 .. <\..Ib.j tA. ~ ~ ~ ~ [the suspect] see the interrogation, even

WI 1)1~~~' .~~ tAf I..j _ ~.~.~ if we are not convinced of some of
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~. t . yJI tiJ~~WI what he says. We want to do it in a.(j'l ~ ~~ ~.

La ~I ~I w\.ibJ~ '-:?~ f'~1~J way to keep the international public

w~1 ·ts.aL La~I~ w,J,bj\ opinion on our side and keep them
. U . ~

following up on the episodes. We also
pts ~'I '\lI~)10" . U r..5..?- ~ want to create a serious interest in the

La ;>I.JJ~t~1~ '".AU:!A\l1 episodes so that when the truth comes
~.;.b' w~~~~~ out the other official entities cannot'-':! (JC ~ • . ~

~~uy;~~ \..i:i.J~ hide it/cover it up like the US Congress

~~ 0)ti (Yl.Ji.iS.l1~ and the Senate, meaning that after we

~ 1yJ.b:iI~J-~y..\~1 t~1
broadcast them, we should send
recordings through our embassy, which

0A 0~ti:i 0J.J~ ~~I '-:?tA in tum will deliver it personally to the
(.J ty.-OyJl \~~w~~ ,-:?¥J so and so Congressman or the so and so
~I~\ tA~ ~I~ Senator etc. We then tell them to see.. '-:? .~

ritill ~J 19lyJl~ 0.»J:! IJjl) the truth so that they can follow up.

li.l.l9:i .J/JS li.l.l9:i w ~ U£ ~ And when people like that, paying
~ ~ ~ J ....H ~ J ~.

I....9.9JA ty.-OJA~ .Uey.-OJA~
attention to this matter, we will

li.ili:.· ts I discover the truth. We will discover
• (j'l...»'l the game that they wanted to push Iraq

into and who carried it out and how
they arranged it. It will benefit us
greatly; it will benefit us in our issue in
the matter of the stance that the US has
taken against us.

Saddam W 1..i:J 0A\II~ Jjt:iJ ~~ Even concerning the Security Council

[inaudible]
documents later when [inaudible] we
can tell them, to look and see how Iraq

A.b.)WI 0~ l~~ I~~ J~ is being intentionally harassed. And

. .~ ~~ ~lyJl~ ~ why should they be surprised at what
U~~ ~ .~ ,-:?..»-J else happens. If things have reached
I~ ~Wjts I~I .r..5y..\lI.JJA\l1 such a level of criminality where people

(Yl~0~ 0"li 1"1.»\11 0A lS~1 are willing to sacrifice their own
w~ JA - rA.ili:. 0A ~IJA citizens, not just American assets in
~lyJLJ ..~ ~ t& I order to bring harm to Iraq. And if it.~ . .Jy..o U ~ ~ ~~.JA

u-JLJ Wlj ~I ~I~ I~I comes out that the entity that carried
~ . _. J

this operation out are the Zionists
~t! ~)IlS:!.JA10J~~~

~~ ·1'-JyJlJ#.~~~
without the involvement ofany

~ U.~. . American officials, then it would be a
·t..,.ill I~ 0A big bonus for the Arabs, if such a case

were exposed.

Saddam Y 01;>~ rA I f')k \II~~ \..h.1 In our media the most important thing

[inaudible]
is not to [inaudible] the Arab public
opinion as ifwe are cooperating with

0J h:i.i W\.s.J ~yJl ~WI f'WI ,-:?I)I the US against the opposition I mean...

~~~~~.Jk...J1~ lS:!.JA1t:A
I mean this - that is why our
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~~~ lil)\.c.\ f"j'1 ~~.)- aIinollncement should include doubts,

w.alj~~~~ o~.wl~ showing that these doubts are in the

- ~~ ~LJ' .w'1 ~LJ
parties who carried out this operation.

. ~ . .J~ . ~ .
Because it is possible that in the end we

~1~~..,1 Jl.ahl~ .t..j . ~ .) • ~ will discover - even if it is a very weak
~~ U .lj)W~\~~ tYl..J:H ~ possibility that the operation was

[inaudible] organized by a fanatic group
[inaudible] who carried it out. In that

1)\ '.AI ~. AJbJ~ ~LJ I lj case we would be accused by the Arabt..j f" ~ .. ~ . .Y"
lil t.e . . liS ) LaS yJI WI public opinion that we assisted the.) ~ .) -.r. f"

~~ll9' ~~'1SJ '11 Americans because of our weaknessy:..) ... U ~Y'

and fear, against the Arabs and
I~ 0-a ~~.)~.) yy:. tYlu

.~\
Moslems or something of that nature.

Saddam ~ tS~ 1.1a)\.c.1 . ~. USJ But when they read our media which~ ~ u.) ~ UA .)

o~L..'114-1o~)o~.w~~~ will previously show that the intention

o~L..'11 ~ J..,ii '.A ..»J:- 0-a cJlyJl ~I was to harm Iraq without stating that

~ 1.A .cJlyJl ~I
there was harm to Iraq. We don't want
to bring in the [inaudible] ofIraq.

[inaudible] Because once it is - this is an insult to

o~L..I t..j1.A - ~ 0-a.w'1 ~lyJI
Iraq etc, this implies and doesn't imply,

.(.j then it will seem like we are trying to
~ '.A.) <U.4~ oy..1 ~l.) cJlyJ1 defend ourselves. But when we state in

LJC t L9J .wts.) l.1a)\.c.l~ - <U.4 our media that important information
. ·.wl~ )\.c. '11 ~l was uncovered, which has to do with
~ ~.f" ~~.

the attack that happened and we have
~~ w'.A~~ lli..l.b:i\

~'t.:i..,1I· tll.l1 ~~I ~LJ
documents that are sufficient to indicate

£Y c..JA ~ .) .~.. the initial set up of the operation that
~~ '1loW'1I~~'.A .. .). ~~.~ ~ occurred and that we do not know, nor

:illl ~I ~ l.....::a ~l ~I are we able to determine if there weret..j ~. .J • ~ ~

f"~ 01~ '1.) wyU '1.)~ entities in the US who knew of this

rJc~ ~l w~ t..j1'.A 0'11~ operation but did not advertise or

rl 1.S.J I~ A...11c. lli..l.b:il· . :illLJ announce this information etc. Put
.) ~Y'. ~ ~ t..j . [Announce] it is a smart way that

.w'.A~I o~ .)1 t )lhj'11 I~ e:::.)Y would not give the full picture but at
~I' ~. -o'I~I'~ c..JA ~ ~~ y:. ~ the same time would kill any dramatic
~ USJ-J o.J.,...,J1 ~\.S t..j~ '1 ¥~I announcement they intended to make to
~'.AI.JJ 0)\.c.1 t..jl w..,...u w!..,11~ confuse the public opinion.

o~.)~ 0.Y"~ 0'1 0J1.,1.,.;, "l ~

.f"WI t..j1)1 0~,)'>'~':13

Saddam .u~ 0-a~f"~ f"WI t..jl)1 u-&J~ And the opposite will happen, the

w'.A~1 .J~~u~ LPJ public will listen to us and we become

. A.ih.J.lJ~" . l1A the source of information and then we
c..JA • ~ • ~~C~ ~ .>.13

reveal something new daily in one of4JS ~)\.c. '11 ~l:i.J1 ~ wtibJl~ ".) the episodes and let all the media
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C-J ~~I ~ 0\ JI J~ lJ-oo-J i.?~ follow up, go through the eh... the

tAJ~ ~l~ .lli doubts will start being directed to the. . i.?
target.

Tariq ~ ~ U.llc~~ 4J\ u1u So do we announce that it is someone
Aziz who is detained by us?

Saddam Jjt.:i-J U.llc - Jjt.:i-J U.llc J.."ii~ '1 No, we just say we have documents, we

oy..\ ~I-J ~t......\-J have documents and papers etc.

MV: i.?~ ~~l-J And names Sir.

Saddam ~l9:i.l1 ~l ,.. La •. ~\ And names without indicating the~ ~..J:tC UA ~ -J
.~h.\1 A.b.yJ4 details at this point.

MV: ~Jjt.:i-J -Jl ~~I Names and documents.

Saddam .Jjt.:i-J-J ~bl Names and documents.

00:13:35

MV: y. 4J\ 0..,9.YY 0'11 rA~i.?~ tA Well, Sir, do they now know that he is

~cJlyJ4 J~.J"I in Iraq?

Saddam 4J\ 0 ..,l..~ C-J ~0)~ C-J LAl\ rA What are they going to say? They are
. J\ ~.t.:i)\ \.l\~ <\..1\ \.l\~ going to say, deliver the documents to
~ -J0J .~

f'j'i 01\~ J.."ii~ Jjt.:i)\ i.?tA us and the ... eh... and that these

'---l1hl1· b ~ ~ ~. ~
documents we tell them that this must

• ~.(...l-O ~y r.j9-J-J i.?..Y?-l occur in certain arrangements. Well,. ~. ~.'i
UA ~ .~~-J ~.~f'-J we must get a formal request, in some
-~~ ·WAJh.\\ I~I~\ sort of format when we go to deliver it~ ~

4J1 .~.;bll lJ-oo t~.J"I ~~ to them - deliver it signed by both

wU\.Jic'11 l~ 0)l! t;:Ut:i~ \yJ:i....\ parties. That they were handed so and

~~ 0)l! rA.llc 0.JA 0)l! ~I 0)l! so, on so and so date, the confessions of

0-J-J~ La~~~~~~ 0)l!
so and so to so and so and that they
have this and this and this, so that they

lyLS ~\ ~.;bll \.l\ 0)~-J .tA~ can't cover it up, and harm us in the
0'l.,l.,.;. oQ manner they were planning to.. ~

MV: ~'i\ JLa~ l..,sc ~-J i.?~ Sir, officially, pardon me, like the UN

4Jl .~I-Jj)1 cJ4l-Jy~ 4-J ;;~\ with the Prime Minister- that this side

- ~.); ~~l 11\-J ~.); ~~\ \1\
signs and this side signs - [inaudible]
the TV.

[inaudible]

0.);jili

MV: JLa~>tll - AJ-J~l JLa .JA ~~ Yes, yes, it is the government's - the

~ f'j'i Jjt.:i-J i.?1A 4J'i AJ ~I signature of the government - because. -J
these are documents that must be
[inaudible] officially and the suspect
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[inaudible] transferred officially etc.

~Jiu.~\ ~ ~~ . ~ .J ~ ..J ~ .

.o~1 ~I.J~..J

~I.J~ [Unintelligible discussion/comments]

Saddam ~~ ',?Iu~ W u)k.'11 I~ ~ Well with this announcement, when

~ J~.J ~~) 01~'.J - 0\~1 they say anything about Iraq- that Iraq

Lo.J t~yJtt~ .} ~~.J o.lk. 01~1
supports terrorism and then they have
to say that Iraq has documents on this

o.lk.
issue and they don't have [inaudible] it

[inaudible] reaches the issues of terrorism, trouble

ylA..J'lJ~~ ~I .,~ J..-.=.J
making and the latest operation.

.o~'11 ~\.J ~y..:illj

Saber rJ!'~ u.k '1~ U.Jby' 0;1 rJ!' They need to watch him so that he

~I doesn't commit suicide. There is a
possibility [inaudible].

[inaudible]

Saddam W ,.sll,., ~ fil' _. He could commit suicide and someone. ~~ ..Jy;o..;.J~

~
might kill him. They mustn't
[inaudible] the guards, and whipping

[inaudible] and then they die.

U~Y':1 ~W4..J ul..JjpJI.J (j'lyJl

MY: ~I o.lk. y. - 4..b)l..,~ ',?~ Sir, just a comment. He has the

~I LJA ohl.J~ .~.Y''11 American citizenship- it is possible that

L..::. - yJI ~pj one of the things that Gen. Saber
Y 0:l

mentioned [inaudible] according to the
[inaudible] intelligence service. And one of the

~4&'1I LJA chl.J.J -1~1
things that he was depending on that

.\-J. ~~ came out in the beginning of his
~I~.}wjy~ ~u\.S~1 confession was that he is of British

(j'lt.....1~ Y. <Lil .u1Lo w\.!I.Jic'1t citizenship.
~\ .t..hJ. - . ~ -y

Saddam r1.i Yes.

MY: Lo~- ~1..»'1I ~~ C..J W So it will not make things easier for

~ ..)1...>:9 .~ lh:.. yo .JI?~ C..J him, that he won't be executed or be

Uyli\1 \~ <Lil~~ o~ <Lil judged- he must understand that that

-\~I
won't happen that this is the Iraq law.

.~

MY: '-:?~ .y!\y:. oY.J u.Jk:i.i~ <Lil~ He must understand that we will deal

w'1'11 Y' o..)k. ',?~ ~.Y''1' ~I with him as an Iraqi. This American
citizenship- don't thousands ofIraqis
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- :;~'i)1~tA~ ~l~\ carry it through birth - but to us it is

tA Ul~G [inaudible] we will deal with him'-? ..
according to the Iraqi law and his Iraqi

[inaudible] citizenship.

.)cJ uJ-it! .)c~W C.J~
~1~1 ,.51,,,,,;.... ... ....

Tariq - .llul~~ I.A tA~ '1 No Sir, let us be prudent with thisr.? ~ ~.. r.?_
Aziz [unintelligible] because it is better for

[unintelligible] us ifhe is an American.

~.JA\ u~ .ul Ul\ ~l ~ .u'i

Saddam ~\ '1''1 For purposes of interrogation~ ~..JC
[possibly
Qusay?l

Tariq ~IJ c.J:..a~I (j4\P'1~ Yes, for purposes of interrogation.
Aziz [unintelligible group discussion]

Saddam ~IG With the suspect~J

SaddaII! ~ . .u\-~~4..b..~ Qusay's comment is correct- when we~c.JA ~_

[?] .J~ ~ I.AJ ~.JA\~ (.)-'Il...l .)c approach him based on his American

~ ·'i~~G4..1b~
citizenship we can not pressure him in

f'.J ~. ~ ~ our interrogation, we must make him
- ~)~I ~1.S:i'itA LJA o~..»-i ~ understand that so that we can take
.)c ~~ Y oYJ ~Wj C.J \.h.\~ away this physiological prop ofhis- we
~\ ~I~I LJA .J!E. (t .b yo ~) need to make him understand that we

1..,l~.'.':!J l.Sg'~"l!lJ~ \J~JJ u..lll \~I.J are going to deal with him on

~r.?\ .~.JA'il~I yLuo.. .)c [comment from Tariq Aziz "but not"]

o~J~WjJ~I.A-~~I.A
many of the Iraqis who went to London

.~I~I uJ-itill~~~\ytS
and were born in the hospitals and then
got recorded under the American

\..i1a tAhli c:fi- ~I :;~)I 4..=..)1 [British?] nationality. We don't do
;j ~ ~IG' lUi~\ things this way- we don't do things this.....»'0 0.J~ ~ ~J UJ

tA I.A Wjl ~btgl Wj\ .ul~ way we deal with him as an Iraqi whor.? ... J
~~ "\ ~~~ is under Iraqi law. The only mercy heusJ c...>":U ~ J-l .

can receive is ifhe cooperates with the
interrogation in a full manner- and
convinces us that his confessions are
not. .. Ofcourse this needs timing -
what time.

Taha utglyc.'i\.J~~ Depending on the development of the
confessions.

Saddam ~\ u4-;JIJ u~ .ul 4.bi.i ~ I~J But the most important thing is that

4-!~ they keep it to themselves and the
persons he sees [inaudible] and we
must be very careful that he is not
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[inaudible] killed in jail in one way or another or

4..l:i§ JW.:,..I 0A ~~ .Jh i.,?~.J
commit suicide. We must also not
allow him to hear or read the papers

I.A () b:i.il \~\. ~~u and to hear from no one to.J.J .J ~ UA ~ . • .

~'}I.J~I~u~.J\~~ [unintelligible] "what did you hear in
h '}I.J the news today?" you know, how we

[inaudible]
the Iraqis are "hey the TV today
announced news about you so and so"

- ~ - ~~)b '}II~~~~\ <GI and then he goes off and tells him

.~ U~ ~Iy..l\~ U~
everything and then he [the suspects]

I~ \~ & \..,.lli:. I ~I' pi hears unintentionally what we don't
.J.J ~ ~ U~ want him to hear.

L?-i ~\ ~~\ ~.J £.?-:! ~~.J
. 4.iJ~ . ~ I.A • ~I I.A.J:C ~.~ ~ UL.J

.;;j~

00:17:57

Saddam - ~I A...i:J • ~I I ''}I Also his guards must be different from~ ..J:C (Joll .)A ~.J

~)~\~ (Joll~I.)AI~ the interrogation team- the guard that

~\ ~b Aj ~ ~ 4.J:W JS'}I\ deals with him in jail, feeds him and
. ~ .. ~.J watches his behavior in jail and lets
~I ~~ '}II~ 0A.JA.J~.J him out, must not be among the

.~fi~ members I mentioned. ~

MV: 0A \~~\ (Joll~\ 0A '}I.J i.,?~ And Sir, not from the guards who were

wl).i...JI ~ I~I.J w\~G...Jl transferred from the intelligence and

•4)!;.? '}II who worked overseas in our embassies.

Saddam J.J~ 0A '}I.J And none of those.

MV: [inaudible] [inaudible] pardon me Sir, you

h\)I<GI~~~-I' .ll.t..o
mentioned that even if a persons father

. .JSC i.,? ~ works at any foreign embassy and the
wl.JtLJ\ 0A ;;.J~ i.,?4 {).J-!I .JA uh person is born there, then he

()~~\.1\ ~.J .JA.J ~.ft.l\ J.J~I automatically gets a western citizenship
\...J.ft.lu;; '"L.a~• ....>'-'J • ~ •

Saddam "'-:!' Yes.

MV: hl)l jl..;.i;l~- \.1\ J~.JA ~ Well as the case is - we must somehow
IU~ ·~)t:i.a~.uu '" state that they must register here, or do.J U. ~ ~ .J-'-'l:!
~ '~I.A' ~~ ~ a temporary registration there, that they

~ U. ~ ~r.,iJ!.J . ~ must come and register here when theyt...oL;. ~ . \.1\~~UA • ~ are born especially [inaudible].

[inaudible]

Tariq ~.J~ wi.J i.,?4.J And then they can leave any time.
Aziz
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MV: ..))ya~~~ l~~ - ~J <.,?~J Any time - even though, Sir, that

tA~l.i.\ person is only born there [inaudible].

[inaudible]

MV: <.,?tA ~\jj .u jY:l We need to study that.

MV: \# tA~ Iyt-l,h ~ly\ fil <.,?~ Sir, there are many who left after they
'W':ll\ . "lilll.......:. . ~\yJl.J llJ"'lJS completed their education here,
~ Uy ~(,j • ~

especially the German law which~ . I ~
~J~~jJ .~

accepts 75 [inaudible] accepts it when
[inaudible] they are born [inaudible] they consider.

~ \. ~.); <.,? U'" . ~

[inaudible]

~

MV: ~~I~~ They keep it as a right [inaudible].

[inaudible]

Saddam . .' ~1uJ;1 I think up to a certain time.~(.)Aj _

MV: Y\Jtl~y\ ~)\ ~~0A<.,?~ Sir, when he reaches the legal age, and
. o..,.by t....l 4..1lb:i.utk. \~l . he had left when he was young, ifhist>"-". ~ j. ~

~)\ family asks him they [the Germans?]
immediately give it. The legal age ifhe

[inaudible] wants it he gets it.

.~~~~I~1

MV: ojA Wjts Woy\.h\~ ~J .}Iy:. fi\ There was an Iraqi who was born on a

~~~~~~\ ~Iy:..':ll~ plane in the British airspace who was

[inaudible]
then registered [unintelligible].

Tariq ~)I~\.jC~ [typing sounds] an official
Aziz spokesperson stated [inaudible] that the

[inaudible] Iraqi intelligence organizations have

~lyJ\ ul-HG...J\ 0~\ (5~ u..ftj3 documented and serious information

c&~~o~J~JAutA~
regarding the attack which occurred on

~ ~ ~l h:i1\ jSyJl .~
the World Trade Center in New York.

__ J <.,?j. ~ This information raises several
u4+& ..~ utA..,buJ1 o~ 4.,j\ ~ • questions regarding the entities that. ..»u jJ:!J;!J
~ dj~ ~l u~1 J..? o~jc cooperated in this operation or who
ut..bL 01 .4.:lljJ Wjts JI c&:J1 were behind it. The said Iraqi

LU6.:ill j\~\ .)c :i I oj:" Jl ~Iy:. authorities are prepared to cooperate

.)cuP~~':ll\~~\~
with the American people to identitY

~\ '.fi:j . lob" ~'ti:J1
the facts. On the condition that the

. u u ~.(.jJ American entity undertaking such
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A..J ••~ ,~lr~ ~ ~~ ~I:L& \II matter is an impartial [honest] one, and. ~Y. Jil _ ~ ~JA

~I~~m ~ 'I~ it is preferred that this is done with the
(,)'I • M U ~.J

knowledge of the American Congress
.AjI~1 JI ~JA\l1

or under its supervision.

Tariq ~~ Comment.
Aziz
Saddam ~ 4:1 . ( . I ,.) wj \.jl . Yes, I wanted to [unintelligible] to~ ~Y-OU ~.J L>""l .J ~

make it an issue.

Tariq Jfi ,-?¥J C.J~ It is going to start to make up stories.
Aziz
Saddam ~ JIY"\l1 JS.} ~J Jfi"\11 Yes, make up stories and as for us in all

tA~ lillI Oy~;/I "...i~~1 J3\11 cases the purpose of harming us after
the [inaudible] is over.

[inaudible]

~I

Tariq tA~~I\.j . We pulled the trigger.. . fi'9
Aziz
Saddam ~te tAllih tA \.j..r.--9 Yes, will be pulled and let it be.. .. J .

[inaudible]
[inaudible] but not allow them to make
up stories about people and [inaudible]

~IyJI J' . ~ \.jjL Iraqis - preferred but not on the basis
~~ J yt-l (,)'I ..JA

of ....preferred.......preferred.
[inaudible]

~ LJI~ ~-I.ll.l~ (,)'I .JA ~ J .~

~

Tariq .J\lJ~1 Jy The price ofthe dollar is down.
Aziz
Tariq j\~1~ ~IyJI w\..hLJI lli..\ We, the Iraqi government, are willing
Aziz ~ wy.:i11~)I w4-;J1 . k1i to cooperate with the official entities to

~ . c-a UJ
uncover the facts on the condition that:L& \II ~I .~ . l..b ,. ~·t:h31

~ ~JA . U U ~ l,}l
the American party that undertakes the

~ ~~m~ ~~..;ill~ .J. Jil_ investigation is an official one.

Saddam ~~~'I~ Preferring to undertake.Jil U ~

Tariq .J cJjt:h31~ wy.:i11 In order to find the facts and...
Aziz
Saddam ~ lAS cJjt:h31 The facts as they are.

Tariq ~l uP u l - lAS cJjt:h31 ul ~l.iJ And we hope that the facts as they -
Aziz ~ ~ ~m~ ~~ ..;il1:L& \II that the American entity that undertakes

~ .J~ Jil _ ~ ~JA
this is an official entity and it is

~I~~m ~ 'l~(,)'I • M U ~.J preferred that it is done with the
ljl .;h~~ .Ajl~l Jl ~JA\l1 knowledge of the American Congress
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-- I~J u~ ~ ~'i91~'J 0"U C;Y?" or under its supervision. If people [a
.1.tii~ . ( . I ~~) fact finding mission] come and we see

~ ~J (,)'lA ~
that they are trying to play games and

~ ..•..~.J
such [unintelligible comments] then we
can put certain points of return .... Yes.

Saddam :.b..l.i Jl:J - 4..u9~ .• ~ We don't want to bind ourselves to a~ .~

.~J technical point - we want to keep
giving and taking [negotiating]

[unintelligible] [unintelligible].

Tariq ~ Now.
Aziz
Saddam '~w By phone.U .

~IJJ:w [unintelligible conversation]

Tariq wl~ I..\Y-:l~ 0"~ <J.c.hJl;! A..cLJI Sir, they will announce it on the 11
Aziz ~':ll o'clock news..J.

MV: -~ Nine.

group . ~~ ~I [intelligible conversation - everyone~ '-' f'
was speaking simultaneously]

Saddam Y~Uk. ~.ili:. tA>\ u~t....:Li ~ So what time will it be there?

Tariq ~.hJl;! Ijl~ - ;:.1.liJ1 YJ~ Around lunch time- they will get it, if it
Aziz F comes out at eleven [inaudible] on TV

[inaudible].
[inaudible]

. jilllwUJ:! .

[inaudible]

MV: t..S.l.1oI.Il Sir [inaudible].
~ ~

[inaudible]

Saddam ~ Yes.

MV: ty.a.JA~t~'il~~ C;~ Sir, in the same meeting regarding the
. I' . wl! ~l.fi':ll J\.A ww~':ll 't.J.j topic of the election results, the KurdishU(..PU . ~

elections you said we - that theul..,;k':ll 0" u..,;k C;l YJ JA 4..a~1

~I
government does not favor a particular
party.

Saddam C.J ~~ ':l No we will not [inaudible].

[inaudible]

Tariq ~ J ~. li.u 1..,L:Li1· r-A - • r-A Well, when they call us, we will tell.J9-l ~. UA ~
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Aziz -<.L ~~. ~. J:'. ~ •• I 1\..,U them lets arrange how they will come
~.Ju~ U-"'""'" <..}...uJ y

.6l.o..,h..J1 and we give them information.

U~.J [whispering apparently into Saddam's
ear]

00:23:28

Saddam

MV:

Group

Tariq
Aziz

Saddam

We stated that we will only receive
information from Comrade Qasem, so
let the ambassador inform Comrade
Qasem of the developments and tell us
what Comrade Qasem's opinion is.
Abu Ziyad [Tariq Aziz] will you call
directly from the station?

Do you want this now?

[unintelligible conversation]

Better not, so that we don't cause too
much of a sensation Sir.

The Kurds want to hold elections
amongst themselves. Last year, the
Americans told them they had to be
fifty-fifty. This year, they are
preoccupied, this year the Americans
are occupied and don't know if they
should let them go fifty fifty or let them
disagree. The most important thing to
us in this is that they don't allow a
permanent enemy to be dangerous to
them during the elections. Let Baghdad
give them some breathing space so that
they can resolve it between them. It
occurred to me to tell them that we, we
see that it is not necessary for the gun
to be the judge in complicated issues
taking place north of the country. And
that we have behaved, in spite ofall the
hurt of all the developments and
difficult circumstances that we wet
through in the last three years, on this
basis. And we see that this principle
applies to the warring factions in the
self-governed area regardless of their
leanings and titles, who are warring
with each other and we encourage them
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• ~ tAo ~ ~illI to avoid escalating the disagreements to.'-9J9J ':? .~.

a point where they will need the gun to
judge between them. That is it. Stop.

Taha \.luI . ~I .' Regardless of our opinion of them..~ ~~.J()C ~

Saddam '~I \.luI' ~I ., .wI Yes, regardless ofour opinion of them~~J~ ~~.J()C ~ ~

~J~I ,:?j);1 ~LojJl ~ 4J"1 and their issues because bloodshed will

.JI.JJ"1I hurt the people and confuse the issues.

Taha [unintelligible] [unintelligible] the Minister ofInterior

4.ili..\jJI .
[unintelligible] from the Ministry of

~ .);.JJ Interior Affairs

[unintelligible]

~l:•.ljJl '0.]1 jJ l.lA

Saddam . . ... ~ )lS~ "1 No, a statement like this, needs to come(JA .~ (JA ~ r- ~

4J~J~ l.lA .r-j"1~ from a person, from someone... from

.~~
someone who can say it on the occasion
of ....

Taha [unintelligible] [unintelligible] internal security

.~,:~l~.ljJl ~"1I

MV: wl~"1~ ul.Jic I~ li:i1Lo 4:~1~.ljJl Our interior [internal] we recognize

J~,:?~~Lo their goals Sir in.....

MV: - ':?~ ~h ~IJ .Ji;. t?Y'J ~W "1 No [a slightly heated intelligible

~~) conversation] ifyou please Sir.

Saddam "1 No.

Tariq JI~U1I~IJI Or the Vice President or [unintelligible]
Aziz one of the leaders of those with a

[unintelligible] political office.

~fiyJ~~ U:!:lJ~Il.lA .l:l.IJ~

~~I

MV: ~ l.Jj)1 J¥.J Jl Or the Prime Minister.

Saddam C-Bj 4J"1 4~, 1~4 yo~~ l~l Think about it, we are not in a hurry,
'~I' .. ~L1 because tomorrow is fine and see what.W J9.Y-"J ~ .

you think.

Tariq .llul • 4.b.' wwW"11 JLo c.sIIi. Sir the elections are postponed.':?~ ~ .YO. -
Aziz
MV: I)t! They said the [unintelligible] the

twelfth ofthe month- that was the latest
[unintelligible]
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~I ~'1\ .\ . -~I ~ '~I news I read._ ..J. y:.~ ~

- wly;ill4~.}

MV: ~yo~ Then, not now.

MV: 4.;\~ yo~r.?~ \~ w~~ La~ They were not decided upon Sir- the

ulcl-ulcl~~ _w).•~~1 thing started when Mas'oud announced

~ wl.J:J;'1II.....Ul..ll· . 4J1 J\! - he announced that "we due to the
-' .. ~ confusion in Kurdistan and our inability

~ Uo\5J1 \J:i~ ~ .~~.fi... .J .. f' .JU to have complete control and as a result
~ 4-9 ~. ~l Wf..JI 4..:...w.I1 ~. ~ ... of the dark- as a result ofthe dark
~) ,,=,,;9)9 ,,=,,;9~91\:Ub yo u~~j resolution we see in Kurdistan's future-

... I J)b.-.b .. J)b.).b ... which is the "Fifty Fifty" issue and that~ye . ~ . YJ
~1..JY":!~\ y~1~4 rA 0:l~J we must either step down or lalal step

1.J.llt......=a ~~'11 ~y.J.J ~~~fll
down". Then lalal objected and then

.. ) I)li w..»:JI~ ..~~ the Democratic Kurdish Party joined by
~ .J ... ~..J the Muslim fanatics set their weapons

J)b. ~I ~. .) wLt.=...:i.i\~ . .Jf' ~ . on the roofs of the houses and stated
wLt.=...:i.i'11 ~ \~.h. La~ that either the elections take place or" yo .J .

they will start clashing - so lalal agreed
but they have not yet set an election
date.

Tariq wb.1 I .fij ~ oy;illL ~l Today in the news they very quickly..J ~~ . . f' ..
Aziz .~\~\J)G. mentioned that they were postponed to

[inaudible]
the twelfth of the month. [inaudible]

Saddam J,&..u~~~ oft . A..J\ Yes, the idea is that we state it and then.. .J ~ ..
~ ..~ l..o ~\wLa~\ take our time in recording the.. Y .J..J <..>":1

.fijJ tu~.. ~ .. information and the timeline and even
~- .J.. b..JA .. ~.J

reformat and mention it again - just as
.tAL....i\ La~ o.fi.9S

an idea so that I don't forget it.

MV: . )1 .lJc 4.t1..c . _~~~ .. Sir, ifyou please, concerning Abed al~. ~ .. ~
Lil .. ..... .fi.uJl~ Rahman family we issued directives to
.~~.J~b~ • .J
~\..J J"~ J.J1\ - r.?~ ~ji La the secretary to bring them in and hold

.J j~.J
them. Sir, I don't support that Sir, he
doesn't want to and he is an old man

[inaudible] and [inaudible] ifwe let them go at

u~.u9I~ljl
least we can see [inaudible] when we
keep them here [inaudible].

[inaudible]

Li~~' .• .. <.JA~

[inaudible]

Saddam ~\~~ Well she is a female [inaudible] there in
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[inaudible] the US and she saw [inaudible] who

U9~ ~ tsJ \~ ~IJA
comes and who goes and the brother

_ .J ~..JA _ also knows what is up and what is not.

[inaudible] We must, he is a brother at home,
impossible for something like this to

~ r..j.J~ rA t~l.J ~ ()4.J C.J..J;! ()4 pass by him, there was talk on the
J~tA~~~tll~f'j~ .fi... phone [inaudible] "ability and this was

.pL ~I.uk. ~ bombed and this we wanted to do" andU ._ .J~ J4-l
on the phones, the brother could have

[inaudible] just put the phone down and didn't say

~~ u~.J 1~.J U~ \~.J .J~l
anything. He must have something

f'j~ .~ tA.J o~ t\.J uUP~.J
useful- call him in for interrogation.

~4...J.c~ - .lJ.iJ :- b~........ ...... ~~

MV: liih - ~~~ \~ - r..j~ liih~ Sir, we questioned him Sir, pardon me

~lp~ f'~1 USJ.J t~1 ~ U:!J..JA Sir, we used to question him twice a

r..jj\..;h~1 ~1..»~1 ~lp~ j.;..::J1 week, but today for purposes of
detaining him- for purposes of
precautionary detention.

Saddam UJA~ w\,,;,I ultA Well, I worry that they will flee.

Qusay? ~~l o\+i.i~1 ~.J~~ r..j.J~ltA What level of alert have we placed on

4-;k them.

Tariq ~ ... ··:'I~:'l Well, let them both stay in detention at~.~U:U~~ ~.uI.J

Aziz ~~~~ least we can control them.

group ~\.J J:..a [unintelligible conversation]

Saddam \~ ()4 utA~~ I~I J9~1~ At least ifyou get information from this

-t~l brother [inaudible] and you don't tell
him that his brother has already

[inaudible] confessed just tell him that we have

Uiic ~.sJ9wyc.\ ~y..I.uJ~ tA such information that says this and this

~~ u)l! ~~ u)l! utA~~
and this. Then he will start to tell you,
[inaudible] more information than a

~~ r..j~ -~~ u)l! basis.

[inaudible]

J.......t.....l.w..a JiSI utA~

group ~\.J J:..a [Unintelligible]

MV: -f'~ Good bye.

u\~1 [Voices in background]

00:30:30 [Silence]
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'-- '_00_'·':_3_4_:1_9_1 [Endofrecording]
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JTF-GTMO MATRIX OF THREAT INDICATORS 

FOR ENEMY COMBATANTS 

 

 

 

 

(S//NF)  Below are indicators used in JTF-GTMO detainee assessments to determine a 

detainee‟s capabilities and intentions to pose a terrorist threat if the detainee were given 

the opportunity.  The indicators are not all-inclusive and are written primarily with the 

JTF-GTMO detainee in mind, though they can be tailored to other theaters.  These 

indicators are used in assessments in concert with each other, and need to be read in the 

context in which they are placed within an assessment.  While some individual indicators 

may be sufficient alone to provide an accurate assessment of the detainee‟s threat, others 

may require additional indicators or multiple occurrences of the same indicator for 

reliability and confidence.  In all, the indicators are designed to point to the threat a 

detainee would pose if he were to be released from custody, and the intelligence that a 

detainee potentially possesses, not as evidence to prove a detainee’s guilt or innocence.  

 

(U)  How to use these indicators 

 

(S//NF)  JTF-GTMO primarily uses three types of indicators to assess a detainee:  1) the 

detainee himself provides acknowledgement of a fact; 2) another detainee, document, 

government, etc. provides an identification of the detainee; and 3) analysis of the 

detainee‟s timeline, activities, and associates in context with other known events and 

individuals.  A fourth method may be available for a few select detainees in their SCI 

addendum, where special intelligence provides more specific information about a 

detainee.   

 

 Examples of these three types of indicators are:   

o 1) The detainee admitted being in Tora Bora;  

o 2) ISN 252 identified detainee from Tora Bora;  

o 3) Detainee claimed he met a group traveling to Pakistan and joined them 

and was eventually captured with them.  Analysis will show that the 

detainee‟s statements describe the events of the escape from Afghanistan 

and subsequent capture of the large al-Qaida force that was led out of Tora 

Bora by Ibn al-Shaykh al-Libi, which indicates the detainee was in Tora 

Bora with this group.   

 

(S//NF)  Many indicators can provide support to several categories, though they may not 

be listed separately under each category.  For instance, capture details can provide 

indicators for membership and affiliation.  They can also provide indications of 

participation in and support to hostilities, and indications of past or intended acts of 

aggression in support of or as a member of an organization.  Sub-bullets in JTF-GTMO 

assessments are provided as indicators and supporting intelligence for an overall 
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assessment articulated in the primary bullet under which they fall, and should not be 

considered in isolation from the assessment they support.   

 

(S//NF)  For instance, the assessment that a detainee is a member of al-Qaida may be 

supported by three bullets stating his name was found on al-Qaida documents, another 

detainee identified him as a fighter on the front lines, and he acknowledged receiving two 

weeks of training at al-Faruq.  Taken in isolation, receiving training at al-Faruq does not 

necessarily prove the detainee was a member of al-Qaida.  When considered with the 

other two bullets, however, it is a valid supporting statement that the detainee was a 

member of al-Qaida, and together they create a strong level of confidence in the 

assessment.  At the very least, receiving training at an al-Qaida camp indicates affiliation 

with and support for that organization.   

 

(S//NF)  HUMINT information – the primary source of intelligence for the assessments – 

is most often single-source.  Single-source reporting about one indicator, when combined 

with other indicators, can provide sufficient details for analysis and assessment.  

However, these assessments are tempered by analysis of HUMINT sources‟ potential 

efforts to mislead US intelligence collectors.  A HUMINT source may provided 

misleading information for a number of reasons, such as out of a desire to discredit a 

detainee, to protect a detainee, or to protect the source himself against incrimination 

through association – some sources may only be able to provide incriminating 

information about a detainee by indicating they themselves were in an incriminating 

situation.     

 

 

(U)  Capture 

 

(S//NF)  Details of the detainee‟s capture can provide indicators of membership and 

participation in or support to hostilities against US and Coalition forces. 

 

 Transferred to US custody following hostilities on suspicion of extremist 

membership or on suspicion of participation in or support to hostilities 

 Captured by US or Coalition forces during or immediately following hostilities
1
  

 Captured with a weapon or reported in possession of a weapon shortly before 

capture 

 Sustained wounds before or during capture 

 Capture while attempting to cross the border or at a checkpoint 

 Captured attempting to enter Afghanistan following 11 September 2001 

 Surrendered to Pakistani authorities
2
  

 Captured by local villagers or in a hospital, such as several wounded al-Qaida 

fighters transferred to JTF-GTMO, and turned over to authorities 

                                                 
1
 “US or Coalition forces” indicate any forces either controlled by the US or cooperating with the US in 

Afghanistan 
2
 At times detainees have claimed to have “surrendered” as a show of their peaceful intentions and 

cooperation, when in fact they were captured through force or the threat of force. 
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 Travel documents: 

o Captured without documentation citing the loss, theft, or inability to retrieve 

documents
8
  

o Captured with false, forged, unauthorized or illegally obtained, or altered 

documents 

o Captured while awaiting receipt of travel documentation 

 At time of capture, detainee was in possession of a suspicious item such as: 

o Casio watch (F-91W)
9
 

o High-tech electronics
10

  

o Military radio/transceiver (indicates a position of leadership) 

o Satellite phone 

o Large sums of money 

o $100 US bill(s)
11

 

o Information on al-Qaida facilitators (hand-written pocket litter (personal 

effects)) 

o Information about other detainees (indicates an association with the detainees) 

 

(U)  Foreign Fighter, Commission of a Belligerent Act, Participation in Hostilities 

 

(S//NF)  The main focus of these indicators is on combat activities, though support for 

such activities constitutes participation in hostilities, including either a completed act or a 

demonstrated intention.  JTF-GTMO defines the term fighter as a combatant who 

participated in hostilities, attended training in preparations for hostilities, or who traveled 

to the region with the intent of participating in hostilities.  JTF-GTMO defines hostile act 

as participation in armed conflict, or an individual‟s voluntary presence at a location at 

which combat operations occurred, such as the front lines of battle or the Tora Bora 

Mountains.   

 

 Detainee admitted participating in hostilities 

 Detainee attacked US or Coalition forces 

                                                 
8
 Some fighters were directed to discard their passports during the egress. Others were informed to give 

their passport to an individual who would attempt to smuggle the passports across the boarder to give to the 

fighters at a later date.  This was conducted in order to protect the individual‟s identity if captured. 
9
 (U//FOUO)  The possession of a Casio F-91W model watch and the silver-color version of this model, the 

A159W, is an indicator of al-Qaida training in the manufacture of improvised explosive devices (IEDs).  A 

JTF-GTMO identified the Casio watch as “the sign of al-Qaida, [which] uses the watch to make bombs.”  

The Casio was known to be given to the students at al-Qaida bomb-making training courses in Afghanistan, 

at which the students received instruction in the preparation of timing devices using the watch.  

Approximately one-third of the JTF-GTMO detainees that were captured with these models of watches 

have known connections to explosives, either having attended explosives training, having association with 

a facility where IEDs were made or where explosives training was given, or having association with a 

person identified as an explosives expert. 
10

 In cases where a detainee‟s background and training are not directly related to electronics, such items can 

be an indicator of association with IED detonators. 
11

 A detainee without a job and in Afghanistan for any significant length of time is unlikely to have a $100 

US bill.  It is known that al-Qaida leadership passed out $100 US bills to assist the fighters when they fled 

Afghanistan. 
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 Identified by other detainees or government agencies as having participated in 

hostilities 

 Identified as a fighter (mujahid, “brother”)  

 Identified as carrying a weapon during hostilities
12

 

 Identified as serving in a leadership role during hostilities, including carrying 

communication equipment during hostilities 

 Identified as providing logistical support, weapons, facilitation, or finances to 

personnel or forces engaged in hostilities 

 Identified being at the front lines or other known battlegrounds, such as Tora Bora  

 Identified as voluntarily being in a location of hostilities (such as to visit a 

relative) 

 Surrender or captured on the front lines or following hostilities 

 Travel for or shows commitment to violent jihad
13

 

 Travel to Afghanistan or Pakistan after 11 September 2001  

 Detainee is a non-Afghan and was in Afghanistan (or attempted to enter 

Afghanistan) after June 2001
14

  

 Received or sought weapons training in Afghanistan or Pakistan, often at an al-

Qaida affiliated camp or on the battle front 

 Use of a common cover story, or unsubstantiated timeline and activities in 

Afghanistan or the surrounding countries (cover stories are discussed in more 

detail under al-Qaida) 

 Identified as a fighter in another jihad such as Bosnia and Herzegovina or 

Chechnya 

 

(U)  General Membership Indicators 

 

(S//NF)  The following lists general indicators that can be applied to identify a detainee‟s 

affiliation or membership in an organization.  Membership and willful affiliation are also 

direct indicators of support by the detainee to the organization.  JTF-GTMO defines 

member of or membership in as an individual within a social group, participating in the 

group, or acting on behalf of the group to reach a common goal for the benefits and 

interests of the participants; sharing certain characteristics, expectations, obligations with 

other group members; receiving support from the group; or operating under a shared 

                                                 
12

 Al-Qaida and other extremist organizations use the term “brother” to identify a member or associate of 

their organization.  It is synonymous with the term mujahid when discussing hostilities.  Mujahid (plural 

mujahideen) is the Arabic term for religious fighter, often seen in reporting as jihadist. 
13

 (U//FOUO)  Detained “shoe bomber” Richard Reid stated, “Muslims who say that jihad has nothing to 

do with violence or the defense of Islam, were not true Muslims.  Linguistically, jihad translated into 

English as „struggle.‟  However, the sharia [Islamic Law] definition of jihad, which allows for violent 

combat, was not the same as the linguistic translation.”  He also noted, “The current jihad being waged by 

al-Qaida and other mujahideen was a defensive jihad…. Any Muslim who does not acknowledge that the 

world was currently in a state of defensive jihad, in which participation was mandatory, was either ignorant 

or a hypocrite.” 
14

 Although similar to the post 11 September travel, this is an independent indicator that, while not 

determinative, can be linked to other indicators to provide a more accurate assessment.  Attempted travel 

into Afghanistan, even if unsuccessful, is an indicator of support to those forces that were participating in 

hostilities. 
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(U)  Member of, or affiliation with, al-Qaida and the al-Qaida Network 

 

(S//NF)  The following provides the primary indicators for assessing a detainee‟s 

membership or affiliation with al-Qaida. 

 

 Identification 

o Detainee was identified as or admitted membership in al-Qaida 

o Detainee‟s name or alias was found on al-Qaida membership lists, computer 

hard drive, other electronic media, or documents found with known al-Qaida 

or support elements; or on media or documents which identify al-Qaida 

personnel or support elements 

o Name found on receipts or associated with al-Qaida equipment or facilities 

owned, rented, or used by al-Qaida. 

o Name found in US Government or international intelligence or law 

enforcement databases as a member of al-Qaida 

o Acknowledged or identified as serving under al-Qaida leadership 

o Associated with or recognized by al-Qaida network leaders, network 

operatives, or key members including, but not limited to: 

 

Usama bin Laden (UBL) Ayman al-Zawahiri  

Khalid Shaykh Muhammad (KSM), (ISN 

US9KU-010024DP) 

Nashwan Abd al-Razzaq Abd al-Baqi, aka 

(Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi), (ISN US9IZ-

010026DP) 

Abu Hafs “the Mauritanian” / Muhammad 

Atif (religious advisor) 

Abd al-Qadus (Tora Bora commander and 

training camp commander) 

Abu al-Layth al-Libi Abu Doha 

Abu Muhammad al-Masri Abu Musab al-Suri 

Abu Musab al-Zarqawi or The Zarqawi 

Network 

Abu Qatada 

Abu Yasir al-Jazaieri (facilitator) Zayn al-Abidin Muhammad Husayn, aka 

(Abu Zubaydah), (facilitator) (ISN US9GZ-

010016DP) 

Ahmad Ressam Baraqat Yarkas 

Riduan Bin Isomuddin, aka (Hambali), (ISN 

US9ID-010012DP) 

Hamza al-Ghamdi 

Ali Muhammad Abdul Aziz al-Fakhri, aka 

(Ibn al-Shaykh al-Libi), (ISN US9LY-

000212DP)
19

 

Jaffar al-Jazaieri 

Luqman Marwan (recruiter)
20

 

Sharqawi Abdu Ali al-Hajj, aka (Riyahd the Sayf al-Adl (commander) 

                                                                                                                                                 
cooperation can lead to the arrest of these individuals, and his refusal is therefore assessed as support to 

those organizations. 
19

 Believed to be in Libyan custody. 
20

 Marwan Muqbil, aka (Marwan Ahmad Muqbil Salih), aka (Marwan Qassim Jawan), aka (Abu Ali al-

Yafii) 
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Facilitator), (ISN PK9YM-001457DP) 

Sami Essid (Cell leader and facilitator) Sulayman Abu Ghayth (spokesman) 

Swift Sword, aka (Yusuf al-Iyari) 

(facilitator) 

UBL bodyguards 

Yazid Sufaat (anthrax researcher) Radical religious figures (such as Shaykh 

Jabril, Shaykh Muqbil Wadi, Abu Hamza 

al-Masri) 

Other facilitators, financiers, recruiters, and 

other force multipliers as identified in 

assessments and intelligence reporting 

 

 

o Recognized or identified by other known or assessed al-Qaida members 

 Detainee has familial ties to al-Qaida members 

 Volunteered to perform special tasks for al-Qaida (e.g., martyrdom operations, 

special training, etc.) 

 Swore bayat to UBL
21

 

 Detainee‟s travel arrangements, funds, weapons or other support provided by al-

Qaida 

o Al-Qaida funded travel to Iran, Pakistan, or Afghanistan 

o Another individual paid for travel tickets or provided travel expenses 

o Another individual provided travel documents (visa, passport, etc.) 

o Another individual assisted in obtaining travel documents expressly for the 

purpose of traveling to Iran, Afghanistan, or Pakistan (not including travel 

agency assistance) 

o Passport or personal effects left at a safe house 

o Travel, particularly to South Asia, on a student visa without requisite previous 

education, without actual university enrollment, or without actually attending 

an educational institution following travel 

o Travel on a medical visa without a medical need, or without actually receiving 

medical treatment (see cover stories) 

o Stayed at an al-Qaida safe house or guesthouse 

o Al-Qaida provided food, clothing, weapons 

 Traveled to Pakistan or Afghanistan using a common al-Qaida global terrorism 

network transit routes 

o From country of residence through Syria or Turkey to Iran then Afghanistan 

or Pakistan (this route was primarily followed by persons from North Africa, 

East Africa, Europe, Lavant, North West Saudi Arabia, and Yemeni‟s from 

Hudaydah.  Many North African‟s first made their way through London. 

 Layovers of several days to several weeks in Damascus, SY, Tehran, IR, 

Meshhad, IR, Zobul, IR, Tayyebat, IR, or Zahedan, IR 

o Flight from country of residence through UAE to Pakistan (this route was 

primarily followed by Gulf Arabs (including Saudi Arabia and Yemen) 

 Flights into Karachi, PK, with overland transit to Quetta, PK, then 

Kandahar, or Kabul (via Kandahar, Khowst, or Peshawar) 

                                                 
21

 Includes those who are assessed to have sworn bayat. 
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o Foreigner speaking a language other than those used in Afghanistan claiming 

to have fought for the Taliban 

 Use of common al-Qaida cover stories
25

 

o Humanitarian 

 Assisting the poor 

 Charity work  

 Missionary work 

o Religious 

 Attending training for jihad in Chechnya or Bosnia 

 Religious obligation  

 Teaching or studying the Koran or Islam; Dawa
26

 

 To live in, or experience, a true Islamic nation 

o Social/economic 

 Honey or merchandise purchase, sales, or trade 

 Met a traveler and simply went with him 

 To find a job 

 To find a wife 

 To visit a relative 

 Vacationing 

o Detainee‟s denials about ever having traveled to Afghanistan, coupled with 

reporting or analysis to the contrary 

o Detainee has poorly detailed or unconvincing travels, activities, and 

associates.  Cover story is not logical, contains gaps, or detainee cannot 

provide the names of places visited or personnel with whom he associated 

who could verify the detainee‟s claims 

o Conducted no significant activities during a lengthy stay in Afghanistan (such 

as claims that he stayed in a house and just studied the Koran) 

o Fled country of residence for fear of incarceration or prosecution 

o Fled with Arabs without realizing they were armed combatants; just “followed 

the crowd” 

o Innocent bystander sold to US forces;
27

 as an attempt to “prove” their 

innocence (to further hide their actual involvement with extremism), some al-

Qaida detainees claimed they were unjustly captured and sold for a bounty, or 

were unable to pay a solicited bribe  

                                                 
25

 ISN 254 stated that he is incapable of telling anything but the truth because he is a Muslim and true 

Muslims do not lie.  When an interrogator explained to ISN 254 that another detainee had initially claimed 

to have gone to teach the Koran, and then he changed his story, indicating that he went to a training camp 

instead, ISN 254 explained that the other detainee didn‟t lie, he just told the other side of the story.  
26

 Cover stories listing dawa or to teach the Koran are particularly suspect when the individual does not 

posses the requisite education and religious knowledge to perform this duty.  Additionally, studying the 

Koran is easier and more supportive in the detainee‟s local Islamic community, making travel for this 

purpose unlikely unless the individual can prove he actually enrolled in a course of study in Pakistan.  

Studying the Koran or Islam is a common cover story, especially since such religious training was actually 

instructed at al-Qaida training camps and guest houses. 
27

 JTF-GTMO has no official confirmation that any of the JTF-GTMO detainees were sold to US forces for 

a bounty. 
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o Forced conscription; this is an attempt to show they were unwilling 

participants, a cover story to remove incrimination 

o Medical attention in Pakistan
28

 

o Cover story has changed 

o Assumption and use of an alias
29

 

o Other cover stories as identified in assessments and intelligence reporting 

 Attended events sponsored by al-Qaida or attended by al-Qaida members, such as 

the UBL‟s son‟s wedding 

 Employment of known counter interrogation and resistance techniques taught to 

al-Qaida cadre (i.e., in the “Manchester Document”) 

o Repeating a cover story by rote is considered an indicator of resistance 

techniques, i.e., techniques consciously used to resist divulging information to 

US officials.  These techniques were taught in al-Qaida camps and detainees 

receive additional guidance in resistance during detention. 

o “It‟s in my file.”  Detainee‟s use this resistance technique to keep from 

answering questions.  This prevents the interrogator from verifying control 

questions necessary in determining the detainee‟s veracity.  This also prevents 

the detainee from being caught in a lie, especially when he is unsure of what 

information he has given in the past.  Detainees will use this technique even 

for questions they have not been asked in the past. 

o Refusal to cooperate.  Some detainees will discuss mundane issues with 

interrogators in order to appear cooperative but do not answer intelligence 

questions.  Other detainees may attempt to control the interrogation session by 

voicing and maintaining focus on perceived offenses to the detainees or 

through false or exaggerated claims of abuse or problems with the guard 

force.  Such tactics prevent the interrogator from asking intelligence 

questions.  Others will feign medical issues or will refuse to even 

acknowledge the interrogators presence.
 
 

o As an attempt to show cooperation without divulging information, detainees 

will interpret the questions with limited definitions.  A detainee has pointed 

out that being asked if you know an individual is not the same as meeting or 

seeing the individual, knowing an individual implies familiarity while meeting 

an individual implies limited contact.  Likewise, working for an individual 

was not the same as helping or being employed by the individual, with a 

distinction between the receipt or non-receipt a salary and whether or not the 

salary was on an ad hoc or regular schedule.  The questions actually posed to 

the detainees impact their interpretations of the question and subsequently 

their answers. 

                                                 
28

 Senior al-Qaida facilitator Abu Zubaydah stated he provided forged documents for Arab “brothers” 

certifying that their travel to Pakistan was for official business or medical treatment.  He also stated that al-

Qaida sought to use individuals with bona fide medical conditions as couriers, because they could obtain a 

valid medical visa.  Senior al-Qaida facilitator Abu Bakr Muhammad Bulghiti, (aka Abu Yasir al-Jazaieri), 

said mujahideen who traveled for a prolonged periods of time to Pakistan or Afghanistan needed an 

explanation for their travel when returning to their home country.  Therefore, it was common to obtain an 

authentic document showing medical treatment by bribing a doctor at a hospital in Pakistan.  
29

 Extremist organizations direct their personnel to assume an alias for security purposes.  Detainees have 

also falsely denied having an alias.   
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 Provided other material support to al-Qaida, e.g., recruiter, facilitator, 

propagandist, forger, financier, etc.  

o Associated with evidence of facilitation (movement/transit; paid for travel, 

arms, or supplies) or received such facilitation (beyond basic travel facilitation 

to Afghanistan) 

o Member of NGO other organization listed as providing support to terrorism 

 Presence or attendance at al-Qaida and affiliated training camps in Afghanistan or 

Pakistan including, but not limited to:
30

 

o Al-Faruq (several al-Faruq Camps were in existence since the late 1980s) 

o Camp Malik 

o Derunta Camp 

o Khaldan Camp 

o Tarnak Farm  

o Torkham/Libyan Camp 

o Mes Aynak Camp 

o Training on the front lines 

o Received specialized al-Qaida training (e.g., bomb making, surveillance, etc.; 

implies having previously received basic training, which was a prerequisite 

for advanced training) 

o Received training with or under other al-Qaida personnel  

o Received training at a guesthouse or an unspecified or unknown training camp 

o Other training facilities as identified in assessments or intelligence reporting 

 Non-Afghan carrying a weapon in Afghanistan 

 Detainee has extensive international travels, especially if poorly detailed, 

unconvincing, or implausible
31

  

 Other indicators as noted in assessments and intelligence reporting 

 

(U)  Member of, or affiliation with, the Taliban or Anti-Coalition Militia (ACM) 

 

(S//NF)  The following provides the primary indicators for assessing a detainee‟s 

membership or affiliation with the Taliban or ACM elements other than al-Qaida. 

 

 Detainee admitted be Taliban 

 Identified as a leader or member in the Taliban
32

 

 Acknowledged or identified as serving under Taliban leadership 

 Name found on Taliban documentation, such as membership lists 

 Detainee has familial ties to Taliban officials 

                                                 
30

 Some detainees have acknowledged their presence at a training camp, but deny receiving training in an 

attempt to show they were not affiliated with al-Qaida, even when confronted with reporting to the 

contrary.  It is unlikely a detainee would visit a training camp, but then refuse to receive training for fear of 

being branded a spy.  Follow-on training (advanced training) is an additional indicator of recruitment for al-

Qaida membership.  Basic training at an al-Qaida camp is an indicator for membership in al-Qaida, but 

should not be used as the sole determinant factor for such an assessment.  
31

 International travels can be an indicator of facilitator, courier, recruiting and operations activities such as 

surveillance of targets. 
32

 The identification of detainee as a governor, for instance, should be considered with the fact that 

governors commanded troops. 
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 Associations with Taliban or ACM leaders  

o Mullah Muhammad Omar 

o Al-Tayib Agha 

o Jalaluddin Haqqani 

o Khirullah Said Wali Khairkhwa (ISN US9AF-000579DP) 

o Mullah Berader  

o Mullah Dadullah Lang 

o Mullah Fazil  

o Mullah Muhammad Fazl (ISN US(AF-000007DP) 

o Wakil Ahmad Muttawakil (ISN US9AF-000548DP) 

o Various Taliban Ministries 

o Other leadership and key members as identified in assessments and 

intelligence reporting, including those assessed to have been conduits between 

Usama Bin Laden and the Taliban 

 Associations with non-Taliban ACM organizations 

 Association with Pakistan ISID, especially in the late 1990s up to 2003 

 Attendance at Taliban training camps or received training from a Taliban 

member, especially after 11 September 2001 

 Occupied Taliban support facilities 

 Captured with other Taliban 

 Possessed weapons, explosives, mines, etc.
33

 

 Use of common Taliban cover stories 

o A simple farmer  

o Arrest was the result of a personal feud with an individual with good ties to 

the current Afghan government, US, or Coalition forces 

o A conscript
34

 

o Claimed to assist Taliban at the risk of personal harm 

o Simply served as a cook or supply clerk 

o Assumption and use of an alias 

 Affiliation with Afghanistan narcotics trafficking
35

 

 Provided financial support to Taliban forces 

 Provided intelligence or conducted surveillance in support of hostile forces 

 Provided logistical support, transportation, food services, etc 

  

(U)  Other Indicators Requiring Consideration  

 

                                                 
33

 Possession of an AK-47 is common in the region for Afghans.  Therefore, it is important to identify types 

and quantities of weapons. 
34

 Though some detainee claims of conscription are true, the fact of conscription does not negate the fact of 

membership in the Taliban.  ISN 092 is an example of a detainee who successfully applied the conscription 

cover story as a means to secure his release from US custody.  He could not have done so without the 

support of other detainees willing to withhold information about him. 
35

 Connections to narcotics can be a fundraising platform for the Taliban and ACM elements, but cannot 

serve as the sole indicator for membership in the Taliban.   
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(S//NF)  The following are indicators that may not sufficiently demonstrate a detainee‟s 

threat when taken separately.  These indicators should be considered in light of the other 

indicators and reporting from and about the detainee, his associates and his activities. 

 

 Detainee prescribes to militant Islam and is a committed jihadist likely to rejoin 

the fight if released 

o Uncooperative with interrogators 

o Traveled to Afghanistan for jihad or religious obligation 

o Long-term associations with extremist groups 

o Participation in multiple jihads 

o Received advanced training 

o Threats against guard staff, US officials, the American public, other religions, 

and Israel during detention 

o Confirmed attacks or violence against US service members 

o Served in a leadership or force-multiplier role 

o Limited prospects following release 

o Detainee has radical Islamic training through known facilities such as the 

Islamic Institute in Kandahar or other identified mosques, madrassas or 

teachers, such as Shaykh Issa al-Masri 

o Detainee participated in one or more hunger strikes during detention 

 Detainee supported any extremist group through an NGO 

 Detainee‟s timeline cannot be confirmed and he admits, or is identified or 

assessed to have spent weeks or months in Kandahar prior to November 2001, 

where he could have attended al-Faruq 

 Detainee is not identified by senior extremist leadership – this can be an indicator 

that detainee was not well known or not part of the organization 

 Detainee retracted earlier claims.  Detainees retract claims after arriving at JTF-

GTMO when they realize that they will not be abused.  Earlier periods of 

captivity were productive in obtaining intelligence as detainees were not aware of 

how the US would attempt to illicit information and they were taught ways to 

resist torture leading them to assume it would be used against them.  

 Detainee‟s claims are out of context with known facts.  For instance, a detainee 

claims to be unemployed and poor, but was caught with $1,000 US after being in 

Afghanistan for 6 months.  Or, a detainee claims he went to teach Islam but he 

does not have the requisite education to do so. 

 Detainee provided a false name, timeline, or biographical details upon capture 

 Detainee‟s ability to recognize and discuss individuals of interest to the 

Intelligence Community, while claiming to be an innocent bystander or 

unassociated witness 

 Detainee claims he never heard of al-Qaida before coming to JTF-GTMO.  This is 

unlikely; though it is possible al-Qaida may be referred to as the World Islamic 

Front for Jihad Against the Jews and Crusaders in Arabic media, or simply the 

UBL organization.  It is more probable that detainees falsely make this claim as 

an attempt to demonstrate they are not affiliated with al-Qaida. 

 

(U)  Associated Forces:   
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(S//NF)  Associated forces are those militant forces and organizations with which al-

Qaida, the al-Qaida network, or the Taliban had or has an established working, 

supportive, or beneficiary relationship for the achievement of common goals.  Associated 

forces are identified in intelligence reports and US government terrorism lists.  These lists 

include, but are not limited to: 

 

 The Department of State list of designated Foreign Terrorist Organizations 

(FTOs)
36

 

 Department of State Country Reports on Terrorism, which include FTO and the 

Other Groups of Concern list
37

 

 The Patriot Act Terrorist Exclusion List, also published by the Department of 

State
38

 

 The Department of the Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control Specially 

Designated Nationals (SDN) list
39

  

 Additional guidance is provided by the National Intelligence Priorities 

Framework (NIPF)
40

 

 Other terrorist organizations, terrorist support entities, and individuals identified 

in assessments, intelligence reporting and US Government designated terrorism 

lists 

 

(S//NF)  The following is a list of terrorist and terrorist support entities identified as 

associate forces.  This list is not all inclusive but provides the primary organizations 

encountered in the reporting from and about JTF-GTMO detainees.  Through associations 

with these groups and organizations, a detainee may have provided support to al-Qaida or 

the Taliban, or engaged in hostilities against US or Coalition forces.
41

 

 

Afghan Support Committee (Afghan Support 

Group) [ASC, ASG] 

Al-Itihad Al-Islami [AIAI]
42

  

Al-Muhajiroun [ALM]
43

 Al-Qaida Network
44

  

                                                 
36

 http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/fs/37191.htm.  This list is designed to heighten public awareness and 

international concern of terrorist organizational activities and to support efforts to curb terrorist financing  
37

 http://www.state.gov./s/ct/rls/fs/2005/65275.htm.  This list includes those organizations that are not 

designated as an FTO under 8 USC Section 1189. 
38

 http://www.state.gov./s/ct/rls/fs/2005/32678.htm. 
39

 http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/, used in determinations of asset freezing or 

forfeiture. 
40

 http://www.fbi.gov/hq/nsb/nsb_faq.htm.  The NIPF guides the operation, planning, and programming of 

US intelligence analysis and collection.   
41

 Known or suspected of wittingly or unwittingly providing support or cover to al-Qaida or other terrorist 

organizations, the nature of the association needs to be further refined before an EC determination can be 

made.  A full list of managers or employees of specific NGO branches and offices supporting al-Qaida or 

other terrorist organizations has not yet been published. 
42

 This is the East Africa group, not the Itihad in Afghanistan connected to Rasul Sayyaf. 
43

 References to this should be specific in that it is an actual organization. Al-Muhajiroun/Muhajirun itself 

is Arabic for “Emigrants” and can be used to describe those coming to Afghanistan to live, but also those 

who came to participate in jihad. 
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Ansar al-Islam [AI] Anti-Coalition Militia [ACM]
45

 

Armed Islamic Group [GIA] Council of Islamic Courts [CIC] 

East Africa al-Qaida [EAAQ] East Turkistan Islamic Movement [ETIM] 

Eastern Turkistan Islamic Party [ETIP] Egyptian Islamic Jihad, Islamic Jihad [EIJ] 

Gama‟a Islamia [GI]
46

 HAMAS 

Harakat Al-Mujahideen [HUM] Harakat-Ul-Jihad-I-Islami [HUJI] 

Hezb-I-Islami-Gulbuddin (AMC Entity) 

[HIG] 

Hezb-I-Islami-Khalis-(ACM Entity) [HIK] 

Hizballah Iranian Intelligence 

Islah Party Islamic Jihad Union (Islamic Jihad Group) 

[IJU, IJG] 

Islamic Movement of Tajikistan (ACM 

Entity) [IMT] 

Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan [IMU] 

Islamic Salvation Front [FIS] Jama‟at Al-Islami [JI] 

Jaysh Al-Muhammad [JEM] Lashkar-e-Tayyiba (and its political wing 

MDI) [LT] 

Libyan Islamic Fighting Group [LIFG]
47

 Maktab Al-Khadimat [MK] 

Moro Islamic Liberation Front [MILF] Moroccan Islamic Combat Group [GICM] 

Muslim Brotherhood [MB]
48

 North African Extremist Network
49

 

Pakistani Inter-Service Intelligence 

Directorate [ISID] 

Sabotage Battalion of Chechen Martyrs 

[RSRSBCM]  

                                                                                                                                                 
44

 Includes references of the Al-Qaida Movement, The al-Qaida Network, the Global Jihad Support 

Network [GJSN], the UBL Network, and the North African Extremist Network, 55th Arab Brigade (al-

Qaida‟s militant organization supporting the Taliban), and the organizations associated to them if they are 

not listed separately in this table. The Global Jihad Support Network is composed of individuals, most of 

whom are from North Africa, the Levant, or Saudi Arabia, and who reside in those countries, Europe, or 

South Asia.  The network provides various services, including logistics and fundraising, and helps move 

operatives from country to country as needed. 
45

 This includes elements of numerous groups including al-Qaida, Taliban, HIG and other terrorist 

organizations which are currently, and cooperatively, engaged in hostilities with US and coalition forces in 

Afghanistan and Pakistan.  This is a US term to identify those cooperative organizations, and the term is 

not used by those organizations themselves. 
46

 The Gama‟a Islamiya can be spelled as Jama‟at al-Islamiyah.  This is an Egyptian terrorist organization, 

separate from the similarly spelled Asia-based JI, and the EIJ.  
47

 It is important to note that these organizations may be represented by their Arabic equivalents and aliases 

in reporting. 
48

 The MB, aka (Ikhwan e Muslimin), is not a designated terrorist group, but does have ties to extremist 

organizations. 
49

 Until the creation of the group designation "Global Jihad Support Network" (GJSN), the term used in the 

IICT list, now the NIPF list, was the "North African Extremist Network" (NAEN).  The IICT abolished the 

use of NAEN when they created the GJSN. At the time, the LIFG was grouped into the NAEN and 

subsequently was included in the GJSN with the terminology, ". . . composed of individuals, most of them 

from North Africa. . .”  The LIFG‟s separate designation in the IICT, like the other North African groups, 

applies to those functions of the organizations operating on a national (their home country).  The separate 

designations do not apply to the international realm in support of the al-Qaida network and those 

organizations which supported it in Central Asia where these detainees were arrested; instead the 

NAEN/GJSN designation applies.  JTF-GTMO, with EUCOM LNO assistance, is attempting to obtain a 

list of the organizations that fall within the GJSN and an official explanation of its relationship to the North 

African groups.  
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Salafist Group for Call and Combat [GSPC] Salafiya Jihadia (SJ) 

Takfir wa Hijra [TAKFIR] Taliban 

Tunisian Combat Group [TCG] Tunisian Islamic Front [precursor to 

Tunisian Combat Group, TCG] [FIT] 

Yemeni Intelligence [PSO] Zarqawi Network (al-Qaida in Iraq) 

Active Islamic Youth NGO African Muslim Association (sometimes 

Agency) NGO (AMA) 

Al-Akhtar Trust NGO Al-Furqan NGO 

Al-Haramayn International Foundation NGO 

(HIF, HIFA) 

Al-Wafa Humanitarian Organization NGO, 

al-Wafa al-Islamiya, Munathima Wafa lal-

A‟mal al-Agathia, Munathima Wafa lal-

A‟mal al-Ansania, Wafa 

Benevolence International Foundation (Lajnat 

Al-Bir Al-Islami) NGO [BIF] 

Global Relief Foundation NGO (GRF) 

Human Appeal International NGO International Islamic Relief Organization 

NGO [IIRO] 

Jama‟at Al-Tablighi NGO [JT]
50  

 Kuwaiti Joint Relief Committee NGO 

[KJRC] 

Lajnat Al-Dawa Al-Islamiya NGO [LDI] Maktab al-Khidmat NGO [MK] 

Muslim World League NGO Qatari Joint Committee for Relief NGO 

Rashid Trust NGO Revival of Islamic Heritage Society NGO 

[RIHS] 

Sanabil NGO Saudi High Commission for Relief NGO 

[SHCR] 

Taibah NGO Ummah Tameer Nau NGO [UTN] 

World Assembly of Muslim Youth NGO 

[WAMY] 

 

 

 

                                                 
50

 Affiliation with the JT, a proselytizing organization, has been identified as an al-Qaida cover story.  Al-

Qaida used the JT to facilitate and fund the international travels of its members.   
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